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Abstract 

We consider a finite statespace continuous-time irreducible Markov chain (Xtk::o to

gether with some fluctuating additive functional (ct't)t;::o. The objective is to condition 

the Markov process (Xt, IPt)t;::o on the event that the process (IPth;::o stays non-negative. 

There are three possible types of behaviour of the process (IPt)t;::o: it can drift to +00, 

oscillate, or drift to -00, and in each of these cases we condition the process (Xt, IPt)t;::o 

on the event that the process (ct'th;::o stays non-negative. 

In the positive drift case, the event that the process (IPt)t;::o stays non-negative is of 

positive probability and the process (XI! ct'th;::o can be conditioned on it in the standard 

way. In the oscillating and the negative drift cases, the event that the process (IPt)t;::o 

stays non-negative is of zero probability and we cannot condition the process (Xt, IPdt;::o 

on it in the standard way. Instead, we look at the limits of laws of the process (Xt , IPt)t;::o 

conditioned on the event that the process (lPdt;::o hits large levels before it crosses zero, 

and of laws of the process (Xt , ct't)t;::o conditioned on the event that the process (IPt)t;::o 

stays non-negative for a large time. In the oscillating case both limits exists and are 

equal to the same probability law. In the negative drift case, under certain conditions, 

both limits exist but give distinct probability laws. 

In addition, in the negative drift case, conditioning the process (Xt, IPt)t;::o on the 

event that the process (<pt)t;::o drifts to +00 and then further conditioning on the event 

that the process (lPdt;::o stays non-negative yields the same result as the limit of con

ditioning the process (Xt, IPt)t;::o on the event that the process (ct'th;::o hits large levels 

before it crosses zero. Similarly, conditioning the process (Xt , IPth>o on the event that 

the process {lPt}t;::o oscillates and then further conditioning on the event that the process 

{lPdt;::o stays non-negative yields the same result as the limit of conditioning the process 

(Xt, <Pt)t;::o on the event that the process (<pt)t~O stays non-negative for a large time. 
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Introduction 

The problem of conditioning a stochastic process to stay forever in a certain region has 

been extensively studied in the literature. Many authors have addressed the essentially 

same problem by conditioning a process with a possibly finite lifetime to live forever. 

An interesting case is when the event that the process remains in some region is of 

zero probability, or in terms of the lifetime of the process, when the process has a finite 

lifetime with probability one. In that case we cannot condition the process to stay in the 

region forever in the standard way. Instead, we can look at the limit of conditioning the 

process to stay in the region for a large time or at the limit of conditioning the process 

to stay away from the boundary of the region. 

There are many well-known examples of such conditionings. For instance, Knight 

[24] in 1969 showed that the standard Brownian motion conditioned not to cross zero 

for a large time converges weakly to a three-dimensional Bessel process; Iglehart [16] 

in 1974 considered a general random walk conditioned to stay non-negative for a large 

time and showed that it converges weakly; Williams [34] in 1974 showed that Brownian 

motion conditioned to hit level y before hitting zero converges weakly as y ~ +00 

to a three-dimensional Bessel process, which is the same limit as of Brownian motion 

conditioned not to cross zero for a large time. Williams also showed that Brownian 

motion with a negative drift conditioned to hit level y converges weakly as y ~ 00 to 

Brownian motion with a positive drift; Pinsky [27] in 1985 showed that under certain 

conditions, a homogeneous diffusion on r conditioned to remain in an open connected 

bounded region for a large time converges weakly to a homogeneous diffusion; Jacka and 

Roberts [36] in 1988 proved weak convergence of an Ito diffusion conditioned to remain 

in an interval (a, b) until a large time. 

However, weak convergence of the approximations does not always occur. There are 
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counterexamples in which a process conditioned to stay in a region for a large time does 

not converge at all or it does converge but to a dishonest limit. Jacka and Warren [21] 

in 2002 gave two examples of such processes. 

Dertoin and Doney [4] in 1994 considered a real-valued random walk {Sn, n ~ O} and 

discussed these two ways of conditioning it to stay non-negative. Namely, they looked 

at the limit when n -+ 00 of conditioning {Sn, n ~ O} on the event 

A~l) = { {Sn, n ~ O} hits [n, +00) before it hits (-00,0) }, 

that is the event that {Sn, n ~ O} hits at least level n before crossing zero, and at the 

limit when n -+ 00 of conditioning {Sn, n ~ O} on the event 

A~2) = { Sk ~ 0 for all 0 :S k :S n}, 

that is the event that {Sn, n ~ O} stays non-negative until time n. They showed that 

- when the random walk oscillates, these two ways of conditioning yield the same 

honest limit; 

- when the random walk drifts to -00, then under a certain condition the two 

ways of conditioning yield distinct honest limits, but if the upper tail of the step 

distribution is slowly varying, then the two ways of conditioning yield the same 

dishonest limit; 

- under a certain condition, the random walk {Sn,n ~ O} with a negative drift 

conditioned On the event {{Sn, n ~ O} hits [n, +oo)} converges weakly as n -+ +00 

to a random walk with a positive drift and then further conditioning the resulting 

random walk with a positive drift on the event that it stays non-negative yields the 

same result as the limit as n -+ +00 of conditioning the random walk {Sn, n ~ O} 

on the event A~l); 

- under a certain condition, the random walk {Sn, n ~ O} with a negative drift 

conditioned on the event {Sk ~ 0 for some k ~ n} converges weakly as n -+ +00 
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to an oscillating random walk, and further conditioning this oscillating random 

walk on the event that it stays non-negative yields the same result as the limit as 

n ~ +00 of conditioning the random walk {Sn, n ~ o} on the event A~2). 

These results by Bertoin and Doney for a random walk were the motivation and the 

starting point for our work. Instead of considering a random walk {Sn, n ~ o} we study 

a finite statespace continuous time Markov chain and an associated fluctuating additive 

functional, and want to condition the Markov chain on the event that the fluctuating 

functional stays non-negative. 

More precisely, let X = (Xt)t~O be an irreducible Markov chain with statespace E 

and let v be a map v: E --+ 1R\{O}. Suppose that both E+ = v-1(O,00) and E- = 

v-1(-00,O) are non-empty. Define the process (cpt)t~O by 

CPt = cP + fot v(X,,)ds, 

where cP E IR is some non-random initial value for CPO. 

The objective is to condition the process (Xt, CPt)t~O starting at (e, cp) E Ex (0, +00) 

or (e, cp) E E+ x {O}, on the event that the process (cpth~o stays non-negative. We 

distinguish between three possible cases: when the process (cpt)t~O drifts to +00, when 

it oscillates and when it drifts to -00 and perform conditioning in each of the cases 

separately. 

The behaviour of the process (cpt)t~O is completely determined by the matrix Q and 

the function v and is related to the processes obtained from the process (Xt)t~O via time 

substitutions based on the process (cpt)t~o. Namely, for stopping times T+ and T- given 

by 

T: = inf {t > 0 : CPt > Y} 

Ty = inf{t > 0 : CPt < -y}. 

we define processes y+ and Y- by y+ = (XTj" )y~O and Y- = (XTr )y~o. The relation 

between the chain (Xth~o and the chains Y+ and Y- is given by what is known as 
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the Wiener-Hopf factorization for Markov chains. The Wiener-Hopf factorization has 

various meanings for various processes. For instance, the Wiener-Hopf factorization 

for Levy processes (see Rogers [29]) gives the relation between a Levy process and 

its running maximum and minimum; the Wiener-Hopf factorization for diffusions (see 

Rogers [29]) involves processes obtained from a diffusion by time changing; the Wiener

Hopf factorization for random walks has many formulations (see Alili and Doney [1]) 

but it always involves the ladder times and the ladder heights processes associated with 

a random walk. 

The Wiener-Hopf factorization for matrices and its probabilistic interpretation in 

the theory of Markov chains (see Williams [36], Barlow, Rogers, Williams [3], London, 

McKean, Rogers, Williams [26]) is a very powerful tool for obtaining and proving results 

for Markov chains. As will be seen, the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the matrix V-1Q, 

where the matrix V is the diagonal matrix diag(v(e» and the matrix Q is the Q-matrix 

of the process (Xth~o, plays a prominent role in our work since most of the results 

are based on it and its consequences. Because of that, a whole section (Section 1.4) 

is dedicated to the study of the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the matrix V-1Q and 

its implications. Other major techniques and tools used are the theory of martingales, 

the theory of Laplace transforms, the Tauberian theorems and the Perron-Frobenius 

theorems. 

The thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 is preliminary and is intended 

to introduce the notation and prepare for the results in the following chapters. The first 

two sections in Chapter 1 contain matrix definitions and some auxiliary matrix lemmas. 

The process (Xt, CPt)t~O which is the basic object in our work is introduced in Section 1.3. 

Section 1.4 is, as previously mentioned, concerned with the Wiener-Hopf factorization 

for matrices and it also, importantly, introduces certain matrix and vector notation. In 

Section 1.5, the hitting probabilities of the process (Xt, cptk:~o are discussed, in Section 
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1.6 the generator of the process (Xt, 'Ptk~o, and in Section 1.7 the behaviour of the 

process ('Pt)t;::o. Results in Sections 1.8 and 1.9, about the eigenvalues of the matrix 

V-1(Q - 01), 0 ~ 0, and h-transforms of the process (Xt, 'Pt)t;::o, are used in Chapters 

3 and 4. In Section 1.10 we start with conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t;::o on the event 

that the process ('Pth;::o stays non-negative. The first and the easiest case, when the 

process {'Pt)t;::o drifts to +00, is discussed in Section 1.10. In that case, the event that the 

process ('Pt)t;::o stays non-negative is of positive probability and the process (Xt, 'Pth;::o 

can be conditioned on it in the standard way. 

Chapter 2 deals with the Green's functions of the process (Xt, 'Pt)t;::o and of the 

process {Xt, 'Pt)t;::o killed when the process {'Pt)t;::o crosses zero. We present several 

ways for calculating them and show the variety of ideas and techniques that are used. 

In Chapter 3 we look at conditioning the process (Xt, 'Pth;::o on the event that 

the process ('Pt)t;::o stays non-negative when the process ('Pt)t;::o oscillates. In that 

case, the event that the process ('Pth;::o stays non-negative is of zero probability and 

conditioning the process {Xt, 'Pt)t;::o on it is not possible in any elementary way. Instead, 

we approximate the event that the process ('Pt)t;::o stays non-negative by some events of 

positive probabilities, and look at the limit of conditioning (Xt, 'Pt)t>o on those events. 

We discuss conditioning the process (Xt, 'Pt)t;::o on two approximations of the event 

that the process {'Pth;::o stays non-negative: in Section 3.1 on the approximation by the 

events that the process {'Pt)t;::o hits large levels before it crosses zero, and in Section 3.2 

on the approximation by the events that the process ('Pdt;::o stays non-negative for a 

large time. 

In Chapter 4 we finally look at the most interesting case of conditioning the process 

{Xt, 'Pt)t;::o on the event that the process ('Ptk~o stays non-negative, that is the case when 

the process ('Pt)t;::o drifts to -00. Again, as in the oscillating case, the event that the 

process ('Pt)t;::o stays non-negative is of zero probability and instead of conditioning the 
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process (Xt, If'tk~o on it, we look (in Section 4.1) at the limit of conditioning the process 

(Xt, If'tk~o on the event that the process (If'tk~o hits large levels before it crosses zero, 

and (in Section 4.3) at the limit of conditioning the process (Xt, If'tk::o on the event that 

the process (If'tk::o stays non-negative for a large time. In addition, in Sections 4.2 and 

4.4, we make two more transformations of the process (Xt, If'tk~o in order to change the 

behaviour of the process (If'th;::o, and we look at relations between the processes obtained 

in these two transformations and the original process (Xt, If't}t;::o. Our objective is to 

obtain the results analogous to those obtained by as Bertoin and Doney (1994) for a 

random walk (which have been listed above). 

Chapter 5 summarises the results from Section 1.10 and Chapters 3 and 4. Appendix 

A contains the statements of the Perron-Frobenius theorems and the references for their 

proofs and Appendix D contains the proofs of the auxiliary lemmas in Sections 1.8 and 

2.3. 



Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

In this chapter we introduce the notation and review some results and prove some other 

results that will be used in following chapters. 

1.1 Conventions and some matrix lemmas 

By positive we mean " > 0 ". By negative we mean " < 0 ". By non-positive we mean 

" ~ 0 ". By non-negative we mean " ~ 0 " . 

We denote the d x d identity matrix by I where the dimension d varies from line to 

line and is meant to be clear from context. 

All equalities and inequalities between vectors or matrices are meant componentwise. 

Let A be a square matrix and a its eigenvalue. We say that a non-zero vector 9 is 

associated with the eigenvalue a if there exists n E N such that 

if 9 is a column vector, or 

g(A - aJ)n = 0 

if 9 is a row vector. By Jordan normal form theory, the number of independent column 

7 
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vectors (or row vectors) associated with the same eigenvalue is equal to the algebraic 

multiplicity of the eigenvalue. 

Lemma 1.1.1 Let a and /3, a -=F /3, be eigenvalues of a square matrix M. 

(i) Let 9 be a row eigenvector of the matrix M associated with the eigenvalue a, and let 

f be a column vector associated with the eigenvalue /3. Then gf = 0; 

If 9 is a column eigenvector of the matrix M associated with the eigenvalue a, and f is 

a row vector associated with the eigenvalue /3, then fg = OJ 

(ii) Let a be a simple eigenvalue of M. If 9 and f are left and right eigenvectors, 

respectively, of M associated with the eigenvalue a, then gf =f O. 

Proof: (i) Let kEN such that (M - /3I)k f = O. Then, because g(M - aI) = 0, 

o = g{M - /3I)k f = g((M - aI) + {a - /3)1)k / 
k 

= 9 L (~) (M - aI)i (a - /3)k-i / 
j=O J 

= (a - /3)k g/, 

and because a -=F /3, 9 =f 0 and / =f 0, gf = O. the statement for a column vector 9 and 

a row vector / can be proved in the same way. 

(ii) By Jordan normal form theory, there exists a basis S in the space of all vectors on 

IR" which consists only of vectors associated with the eigenvalues of the matrix lvI. If 

a is a simple eigenvalue, then there is only one vector in the basis S associated with a 

and that is its associated right eigenvector /. By (i), the vector g, a left eigenvector of 

M associated with a, is orthogonal to all vectors in the basis S which are not equal to 

/. If also g/ = 0 , then 9 is orthogonal to all vectors in the basis S which implies that 

9 = O. But 9 -=F 0 since it is a left eigenvector of M. Therefore, g/ -=F O. o 

A matrix with all positive entries is called positive. A matrix with all non-negative 

entries is called non-negative. A square matrix with non-negative off-diagonal entries is 

called essentially non-negative. 
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A Q-matrix is an essentially non-negative matrix with non-positive row sums. If all 

row sums are equal to zero then the Q-matrix is called conservative. 

A square non-negative matrix is called substochastic if all row sums are less than 

or equal to 1, strictly substochastic if it is substochastic and at least one row sum is 

strictly less than 1, and stochastic if all row sums are equal to 1. 

A square non-negative matrix is called primitive if there exists kEN such that Tk 

is a positive matrix. 

Let i be arbitrary index from them index set {I, 2, ... n} of the non-negative matrix 

T. Suppose that there exists mEN such that TtJ is positive. Then, the period d(i) of 

the index i is the greatest common divisor of those k for which Ti~i is positive. 

A square non-negative matrix T is called irreducible if for every pair i, j of its index 

set, there exists kEN such that Ti~i is positive. An irreducible matrix is said to be 

cyclic with period d if the period of anyone (and so of each one) of its indices satisfies 

d> 1, and is said to be acyclic if d = 1. 

Lemma 1.1.2 A square non-negative matrix is irreducible and acyclic if and only if it 

is primitive. 

Proof: See Theorem 1.4. in Seneta [31]. o 

An essentially non-negative matrix B is associated with a non-negative matrix T 

through the relation 

T=B+cI, 

for some positive real constant c. An essentially non-negative matrix B is called irre

ducible if its associated non-negative matrix T is irreducible. 

The Perron-Frobenius theorems for primitive matrices and for irreducible essentially 

non-negative matrices are very useful and powerful tools and will be frequently used 

throughout our work. Their statements and references for the proofs are given in Ap-

pendix A. 
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One of the implications of the Perron-Frobenius theorems for primitive matrices and 

for irreducible essentially non-negative matrices is that there exist simple eigenvalues of 

such matrices with which can be associated positive right and left eigenvectors. This 

fact together with Lemma 1.1.1 proves 

Lemma 1.1.3 The Perron-Frobenius left and right eigenvectors of a primitive matrix 

are the only positive vectors associated with the eigenvalues of the matrix. 

The same statement is true for an irreducible essentially non-negative matrix. 

Proof: Let T be a primitive matrix. By the Perron-Frobenius theorems for primitive 

matrices there exists a simple eigenvalue a of T such that left g/eft and right gright 

eigenvectors associated with a are positive. Let f left and right be a row and a column 

vector, respectively, associated with an eigenvalue f3 ofT where f3 t= a. Then, by Lemma 

1.1.1 (i), g/eft right = 0 and f'eftgright = 0, and because gleft and gright are positive, 

it follows that the vectors f 'eft and right cannot be positive. Hence, the only positive 

vectors associated with the eigenvalues of T are its Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors. 

The only property of the primitive matrix T that is used in the proof is that it has 

a simple eigenvalue with which can be associated positive right and left eigenvectors. 

Since an irreducible essentially non-negative matrix has the same property, it follows 

that the statement in the lemma which was proved for primitive matrices is also valid 

for irreducible essentially non-negative matrices. o 

We give three more lemmas, the first of which is proved in Seneta [31]. 

Lemma 1.1.4 An essentially non-negative matrix Q is irreducible iff etQ is positive for 

all t > O. 

Proof: See Theorem 2.7. in Seneta [31]. o 
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Lemma 1.1.5 Let Q be an irreducible Q-matrix. Then 

etQ l = 1 for some t > 0 iff etQ l = 1 for all t ~ o. 

In addition, 

Q is conservative iff etQ is stochastic for all t ~ 0 

Q is not conservative iff etQ 1 < 1 for all t > O. 

11 

Proof: For the first part of the lemma, it is enough to show that if etQ 1 = 1 for some 

t > 0 then etQ 1 = 1 for all t ;::: O. 

Differentiating etQ lover t we obtain 

de;:1 = etQ Q1. 

Since Ql :5 0 and, by Lemma 1.1.4, etQ is positive for all t > 0, the last equation implies 

that de~~l :5 0 which means that the function t H etQ l is decreasing. 

Suppose that etoQ l = 1 for some to > O. Then, esQ l = 1 for all 0 :5 s < to. If t > to 

then there exists kEN such that (k - l)to < t :5 kto. Thus, for such t, 

Therefore, etQ 1 = 1 for all t ;::: o. 
For the second part of the lemma, we first notice that 

Ql = 0 iff etQ l = 1 for all t ~ o. 

Hence, all we have to prove is that if Q is not conservative then etQ 1 < 1 for all t > o. 
Suppose that Q is not conservative. Then, etQ is strictly substochastic for some 

t > 0, which, by the first part of the lemma, implies that etQ is strictly substochastic 

for all t ;::: O. By Lemma 1.2.1, etQ > 0 for all t > O. Hence, for any t > 0, 

which proves that etQ l < 1 for all t > O. o 
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Lemma 1.1.6 Let Q be an irreducible essentially non-negative matrix, V a diagonal 

matrix and f3 E Ilt Then the matrix (Q - f3V) is essentially non-negative matrix and 

irreducible. 

Proof: The matrices Q and (Q - f3V) are essentially non-negative which implies that 

there exists sufficiently large real constant c such that the matrices 

T= Q+cI and S = Q - f3V +cI 

are non-negative and have positive entries on the main diagonal. Since the matrices T 

and S have positive entries and zero entries in same positions, it is also valid for all their 

powers Tk and Sk, kEN. Thus the matrix T is primitive if and only if the matrix S is 

primitive. 

Since the matrix Q is irreducible, the matrix T is also irreducible, and because all 

its diagonal entries are positive it is also acyclic. Thus, by Lemma 1.1.2, the matrix 

T is primitive. We conclude that the matrix S is primitive which, again by Lemma 

1.1.2, implies that the matrix S is irreducible. Therefore, by the definition, the matrix 

(Q - f3V) is irreducible. 0 

1.2 Irreducible Markov chains 

Let (Xt)t~O be a Markov chain on a finite statespace E and let Q be its Q-matrix, that 

is, for all t 2: 0, 

Pe(Xt = e') = etQ(e,e'), e,e' E E, 

where Pe(Xt = e') denotes the probability that the process (Xt)t~O starting at the state 

e is at the state e' at time t. 

A Markov chain is called irreducible if the entire statespace forms a single commu

nicating class, that is if all states can be reached from each other. 
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Lemma 1.2.1 Let Q be the Q-matrix of a Markov chain (Xtk:~o on a statespace E. 

Then 

(Xtk::o is irreducible iff the matrix Q is irreducible. 

Proof: Dy the definition, the Markov chain (Xtk~o is irreducible if for every e, e' E E 

there exists t > 0 such that 

-the 'if' part: if the matrix Q is irreducible, then by Lemma 1.1.4 the matrix etQ is 

positive for all t > 0 and therefore the chain (Xtk::o is irreducible. 

-the 'only if' part: let e, e' E E and suppose that etoQ(e, e') > 0 for some to.Let 

T=Q+cI 

for some constant c such that the matrix T is non-negative. Then 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

Since e-cto > 0 and t~ > 0, k ~ 0, there exists kEN such that Tk (e, e') > O. Thus, 

for any e,e' E E, there exists kEN such that Tk(e,e') > 0, which by definition means 

that the matrix T is irreducible and therefore, the matrix Q is also irreducible. 0 

Let (Xtk~o be an irreducible honest Markov chain on a probability space (0, F, P) and 

let the probability space (0, F, P) be equiped with the natural filtration (Ft}t~o of the 

process (Xt)t~o. 
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Let E, Q and J.L denote a finite statespace, the conservative irreducible Q-matrix and 

the unique invariant probability measure, respectively, of the Markov chain (Xt)f~O. 

Let v be a map v:E ---+ 1R\{O} and let V be the diagonal matrix diag(v(e)). Suppose 

that both E+=v-1(O,oo) and E-=v-1(-oo,O) are non-empty and that IE+I = nand 

IE-I = m for some n,m E N. 

Define the process (rpt)t~O by 

rpt = rp + fot v(X,)ds, 

where rp E IR is the starting point of the process (rpe)t~o. 

By the definition, the process (rpt)t~O is increasing when the process (Xt)t~O is in 

E+ and decreasing when the process (Xth~o is in E-. A typical path of the process 

(Xt, rpt)t~O is as shown in the diagram in Figure 1.1. 

e 

I 
I 

rp I ( rpt) 

E -

Figure 1.1: A typical path of the process (Xt,<Pt)t~O starting at (e,rp) E Ed 

(the values of the process (rpt)t~O are given on the x-axis and the states of the process 

(Xt)t~O are given on the y-axis) 

In order to simplify the notation, let p(e,~) denote the law of the process (Xt, rpt)t~O 
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starting at (e, cp), that is 

p(e,<p)( • ) = P( • I Xo = e, CPo = cp), 

and let E(e,<p) denote the expectation operator associated with the probability measure 

p(e,<p) • 

For y 2:: 0 define the stopping times 

7': = inf {t > 0 : CPt > y} 

7'; - inf{t > 0 : CPt < -y}. 

For the process (cpth~o starting at zero define the processes y+ = (Y!I+)Y~o and 

Y- = (Yy-)y~o by 

The irreducibility of the process (Xt)t~O implies that the processes Y+ and Y- are 

also irreducible Markov chains, which will be proved in the following section. 

Let E: and Ey, Y E lR, be the halfspaces 

E: = (E x (y, +00)) U (E+ X {y}), 

E:;; = {E x (-oo,y)) U (E- x {y}). 

In the sequel we shall always assume that the process (Xt, CPt)t~O starts at (e, cp) E 

Ed, unless otherwise stated. 

Let H y , y E lR, be the first crossing time of the level y by the process (cpt)t~O defined 

by 

{ 

inf {t > 0 : CPt < y} 
Hy = 

inf {t > 0 : CPt > y} 

if {Xt, CPt)t~O starts in E: 
if {Xt, CPt)t~O starts in Ey. 

If the process (Xt,CPt)t~O starts at (e,cp) E Et, then because the process (cpt)t~O is 

continuous, the only possible way for the process (cpt)t~O to enter the negative half-line 

(-00,0) is by crossing zero. Hence, the events {the process (cpt)t~ostays non-negative} 
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and {Ho = +oo} are equal. In the sequel we shall use this equality without further 

comment. 

Before we close the section, we introduce vector notation that will be constantly in 

::: i:~h:e:;::t:~l:~r ::::::::: ::u:~l:~:r ";:9: ~e(:: ) ~:t:~:i:: ::: 
I-' as I-' = (J.L+ 1-'-). 

The constant vector g(e) = 1, e E E, is denoted by 1 and for fixed e E E, Ie denotes 

the indicator of e. 

1.4 Wiener-Hopf factorization for matrices 

The main tool in approaching the problems and obtaining results in the presented work 

is Wiener-Hopf theory. In this section we introduce the Wiener-Hopf factorizations of 

the matrices V-I (Q - 01), 0 ~ 0, and discuss some of their implications. 

Let 0 be a positive real number. We state two lemmas which were proved in Barlow 

et al. [3]: 

Lemma 1.4.1 For fixed 0 > 0, there exists a unique pair (nt, n~), where nt is an 

E- x E+ matrix and n~ is an E+ x E- matrix, and there exist Q-matrices Gt and 

G~ on E+ x E+ and E- x E-, respectively, such that, if 

_ (1 n~) ra -
n+ 1 a 

(

G+ 
and Ga = ; 

then r a is invertible and 

Moreover, nt and n~ are strictly substochastic. 
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Lemma 1.4.2 Let a > 0 be fixed. Then 

E(e,o)(e-oHoI{XHo = e'}) = nt(e, e'), (e,e') E E- x E+, 

E(e,o)(e-OHOI{XHo = e'}) - rr~(e, e'), (e,e') E E+ x E-, 

E(e,o)(e-oHIII{XH
JI 

= e'}) = e.yGt (e, e'), (e,e') E E+ x E+, y > 0, 

E(e,o)(e-oH-JlI{XH_
JI 

= e'}) = eyG;; (e, e'), (e,e') E E- x E-, y > O. 

Lemma 1.4.1 is said to yield the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the matrix V-l(Q -

aI). 

The following results were also shown in Barlow et al. [3]: The matrix V-1(Q - aJ) 

cannot have strictly imaginary eigenvalues and there exists a basis B(a) in the space of 

all vectors on E which consists only of vectors associated with the eigenvalues of the 

matrix V-1(Q - aI), that is if g(a) is a vector in B(a), then 

(1.3) 

for some eigenvalue ).(a) of V-1(Q - aI) and some kEN. The number of vectors in 

the basis 8(a) associated with the same eigenvalue is equal to the algebraic multiplicity 

of that eigenvalue. 

Let N(a) and P(a) be the sets of vectors g(a) E 8(a) associated with eigenvalues 

with positive and with negative real parts, respectively. Then, if the vector g(a) is in 

N(a), it is of the form 

( 
g+(a) ) 

g(a) = ntg+(a) , (1.4) 

and if the vector g(a) is in P(a), it is of the form 

(1.5) 

The set N(a) contains exactly IE+I = n vectors and the vectors g+(a) for all g(a) E 

N(a) form a basis in the space of all vectors on E+, and the set P(a) contains exactly 

IE-I = m vectors and the vectors g-(a) for all g(a) E P(a) form a basis in the space 
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of all vectors on E-. The eigenvalues of V-l(Q - aI) with strictly negative real part 

coincide with the eigenvalues of Gt, and the eigenvalues of V-1(Q - aI) with strictly 

positive real part coincide with the eigenvalues of -G-;.. 

The case a = 0 in Lemmas 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 has also been discussed in Barlow et aZ. 

[3] and the following lemma, which yields the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the matrix 

V-lQ, has been proved. 

Lemma 1.4.3 There exists a unique pair (11+,11-), where 11+ is an E- X E+ matrix 

and 11- is an E+ X E- matrix, and there exist Q-matrices G+ on E+ X E+ and G- on 

E- x E- such that 

(1.6) 

where 

r= (:+ ~-) and G= C+ _:_). 
Moreover, n+ and 11- are substochastic and 

p(e,O) (Xll0 = e'} = 11+(e, e'}, (e,e') E E- x E+, 

p(e,O) (X 110 = e') - n-(e,e'), (e,e') E E+ x E-, 

p(e,O) (XllJ1 = e') - eyG+ (e, e'), (e,e') E E+ x E+, y ~ 0, 

p(e,O)(Xll_ JI = e') - eyG- (e, e'), (e,e') E E- x E-, Y ~O. 

The irreducibility of the chain (Xth~o implies that the matrices n+ and 11-, defined 

in the previous lemma, are positive. This is proved in the next lemma. 

Lemma 1.4.4 (i) The matrices 11- and n+ are positive. 

(ii) The matrices (11+n- - I) and (11-11+ - I) are essentially non-negative and irre

ducible. 

Proof: (i) By Lemma 1.4.3, the matrices n- and 11+ are substochastic which implies 

that they are non-negative. Let (e, e') E E+ X E-. Then, by Lemma 1.4.3, 
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We shall prove that the matrix 11- is positive. 

Let the process (Xtk~:o start at the state e and leave it at time t. Then during time 

8 such that 0 < 8 < Imin{v(:):~EE-}1 the process (IPtk::o cannot reach zero. On the other 

hand, during the same time 8 the process (Xtk~o can jump into the state e' and after 

the jump it can stay in e' long enough for the process (IPt)t2:0 to hit zero. Hence, 

00 tv(e) 
, {{lmin{v(el.eeE-}1 ( 

p(e,O)(XHo = e) ~ 10 10 p(e,O) (Xt )t2:0 leaves the state 

e in time dt, it is in the state e' at time 8 and after 

time 8 it stays in e' at least for the time 

tv(e) + s max{v(e}, e E E+})d d 
Iv(e')1 s t 

00 tv(e) 

- 10 lo'min{V(el,eeE}I (-Q(e, e)) etQ(e,e) esQ(e, e') 

tv(e)+. max{v(e),ee E+} Q(e' e') 
e Iv(e'li ' ds dt > O. 

Hence, for all (e,e') E E+ x E-, p(e,O)(XHo = e') = rr-(e,e') > O. 

It can be proved in the same way that the matrix 11+ is positive. 

(ii) Dy (i), the matrices l1+n- and rr-rr+ are positive. It folows that they are primitive, 

and, by Lemma 1.1.2, irreducible. Therefore, the matrices (n+n- - J) and (l1-n+ - I) 

are essentially non-negative and irreducible. o 

The matrix r defined in Lemma 1.4.3 is not necessarily invertible. More precisely, 

Lemma 1.4.5 If the matrices rr+ and rr- are both stochastic, then the matrices (1 -

l1-n+), (I - 11+11-) and r are not invertible. 

If at least one of the matrices rr+ and n- is strictly substochastic, then the matrices 

(J - rr-n+), (1 - rr+rr-) and r are invertible and the inverse r-1 is given by 

( 
(J - rr-n+)-1 -n-(1 - n+n-)-I) . 

r- 1 -
-11+(1 - 11-11+)-1 (I - n+I1-)-1 

Moreover, the matrices (J - n-n+)-1 and (1 - n+n-)-1 are positive. 
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Proof: Suppose that n+ and n- are stochastic matrices. Then (1 - n-n+)l + = 0, 

r ( 1 + ) = (1 n-) ( 1 + ) = (1 + - n-1-) = 0, 
-1- rr+ 1 -1- rr+1+ -1-

which shows that none of the matrices (i - rr-rr+), (I - rr+rr-) and r is invertible. 

Suppose now that at least one of the matrices rr+ and rr- is strictly substochastic, 

that is rr+ 1 + $ 1- or rr-1- $ 1+ with strict inequality in at least one entry. By Lemma 

1.4.4 (i), the matrices rr+ and rr- are positive which implies that (rr-rr+ - 1)1+ $ 0 

and (rr+rr- - 1)1- $ 0 with strict inequality in at least one entry. In addition, By 

Lemma 1.4.4 (ii), (rr-rr+ - 1) and (rr+rr- - 1) are irreducible essentially non-negative 

matrices. Thus, the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-negative 

matrices implies that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues of the matrices (n-rr+ - 1) and 

(rr+rr- - 1) are negative. Thus, the matrices (rr-rr+ - 1) and (rr+rr- - 1) do not have 

zero as an eigenvalue and therefore they are invertible. Moreover, by the same theorem, 

the inverses (1 - rr-rr+)-l and (1 - rr+rr-)-l are positive. 

Finally, directly checking shows that the matrix 

(

(I - rr-rr+)-l 

-n+(I - rr-n+)-l 

is the inverse of the matrix r. 

-rr-(I - rr+rr-)-l) 

(1 - rr+rr-)-l 

Another immediate consequence of Lemma 1.4.3 is 

Lemma 1.4.6 (i) The matrices G+ and G- are irreducible Q-matrices. 

(ii) 
G+ is conservative iff rr+ is stochastic 

G- is conservative iff rr- is stochastic. 

o 

Proof: (i) By Lemma 1.4.3, the matrices G+ and G- are the Q-matrices. In order to 

prove that they are irreducible, by Lemma 1.1.4 it is enough to prove that the matrices 

eYo+ and eYo- are positive for all y > o. 
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We shall show first that the matrix e yG+ is positive for all y > O. By Lemma 1.4.3, 

for y > 0 and e, e' E E+, 

Therefore, the matrix eyG+ is non-negative. 

Choose s such that s max{ v( e), e E E+} < y. During time s the process (rptk~o 

starting at zero cannot hit the level y and the furthest that it can get into the negative 

side is smin{v(e),e E E-}. Hence, for any e,e' E E+, 

p(e,O)(XH
II 

= e') ~ E(e,O) ([{X, = e'}[{(Xtk~o stays after time s in the 

. y - s min{v(e), e E E-} 
state e' at least for the time v(e') }) 

> p(e,O)(X, = e') p(e/,'min{v(e),eEE-})((Xtk~o stays in the 

. y - s min { v (e), e E E-} ) 
state e' at least for the time v(e'} ) 

Q 1/-' min{v(e),ee E-} Q(e' e') = e' (e, e') e v(e') '> 0, 

because the matrix Q is irreducible and by Lemma 1.1.4, for any e, e' E E and any t > 0, 

Therefore, for any y> 0 and e,e' E E+, p(e,O)(XH
II 

= e') = eyG+(e,e') > O. Since tha 

matrix eyG+ is positive for all y > 0, it follows from Lemma 1.1.4 that the matrix G+ is 

irreducible. 

It can be proved in the same way that the matrix G- is irreducible. 

(ii) From Lemma 1.4.3 we have that 

(1+) (G+ _aO_) (10+), (V-lQ) r 0 = r 0 

Since 
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and r (G+ 0) (1+) = (I n-) (G+l+) = ( G+l+ ), 
o -G- 0 n+ I 0 n+G+l+ 

we get that 

(V-'Q) (rr::+ ) = (rr~:::+ ). 
Suppose that G+ is conservative, that is G+ 1 + = O. Then, from the last equation 

we get that 

Q ( 1+ ) = 0, 
n+l+ 

which implies that n+ 1 + = 1- because the only eigenvector of the matrix Q associated 

with the eigenvalue zero is 1. Hence, the matrix n+ is stochastic. 

Suppose now that n+ is stochastic. Then 

( 
G+l+ ) 

n+G+l+ 
= V-lQ 1 = O. 

It follows that G+ 1 + = O. 

Similarly, 

implies that 

(
n-l-) (-n-G-l-) (V-lQ) = . 

1- -G-l-

In the same way as in the case of the matrices G+ and n+ we conclude that G-l- = 0 

o 

We recall the processes Y+ = (XT; )y~O and Y- = (XTi )y~O introduced in the 

previous section. It was said there that they are irreducible Markov chains. Now we 

shall prove that. 

Lemma 1.4.7 The processes y+ = (XT; )y~O and Y- - (XTi )y~O are irreducible 

Markov chains. 
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Proof: Since the process (Xt)t~O is strong Markov and Tit and Ty are stopping times, 

the processes Y+ and Y- are Markov. 

By Lemma 1.4.3, the matrices G+ and G- are the Q-matrices of the processes Y+ 

and Y-, respectively. Since, by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the matrices G+ and G- are irreducible, 

it follows from Lemma 1.2.1 that the processes y+ and Y- are irreducible. 0 

It can also be shown that, for a > 0, the matrices 11~ and 11; are positive and that 

the matrices G~ and G; are irreducible. 

Lemma 1.4.8 For fixed a > 0, 

(i) the matrices 11~ and 11; are positive; 

(ii) the matrices G~ and G; are irreducible Q-matrices; 

(iii) Let f;;;ax(a) and g;in(a} be the Perron- Frobenius eigenvectors of G~ and G;, 

respectively. Then, the vectors 

( 
f~ax(a) ) (l1;g;in(a)) 

fmax(a} = + + and gmin(a} = _ 
l1o fmaAa} 9min(a} 

are the only positive eigenvectors of the matrix V-1(Q - aI}. 

Proof: (i) By Lemma 1.4.1, the matrices 11~ and 11; are strictly substochastic which 

implies that they are non-negative. Suppose that for some (e, e') E E+ x E-, 11; (e, e') = 

O. Then, by Lemma 1.4.2, 

which implies that e-OHOI{XHo = e'} = 0 a.s., and that 

But, that is a contradiction because, by Lemma 1.4.4 (i), the matrix 11- is positive. It 

follows that the matrix 11; is positive. 
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It can be proved in the same way that the matrix II~ is positive. 

(ii) By Lemma 1.4.1, the matrices G~ and G; are Q-matrices. In order to prove that 

they are irreducible, by Lemma 1.1.4 it is enough to prove that the matrices eyG"?; and 

eyG;; are positive for all y > o. 
By Lemma 1.4.2, for y > 0 and e, e' E:: E+, 

Therefore, the matrix eyG"?; is non-negative. 

Suppose that there exists Yo > 0 and (e, e') E E+ x E+ such that eyoG"?; (e, e') = O. 

Then, by Lemma 1.4.2, 

which implies that e-OHlloI{XHllo = e'} = 0 a.s., and that, by Lemma 1.4.3 

But that is not possible since, by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the matrix G+ is irreducible Q-matrix 

which, by Lemma 1.2.1, implies that the matrix eyG+ is positive for all y > O. 

By Lemma 1.4.7, the process Y+ = (X +)y>o is an irreducible which implies that 
7'11 -

for all y > 0 and e,e' E E+, p(e,O)(XH
II 

= e') > O. Therefore, eyG"t is positive for all 

y > O. 

It can be shown in the same way that the matrix eyG;; is positive for all y > O. 

Hence, it follows from Lemma 1.1.4 that the matrices G~ and G; are irreducible. 

(iii) By (ii), G! and G; are irreducible essentially non-negative matrices. Hence, by 

the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-negative matrices and by 

Lemma 1.1.3, the only positive eigenvectors of G! and G; associated with their eigen

values are their Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors, f~az(a) and g;in(a), respectively. 
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Let f be a positive eigenvector of the matrix V-I (Q - aJ). Then, by (1.4) and (1.5) 

either 

or 

f = ( f+ ) and f+ is an eigenvector of G~ 
rr~f+ 

(
rr;;f-) . 

f = f- and f- is an eigenvector of G;;. 

The only positive eigenvectors of G~ and G;; are f;;;ax(a) and 9;in(a), respectively. 

Hence, because by (i), rr~ and rr;; are positive matrices, f = fmax(a) or f = 9min(a). 

o 
The following lemma establishes the relation between the matrices r 0, a > 0, and 

the matrix r. 

Lemma 1.4.9 lilIlo-+O r 0 = r. 

Proof: By Lemmas 1.4.2 and 1.4.3, for any (e, e') E E- x E+, 

and, for any (e, e') E E+ x E- , 

Since e-oHo/{XHo = e'} is a bounded random variable, we have that, 

lim rrt(e,e') = rr+(e,e'), 
0-+0 

lim rr;;(e,e') = rr-(e,e'), 
0-+0 

Hence, liffio-+O r 0 = r. 

(e,e') E E- x E+ 

(e,e') E E+ x E-. 

o 

In the rest of this section we look closely at the eigenvalues of the matrix V-1Q and 

vectors associated with them and introduce some more notation that will be constantly 

in use in following sections. 

The Wiener-Hopf factorization (1.6) of the matrix V-IQ implies that 
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1) G+ 1+ = 01+ for some 0 E IR and some vector 1+ on E+ iff 

(1.7) 

2) G-g- = -f3g- for some 13 E IR and some vector g- on E- iff 

(1.8) 

Let OJ, j = 1, ... , n, be the eigenvalues (not necessarily distinct) of the matrix G+, 

and -13k, k = 1, ... , m, be the eigenvalues (not necessarily distinct) of the matrix G-. 

Since, by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), G+ and G- are irreducible Q-matrices, it follows from the 

Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-negative matrices that 

and 

-f3min == max Re( -13k) = - min Re(f3k), 
l~k~m l~k~m 

(where" == " means "defined to be") are simple eigenvalues of G+ and G-, respectively, 

and that Omax ~ 0 and -f3min ~ O. Hence, from (1.7) it follows that all eigenvalues of 

V-lQ with negative real part coincide with the eigenvalues of G+ and from (1.8) that 

all eigenvalues of v-tQ with positive real part coincide with the eigenvalues of -G-. 

Jordan normal form theory implies that the space of all vectors on E has a basis B 

such that every vector 9 E B satisfies the equation 

(1.9) 

for some eigenvalue A of v-tQ and some kEN. 

It can be shown (see Barlow et al. [3]) that there exist exactly n = IE+ 1 vectors 

{It, 12,··· I In} in the basis B such that 

( If) Ii = + + ' 11 Ij 
j = I, ... , n , 
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and that for each vector /j, j = 1, ... , n, there exists an eigenvalue aj of V-IQ, Re(aj) :$ 

0, and Cj E N such that 

The vectors {It, It, ... , I;} are independent and form a basis N+ in the space of 

all vectors on E+. 

The vectors {It, 12, ... , In} are determined uniquely up to a constant multiple, but 

because the choice of their normalization does not affect any result in the presented 

work, we shall refer to them as if they were fixed. 

From the last equation it follows that, for j = 1, ... , n, 

(i) Re(aj) < 0 =? ellV- 1Q /j = ellOj ell(V-l Q-OjI) /j -+ 0, y -+ +00, 

(ii) Re(aj) < 0 =? eyG+ It = ellOj ell(G+-Ojl) It -+ 0, Y -+ +00. 
(1.10) 

Similarly, there exist exactly m = IE-I vectors {91,92, ... ,9m} in the basis 8 such 

that 

(
n-9;) 

9k = 9; , k = 1, ... ,m, 

and that for each vector 9k, k = 1, ... , m, there exists an eigenvalue {3k of V-IQ, 

Re({3k) ~ 0, and dk eN such that 

The vectors {91' 92" .. , 9~} form a basis P- in the space of all vectors on E-. 

The vectors {9lt 92, ... ,9m} are determined uniquely up to a constant multiple, but 

because the choice of their normalization does not affect any result in the presented 

work, we shall refer to them as if they were fixed. 

The last equation implies that, for k = 1, ... ,m, 

(i) 

(ii) 

Re({3k) > 0 =? e-yV- 1Q9k = e-y/3/c e-1I(V-IQ-/3/c1)9k -+ 0, y -+ +00, 

Re(f3k) > 0 =? ellG- 9; = e-liP/c ell(G-+P/c1)9; -+ 0, y -+ +00. 
(1.11) 
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Let Imax and gmin be the eigenvectors of the matrix V-1Q associated with its eigen

values Clmax and f3min, respectively. Then, I~ax and g;in are the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvectors of the matrices a+ and a-, respectively, and, by Lemma 1.1.3, they are 

the only positive eigenvectors of a+ and a-, respectively. Moreover, analogously to 

Lemma 1.4.8 (iii) 

Lemma 1.4.10 The vectors Imax and gmin are the only positive eigenvectors 01 the 

matrix V-1Q. 

Prool: Let I be a positive eigenvector of the matrix V-1Q. Then, by (1.7) and (1.8) 

either 

or 

I - ( 1+ ) and 1+ is an eigenvector of a+ 
- n+l+ 

(
n-I -) I = 1- and 1- is an eigenvector of a-. 

The only positive eigenvectors of a+ and a- are I~ax and g;in' respectively. Hence, 

( 
f + ) (n- - ) max gmin 

1= + + = 1m ax or 1= _. = gmin' 
n Imax gmm 

Since, by Lemma 1.4.4 (i), the matrices n+ and n- are positive, we have that Imax 

and gmin are positive which finishes the proof. o 

Interesting properties of non-negative vectors on E+ and non-negative vectors on 

E- are given in the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.4.11 There are no non-negative vectors on E+ which are linearly indepen

dent 01 the vector I~ax' 

There are no non-negative vectors on E- which are linearly independent 01 the vector 
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Proof: We shall prove only the first part of the lemma about non-negative vectors on 

E+. The second statement in the lemma can be proved in the same way. 

Let f+ be a non-negative vector on E+. Since N+ = {It, It, ... , I:} is a basis in 

the space of all vectors on E+, the vector 1+ has a decomposition 

n 

1+ = Lajft (1.12) 
j=l 

for some coefficients aj, j = 1, ... , n. 

Let amax be a coefficient in linear combination (1.12) associated with I~ax' Suppose 

that amax = O. Then, for any t ~ 0, 

etG+ 1+ = L aj etG+ It· 

ftn:.oz 

Let f~!i'+ be the left Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of G+. Then f~!i'+ etc+ = 
eOmozt I~!!'+ and, by Lemma 1.1.1 (i), I~!!'+ It = 0 for all It i= I~ax' j = 1, ... , n. 

Thus, 

j 'eft'+etG+f+ = max 

= 

a' j'eft,+ etG+ f7 
J max J 

fti:f:'oz 

~ a' eOjtJ,e f t'+f7 = 0 
~ J max J ' 

ftn:'oz 

but that is a contradiction because 1+ and I~!!'+ are non-negative and 

Therefore, am ax i= 0 and the vectors 1+ and I~ax are not linearly independent. 0 

Defore we close the section we introduce some matrix notation. 

Let r2 and J be the matrices 

r, = C~+ -~-) 
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Then 

r2 = J r J, 

and since the matrix J is invertible, 

r2 is invertible. iff r is invertible. (1.13) 

The processes y+ and Y- play an important role in our work. Therefore we define 

the E x E matrix, F(y), y '=f 0, by 

{ 
R ) (Y.+ - e') y > 0 

F(y)(e, e') = (e,O y_ - " _ 

p(e,O)(Yy = e), y < 0 

(
eYG

+ 0) 
o 0 (e,e'), y>O 

(
0 ° _) (e,e'), 
o e-yG 

y < 0, 

to contain the information about the transition probabilities of the processes y+ and 

Y-. 

Let J1 and J2 be the Ex E matrices 

Then 

and 

J1r + r2J2 = I, 

J2r + r2J1 = I, 
r J1 + J2r2 = I, 

r J2 + J1r2 = I, 

y>O 

y < 0, 

1.5 The hitting probabilities of {Xt, CPt)t~O 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

The event that the process (cptk:~o, starting at cp ~ 0, stays non-negative is essential for 

our work. Naturally, we want first to calculate its probability. 
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We recall the stopping time Ho which is, by the definition, the first crossing time of 

zero by the process (rptk~o. 

Before we find the probability of the event {Ho = +oo}, we find the probability of 

the event that the process (Xtk~o is in a certain state at the moment when the process 

(<pt)t~O crosses zero for the first time. 

Lemma 1.5.1 For any e, e' E E, 

l'("O)(XHo = e',Ho < +00) = (/ - r,)(e,e') = (:+ 
and for any e, e' E E and rp f. 0, 

( 

e'PG+ 0) 
n+e'PG+ 0 

= 

n-) o (e,e'), 

, <p < o. 

In addition, for any (e, rp) E Et and e' E E-, or any (e, rp) E Eo and e' E E+, 

Proof: The first equality in the lemma follows directly from the definitions of n+, n

and Ho. 

For the proof of the second equality, let <p > 0 and f E E-. Then, by Lemma 1.4.3, 

for e E E-, 

p(e,'P)(XHo = f, Ho < +00) - p(e,O)(XH_op = I,IL'P < +00) 

_ e'flG-(e,f), 

and for e E E+, 

e'EE-

= L n-(e,e') e'flG-(e',f) = n-e'PG-(e,f). 
e'EE-
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Thus, if (p{',IP) (XHo = ·,Ho < +00)) ExE denotes an E x E matrix with entries 

then for <p > 0, 

(1.16) 

Similarly, if <p < 0 and I e E+, then, by Lemma 1.4.3, for e e E+, 

p(e,IP)(XHo = I, Ho < +00) = p(e,o)(XH_tp = I, H_IP < +00) 

= e-IPG+ (e, f), 

and for e e E-, 

e'EE+ 

L rr+(e, e') e-IPG+ (e', 1) = rr+e- IPG+ (e, f). 
e'EE+ 

~) ; r F(-<p). (1.17) 

Therefore, (1.16) and (1.17) prove the second equality of the lemma. 

FUrthermore, by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the matrices G+ and G- are irreducible Q-matrices 

which, by Lemma 1.2.1, implies that the matrices eyG+ and eyG- are positive for all 

y > O. Dy Lemma 1.4.4 (i) the matrices rr+ and rr- are positive. Therefore, we 

conclude that for any (e, <p) e E; and e' e E-, or (e, <p) e Eo and e' e E+, 

o 

As a consequ('nce of the previous lemma, we deduce the probability of the event 

{Ho = +oo}. 
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Lemma 1.5.2 The probability of the event {Ho = +oo} is given by 

p(e,cp)(Ho = +00) - (I - rF(-tp))l(e), e E E, tp =/: 0, 

p(e,O)(Ho = +00) - r21(e). 

Proof: By Lemma 1.5.1, we have that, for cp =/: 0, 

p(e,cp)(Ho = +00) = 1 - p(e,cp)(Ho < +00) 

and, for cp = 0, 

= 1- I: p(e,cp) (XHo = f,Ho < +00) 
lEE 

= 1- rF(-tp)l(e) = (I - rF(-tp))I(e), 

p(e,O)(llo = +00) = 1 - p(e,o)(Ho < +00) 

which proves the lemma. 

= 1- I: p(e,cp) (XHo = f,Ho < +00) 
lEE 

= 1- (I - r2)1(e) = (I - (I - r2))1(e) 

= r21(e), 
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o 

If the process (Xt, CPt)t~O starts in Et (EO' respectively) then with a positive prob

ability the process (tptk~o crosses level y, y > 0 (y < 0 respectively), before it crosses 

zero. We prove this in the following lemma: 

Lemma 1.5.3 For any y > 0 and (e, tp) E Et n E;, 

For any y < 0 and (e,cp) E EO' nE:, 
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In addition, for any y > 0 and (e, <p) E EtnE;, or any y < 0 and (e, 11') E Eo nEt, 

Proof: We shall prove the statements in the lemma for (e,cp) E Et n E;, y > O. The 

statements for (e, <p) E Eo n E:, y < 0, .can be proved in the same way. 

Let y > O. Let the process (Xt, CPt)t~O start at (e,cp) E Et n E; and let e' E E+. 

Let T be defined by 

T= 

min{ ~ rf} ! min{v(e ,eEE }I' max{v e),eEE+} , 

max{v(e~,eEE+} , 

! mill{v(e~,eEE }! 

<p =F 0, y 

<p=0 

<p = y. 

Then during time 8 such that 0 < 8 < T the process (cptlt~O cannot exit the interval 

(0, y). However, during the same time s the process (Xt)t~O can jump into the state 

e' E E+ and after the jump it can stay in e' long enough for the process (cpt)t~O to hit 

y. Hence, 

p(e,cp)(XHII = e',I/y < I/o) > loT P(e,cp)((Xt)t~O is in the state e' at time 8 

and after time s it stays in e' at least for 

h 
. Y - <p - sInin{v(e),e E E-})d 

t e time tJ( e') S 

l T r-op-' min{v(e).eEE-} Q(e' e') 
- esQ(e, e')e 11(.') , ds > 0, 

o 

because the matrix Q is irreducible and, by Lemma 1.2.1, esQ > 0 for all 8 > O. 

It follows that, for any (e,cp) E Et n E;, . 

p(e,cp)(Hy < Ho) = L: p(e,cp)(XIl,l = e',Hy < I/o) > O. 
e'EE+ 

In the same way we can show that, for any y < 0 and (e,cp) E Eo nEt, 
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Moreover, EtnE;; = E:ynEo and p(e,<p)(Ho < lly) = p(e,<p-y) (H_ y < Ho) for any 

cp,y E IR and e E E. Thus, for y > 0 and (e,cp) E Et nE;;, 

which implies that for y > ° and (e, cp) ~ Et n Ey, p(e,<p)(Hy < Ho) < 1. o 

As a consequence of Lemma 1.5.3 we prove 

Lemma 1.5.4 For any (e,cp) E E x IR and T > 0, p(e,<p)(Ho > T) > O. 

Proof: Suppose that, for some T > 0, p(e,<p)(Ho > T) = 0, that is the process (cptk~o 

almost surely crosses zero before time T. If (e, cp) E Et, then the process (cptk::o cannot 

pass beyond the level cP +T maXeEE+v(e) before it crosses zero, and if (e, cp) E Eo, then 

the process (cptk::o cannot pass below the level cP - T maxeEE-lv(e)l before it crosses 

zero. Hence, 

p(e,<p)(IIy < IIo) =0, (e,cp) E Et, y ~ cp+TmaxeEE+v(e) 

p(e,<p)(HII < Ho) = 0, (e,cp) E Eo, y ~ cp - TmaxeEE-lv(e)l, 

which is in contradiction with Lemma 1.5.3. Therefore, for any (e, cp) and any T > 0, 

p(e,<p)(IIo > T) > 0. o 

Let A be the infinitesimal generator of the process (X" CPt, tk::o and let VA denote its 

domain. Then f E VA if the limit 

Af( ) 1
· E(e,<{)f(X" tpt, S + t) - f(e, tp, s) 

e, tp, S = 1m --..:......;.:..:.----------
HO t 

(1.18) 

exists for any (e, tp, s) E E x IR x [0, +00). We shall prove that the class of functions 

continuously differentiable in tp and t is in the domain of A. 
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Lemma 1.6.1 Let a lunction I(e, IP, t) on Ex IRx [0, +00) be continuously differentiable 

in IP and t. Then I E 'D.A and 

where 

QI(e,lP,t) = °L.e/EE Q(e,e')/(e', lP,t) 

V~(e, IP, t) - Vee, e)~(e,IP' t). 

Prool: First we have to check if the limit (1.18) exists: 

We can rewrite E(e,'P)/(Xt,lPe,s + t) - l(e,lP,s) as 

E(e.'P) I (Xt! CPt! S + t) - I(e, IP, s) 

= E(e.'P)(U(XhlPt,S+t) - I(e,cp,s)) /{(X,),~o stays in e for time t}) 
+ L E(e,'P) ((I(Xt, CPt! S + t) - I(e, IP, s)) I {(X,),~o jumps exactly 

e/EE\{e} 

once during [0, t] and it jumps to e'} ) 

+ E(e.'P) ((I(Xt, CPt, S + t) - I(e, IP, s))/ {(X,),~o makes more than 

one jump in time t} ). 

If qe/ = Q(e, f), e, lEE, then we have that 

p(e,'P) (X,),~o stays in e for time t) = e-q•t, 

where qe = -qee = L./EE\{e} qe/, and 

p(e,'P) (X,),~o jumps exactly once during time t and it jumps to e') 

lo
t t 1 - e-(q·-q./)t = 0 e-q·, qee' e-q·/(t-,) ds = qee' e-q•1 

• 

qe - qe' 

Thus, 

p(e,rp) (X,),,~o makes more than one jump during time t) 
lim --....:...---------:-------------!... 
t-+O t 

(1.19) 

. (1 - e-q•t ~ _ t 1 - e-(q.-qj)t) = 11m - L..J qe/ e q, = -qe - L qe/ = O. (1.20) 
t-+O t /EE\{e} (qe - q/)t /EE\{e) 
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The first term on the right-hand side of (1.19) is equal to 

(f(e, r,o + tv(e), s + t) - f(e, r,o,s») p(e./p) ((X,),,~o stays in e during time t) 

= (f(e,r,o + tv(e),s + t) - f(e,r,o,s»)e- q•t 

and then 

1· f(e,r,o+tv(e),s+t)-f(e,r,o,s)n ((X) t . d' t' t) 1m S.-'(e ",) , ,>0 says III e urmg Ime 
t-+O t .".-

I
, (f(e,r,o+tv(e),s+t}-f(e,r,o,s+t) f(e,r,o,s+t)-f(e,r,o,s») -qt 

= 1m + e • 
HO t t 
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af af (a f a f ) 
=v(e) ar,o(e,r,o,s) + at (e,r,o,s) = V ar,o + at (e,r,o,s). (1.21) 

The second term on the right-hand side of (1.19) can be written as 

2: lot (J(e', r,o + uv(e) + (t - u)v(e'), s + t) - f(e, r,o, s» e-q•u qee' e-q·,(t-u) du 
e'EE\{e} 0 

= 2: e-q•t qee'(lot(J(e',r,o,s + t) - f(e',r,o,s)}e-(q·-t/.)u du 
e'EE\{e} 0 

+ 2: e-q•t qee'(l
t
(J(e',r,o,s) - !(e,r,o,s»e-(q·-q~)u du 

e'EE\{e} 0 

+ lot (J(e', r,o +uv(e) + (t - u)v(e'), s + t) - f(e', r,o, s + t»e-(q·-q~)u dU). 

The function f (e, r,o, s) is continuously differentiable in <p and s and so the derivatives 

~ and U are bounded on every closed interval. If B", is the bound for 1~(e',y,O)1 

when Iy - r,ol :5 maxeEE Iv(e)I, then 

If(e', <p + uv(e) + (t - u)v(e'), s + t) -!(e', r,o, s + t)1 < BI{) max Iv(e)l, 
eEE 

and ifC is the bound for IU(e',r,o,u)1 when 0:$ u:5 t, then 

I!(e', <p, s + t) -!(e', <p, s)1 ~ Ct. 

Since 
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and 

lim - e-q•t q, e-(q·-t/e)u du. = q , 1 lot 
t-+O t ee 0 ee , 

we obtain 

lim - e-q·tqee' (f{e', 'P + u.v{e) + (t - u)v{e'), s + t) - J{e', 'P, s»e-(q·-qc)u du. = 0, 1 lot , 
t-+O to. 

and 

l~ ~ e-q·tqee' fot (f(e', 'P, s + t) - J(e', 'P, s»e-(q·-t/.)u du. = 0, 

and therefore 

1 t l~t I: io (f(e','P+uv{e)+(t-u)v(e'),s+t)-J{e,'P,s» x 
e'EE\{e} 0 

= 

I: qee,(f(e', 'P, s) - J(e, 'P, s» 
e'EE\{e} 

I: qee'J(e','P,s) - qe!(e,'P,s) = QJ(e,'P,s). 
e'EE\{e} 

(1.22) 

For the third term on the right-hand side of (1.19) it is enough to note that, because 

the statespace E is finite and the function J(e, 'P, t) is continuous, IJ(e', y, t) - J(e, cp, 0)/ 

is bounded on every closed interval and therefore, from (1.20) it follows that 

I~~ ~ E(e.'P) ((f{Xt, 'Pt, s + t) - /{e, 'P, s»I ({X,) .. ~o makes 

more than one jump}) = o. (1.23) 

Finally, from (1.19), (1.21), (1.22) and (1.23) we get that 

1. E(e.'P)J(Xe,'Pt,s+t)-J(e,cp,s) _(VoJ oJ+ Q/){ ) 
1m t - !) +!) e, 'P, s . 

t-+O vcp vS 

Therefore, we conclude that J E VA and that 

oj oj 
AJ = Q J + V oc.p + at· 
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o 

Let g be the infinitesimal generator of the process (Xt, tpt)t~O and Va its domain. 

Then f E Va if the limit 

gf( ) 
- l' E(e.tp)f(Xt, tpt) - f(e, tp) 

e, tp - 1m -...:......:..:.....:...------
t-+o . t 

exists for any (e, tp) E E x lit 

Similarly to Lemma 1.6.1, we prove that all functions on E x IR continuously differ-

entiable in tp are in Va. 

Lemma 1.6.2 Let a function f(e,t.p) on ExlR be continuously differentiable in tp. Then 

f E Va and 

Proof: Let a function 1 be defined on E x IR X [0, +(0) by 

f{e, t.p, t) = f(e, t.p) (e, t.p, t) E E x IR x [0, +(0). 

The function 1 is continuously differentiable in tp and t and, by Lemma 1.6.1, AT 

exists and is equal to (Q + V ~ + It) j. Hence, for any (e, t.p) E E x IR, 

I
. E(e.tp)f(Xt, tpt) - f(e, tp) 
1m -.:...:.:...:..------

t-+O t 

= lim E(e.tp)J(xt, tpt, t) - T(e, tp, 0) 
t-+O t 

- 8 8-
- Af(e,/f,O) = (Q+ V {)t.p + 8t)f(e,t.p,0) 

8 . 
- (Q + V {)tp)f(e, t.p), 

which proves the lemma. o 

The next lemma gives the general solution of the differential equation gh = O. 
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Lemma 1.6.3 The general solution of the differential equation 

is of the form 

(e,IP) E E x lR, 

where 9 is a vector on E. 

Proof: We recall the basis B in the space of all vectors on E, which consists of the 

vectors associated with the eigenvalues of the matrix V-1Q. 

It is easy to check that for any vector g on E, a function 

(e,IP) E E x lR, 

is a solution of the differential equation 

(1.24) 

Hence, for any u E 8, a function hu(e, IP} defined by 

(e,IP) E Ex IR 

is a solution of differential equation (1.24). 

By Theorem 2.1. in Coddington, Levinson [10], all solutions of differential equation 

(1.24) form a (n + m)-dimensional vector space, where (n + m) is the dimension of the 

matrix Q. We shall show that the system of functions {hu, u E B} is a basis in this 

vector space. 

Firstly, because the basis B contains (n+m) ~ectors, the system {hu, U E B} contains 

also (n + m) functions. Secondly, we have to show that the functions hu, U E 8, are 

linearly independent. Suppose that 

LOu hu(e,IP) = 0 
u€B 
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for any (e, It') E Ex IR and some scalars au, u E B. Substituting It' = 0 in the previous 

equation we obtain 

uEB uEB 

and because the vectors u, u E B, are linearly independent, it folows that au = 0, u E B. 

Therefore, the functions {hu, u E B} are linearly independent. 

It follows that the system {hu , u E B} is a basis in the vector space of all solutions 

of differential equation (1.24). Hence any solution is a linear combination of {hu , U E B} 

which implies that the general solution of (1.24) is of the form 

where 9 is a vector on E. o 

1. 7 The behaviour of the process (cpt)t~O 

In Section 1.5 we were concerned with the hitting probabilities of the process (Xt , It't)t~O 

and in particular we found the probability of the event that the process (It't)t~O stays 

non-negative. However, in order to condition the process (Xt , It't)t~O on the event that 

the process (It't)t~O stays non-negative, we need more information about the behaviour 

of the process (It't)t~o. More importantly, we need to know how the behaviour of the 

process (It't)t~O is determined by the matrices Q, V, rand G. 

We start with the connection between the process (It't)t~O and the matrices G+ and 

G-. Dy Lemma 1.4.3 the matrices G+ and G- are the Q-matrices of the processes 

y+ = (XT: }y~o and Y- = (XTi }y~o. Hence, by the definition of the processes Y+ and 

y- and the stopping times r: and ry, y > 0, it follows that the process y+ has infinite 

lifetime and the matrix G+ is conservative iff SUPt~olt't = +00. Similarly, the process 

Y- has infinite lifetime and the matrix G- is conservative iff inft~olt't = -00. 
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There are four cases depending on which of the matrices G+ and G- are conservative. 

One of them, that neither of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative, is not possible, 

as we show in the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.7.1 A t least one of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative. 

Moreover, if both matrices G+ and G- are conservative, then zero is an eigenvalue 

of the matrix V-lQ with algebraic multiplicity two and geometric multiplicity one. 

Proof: Suppose that neither of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative. Then, by 

Lemma 1.4.6 (ii), both matrices n+ and n- are strictly substochastic, which, by Lemma 

1.4.5 implies that the matrix r is invertible. Hence, the Wiener-Hopf factorization (1.6) 

of the matrix V-lQ can be written as 

which implies that the matrices V-lQ and G are similar. 

Since, by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the matrices G+ and G- are irreducible and also neither 

of them is conservative, by the Perron-Frohenius theorem for irreducible essentially non

negative matrices, both matrices G+ and G- have their Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues 

negative. Therefore, the matrix G does not have a zero eigenvalue which implies that 

v-tQ does not have a zero eigenvalue. But that is a contradiction because V-lQt = o. 
Thus at least one of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative. 

Suppose now that both matrices G+ and G- are conservative. Then zero is a Perron

Frobenius and therefore simple eigenvalue of both G+ and G-. In addition, by (1.7) and 

(1.8), the eigenvalues of G+ and G- are also eigenvalues of the matrix V-lQ. Hence, 

zero is an eigenvalue of V-lQ with algebraic multiplicity two. 

Let I be an eigenvector of v-tQ associated with zero eigenvalue, that is V-tQf = O. 

Then Qf = O. Since Q is a conservative Q- matrix, its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 

is zero and, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-negative 
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matrices, the eigenvector associated with zero eigenvalue of Q is unique up to a constant 

multiple. 

Hence, there do not exists linearly independent eigenvectors of the matrix V-1Q 

associated with its zero eigenvalue which implies that the geometric multiplicity of zero 

eigenvalue is one. o 

By the previous lemma, either exactly one of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative 

or both of them are conservative. If both of the matrices G+ and G- are conservative, 

then SUPf~OCPt = +00 and infr~oCPt = -00, and because the process (cpt)t~O is continu

ous, we say that in this case the process (cpt)t~O oscillates. 

We can also investigate the connection between the process (cpt)t~O and the matrix 

V-lQ. The ergodic theorem for Markov chains (see Chung [9]) implies that 

11t lim - I{X. = e} ds = J.L(e), a.s. 
t-Hoc t 0 

where J.L is the invariant measure of the process (Xt)t~o. 

Hence, 

1· CPt 1m - = 
t~+oc t 

= 

lim ! (IP + rt v(X,)) ds 
t~+oc t Jo 

lim ! rt l: v(e)I{X, = e} ds 
t~+oc t Jo 

eEE 

11t . = l: v(e) lim - I{X, = e} ds 
t~+oc t 0 

eEE 

= l: v(e)J.L(e) = J.LV1, a.s. 
eEE 

(1.25) 

It follows from the last equation that if J.L VI > 0 then limt~+oc IPt = +00 and we 

say that in this case the process (cpt)t~O drifts to +00. Similarly, if J.L VI < 0 then 

limt~+oo IPt = -00 and we say that in that case the process (IPtk~o drifts to -00. 

The following theorem establishes a "one-to-one" correspondence between the sign 

of J.L VI and the conservative property of the Q-matrices G+ and G-. 
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Theorem 1.7.1 

(i) jlVI > 0 iff G+ is conservative, G- is not conservative 

(ii) jlVI = 0 iff G+ and G- are conservative, 

(iii) jlVI < 0 iff G- is conservative, G+ is not conservative 

Proof: First we prove the "only if" parts of all three statements in the lemma. 

- proof of the (i) "only if" part: Suppose that jl VI > O. From (1.25) we have that, 

for any e E E, 

p(eO)( lim /(Jt > 0) = I, 
, t-++oo t 

which implies that 

p(e,O) (( /(Jt)t~O is eventually positive) = 1. 

In addition, by Lemma 1.4.3, 

eyG+l+(e) = p(e,o)(lI" < +oo}, e E E+, y > 0 

eyG-l-(e} = p(e,O) (1I_" < +oo}, e e E-, y> O. 

Hence, for fixed Yo > 0 and any e E E+, 

(1+ - eyoG+l+}(e) = p(e,O)(lI"o = +(0) 

~ p(e,o) ((3y > 0) 1I" = +(0) 

= p(e.O) ((3y > 0) ('It) /(Jt < y) 

= p(e,O) ((3y > 0) ('It) ~t < ~) 

~ R(e 0) ( lim /(Jt ~ 0) = 0, 
, .t-++oo t 

which implies that e yoG+ 1 + = 1 +. Hence, there exists y > 0 such that eyG+ 1 + = 1+ 

and since, by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the matrix G+ is an irreducible Q-matrix, it follows from 

Lemma 1.1.5 that the matrix G+ is conservative. 
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On the other hand, for e E E-, 

1 = p(e,O) (( CPt )t~O is eventually positive) 

< p(e,O) (( CPt )t~O spends finite time in (-00,0)) 

~ p(e,O) ((3y > 0) H -11 = +00) 

< p(e,O) ((3y E N) 'J[_y = +00) 
+00 

~ LP(e,o)(H-1I = +00). 
11=1 

It follows that there exists yEN such that 
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Therefore, there exists y > 0 such that eyG-l- < 1-, and by Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the 

matrix G- is an irreducible Q-matrix. Hence, by Lemma 1.1.5, the matrix G- is not 

conservative. 

- proof of the (ii) "only if' part, proof by contradiction: We shall show that if at least 

one of the matrices G+ and G- is not conservative then JJ VI 'I O. Suppose that at least 

one of the matrices G+ and G- is not conservative. Since by Lemma 1.7.1 at least one 

of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative, we conclude that exactly one of the matrices 

G+ and G- is conservative. Then, by Lemma 1.4.6 (ii), exactly one of the matrices 

n+ and n- is strictly substochastic, which, by Lemma 1.4.5 implies that the matrix 

r is invertible. Hence, the Wiener-Hopf factorization (1.6) of the matrix V-lQ can be 

written as 

which implies that the matrices V-lQ and G are similar. 

Since exactly one of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative, the matrix G has a 

simple zero eigenvalue and therefore the matrix V-IQ has a simple zero eigenvalue. Dy 

Lemma 1.1.1 (ii), the product of the left and right eigenvectors of a matrix which are 
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associated with the same simple eigenvalue cannot be zero. Thus, since J1. V and 1 are 

the left and right eigenvectors, respectively, of the matrix V-IQ associated with the 

zero eigenvalue, we conclude that J1. VI ':f: O . 

• the (iii) "only ir' part can be proved in the same way as the (i)'only if' part 

Hence, we have proved the "only ir parts of all three statements in the lemma. The 

only three possible cases of the sign of J1. VI imply the only three possible combinations of 

the matrices G+ and G- being conservative. Therefore, the "ir' parts of the statements 

in the lemma are also proved. o 

From the discussion before the previous theorem and by the theorem itself it follows 

that there are only three possible cases of the behaviour of the process (If't)t~o. More 

precisely, 

(If't)t~O drifts to +00 iff J1.VI > 0 

(If't)t~O oscillates iff J1.VI =0 (1.26) 

(If'tlt~O drifts to -00 iff J1.V1 < O. 

We shall discuss conditioning the process (Xt , If't)t~O on the event {1I0 = +oo} in 

each of these three cases separately. In future we shall refer to them as the positive drift 

case, the oscillating case and the negative drift case. 

Recalling the notation introduced in Section 1.4, we point out consequences of 

Lemma 1.7.1, Theorem 1.7.1 and (1.26) that will be constantly in use in the sequel: 

1) in the positive drift case, the matrix G+ is conservative and the matrix 

G- is not conservativej Cl'max = 0 and -f3min < 0 and zero is a simple (1.27) 

eigenvalue of V-IQj 

2) in the oscillating case, both matrices G+ and G- are conservativej 

omax = f3min = 0 and zero is an eigenvalue of V-lQ with algebraic 

multiplicity two and geometric multiplicity onej by Jordan normal form 

theory the equation V-IQx = 1 has a solution. 

(1.28) 
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3) in the negative drift case, the matrix G- is conservative and the 

matrix G+ is not conservative; Qmax < 0 and -{3min = 0 and zero 

is a simple eigenvalue of V-I Qi 
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(1.29) 

Let It = !max and gI = gmin be the eigenvectors of V-IQ associated with the 

eigenvalues a max and {3min, respectively. Then, in the positive drift case, !max = 1 -::f:. 

gmin, and in the negative drift case, gmin = 1 -::f:. !max, and in both cases the basis B 

in the space of all vectors on E is equal to {fit j = 1, ... , n, gk, k = 1, ... , m}. In the 

oscillating case, !max = gmin = 1 and by (1.28), the equation 

(1.30) 

has a solution. More precisely, the previous equation has infinitely many solutions since, 

for any solution r, the vector r+c1, C E IR, is also a solution. If r is a solution of equation 

(1.30), then, by Jordan normal form theory, r is linearly independent from the vectors 

{/j,j = 1, ... ,n, gk,k = 1, ... ,m} and B = {1,r,/j,j = 2, ... ,n, gk,k = 2, ... ,m} is a 

basis in the space of all vectors on E. 

1.8 The maximal negative and the minimal positive eigen

values of V-l(Q - aI) 

In Section 1.4 we have looked more closely at the eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQ and 

vectors associated with them. However, for some of our results we need information 

about the eigenvalues of the matrix V-I (Q - (1), a > 0, and their associated vectors. 

Dy Lemma 1.4.1 and the discussion immediately after it, for a > 0, all eigenvalues of 

the matrix V-I (Q - (1) have either positive or negative real part, the eigenvalue with 

maximal negative real part is simple, real and is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the 
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matrix at, and the eigenvalue with minimal positive real part is simple and real and 

has the same absolute value but the opposite sign of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 

of the matrix a~. In addition, by Lemma 1.4.8 (iii), for a > 0, the eigenvectors of the 

matrix V-I (Q - aJ) which are associated with its eigenvalues with maximal negative 

and minimal positive real parts are the only positive eigenvectors of y-I(Q - aI). Our 

aim in this section is to find the behaviour for small a > 0 of the eigenvalues of the 

matrix V-I(Q - aI) with maximal negative and minimal positive real parts and their 

associated eigenvectors. 

Theorem 1.8.3 given below establishes this behaviour in each of the three possible 

cases of the behaviour of the process (cpe)t~o. nut before we prove Theorem 1.8.3, we 

prove several lemmas. Lemmas 1.8.2 and 1.8.3 are auxiliary lemmas only needed for the 

results in this section and their proofs are given in Appendix n. Lemmas 1.8.1, 1.8.4 

and 1.8.5 will be used in sections that follow and their proofs are given in full in this 

section. 

Let a ~ 0 and let amaz(a) and fJmin{a) be the eigenvalues of the matrix y-I(Q_ 

aI) with maximal negative and minimal positive real part, respectively. In order to 

understand their behaviour for small a > 0 we shall study their behaviour for smallial. 

The Wiener-Hopf factorizations of the matrices V-I(Q - aJ), a ~ 0, given in Lemmas 

1.4.1 and 1.4.3 provide us with information about amaz{a) and fJmin(a) only for a ~ O. 

For a < 0, the Wiener-Hopffactorization of the matrix y-I(Q-aI) and its probabilistic 

interpretation are not valid any longer and we are left with no information about the 

eigenvalues of y-I(Q - aI). However, the equivalence 

y-l(Q _ aI)u = fJu iff (Q - fJV)u = au (1.31) 

is true for all a E III In order to stress its importance, we put (1.31) into words: f3 is 

an eigenvalue of the matrix y-l(Q - aI) if and only if a is an eigenvalue of the matrix 

(Q - fJV). Vaguely speaking, the values a and fJ appear to be inverses of each other. 
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Dy Lemma 1.1.6, the matrix (Q - t3V) is essentially non-negative and irreducible 

for all 13 E lit lIenee, (1.31) implies that a is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the 

matrix (Q - PV) if and only if 13 is an eigenvalue of the matrix V-l(Q - aI) whose 

associated eigenvector is positive. Dy Lemma 1.4.8 (iii), for fixed a > 0, the only 

eigenvalues of V-1(Q - aI) which have associated positive eigenvectors are amax(a) 

and t3min(a). Then, by (1.31), for fixed a> 0, the eigenvalues amax(a) and t3min(a) of 

the matrix V-1(Q - aI) are the only values of 13 for which the matrix (Q - PV) has the 

Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue equal to a. This relation is the key argument in the proof 

of Theorem 1.8.3 about the behaviour of amax(a) and t3min(a) for smallial. 

The advantage oflooking at the matrix (Q-t3V) and its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 

a, instead of the matrix V-1(Q - aI) and its eigenvalues, is that we are not limited to 

non-negativ~ values of a. 

For any 13 E ~ let a(t3) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix (Q - t3V) 

and let u'e/t (13) and uright (13) be the associated left and right eigenvectors such that 

IIu'e/t(t3)II = IIuright(.B)II = 1 in some norm in the space IRE. The choice of the norm II· II 
is arbitrary since the only reason why we need the vectors u'e/t(t3) and uright(t3) to be 

unit is to prove their continuity in Lemma 1.8.3. 

A striking property of the eigenvalue a(p) is that it is a convex function of {3. We 

prove that in the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.8.1 Let {3 E IR and let a(t3) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix 

(Q - t3V). Then, a(t3) is a convex function of 13 and therefore continuous. It attains its 

global minimum and has two zeros, am ax :5 0 and {3min ~ 0, not necessarily distinct. 

Proof: For any {3 E ~ by Lemma 1.1.6, (Q - t3V) is an irreducible essentially non

negative matrix. In Cohen [11] it was proved that the Perron-Frob en ius eigenvalue of 

an essentially nonnegative matrix A is a convex function of the main diagonal of A. 

In other words, if r(A) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of A, then for any diagonal 
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matrix D and any t, 0 < t < 1, 

r{{1 - t)A + t(A + D)) ~ (1 - t) r(A) + t r(A + D). (1.32) 

Let 

a(f3) = r(Q - f3V). 

Then, for fixed x, y E IR, by substituting in (1.32) (Q - xV) and (x - y)V for A and 

D, respectively, we get that, for 0 < t < 1, 

a({I-t)x+ty) = r(Q-((I-t)x+ty)V) 

= r((1 - t)(Q - xV) + t(Q - yV» 

~ (l-t)r(Q-xV)+tr(Q-yV) 

- (1 - t) a(x) + t a(y), 

which implies that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue o(f3) of (Q-f3V) is a convex function 

of f3. Since every finite convex function is continuous, a(f3) is also a continuous function 

of {3. 

In addition, from the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-nega

tive matrices it follows that if o(f3) ~ 0, then there exists a positive vector! such that 

(Q - f3V)! ~ 0, 

and o(f3) = 0 if and only if there is equality in (1.33). 

Suppose that 

or 

f3<min{-~: eEE} 
v{e) 

{3 > max{- v~:) : e E E}, 

(1.33) 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

where qe = -Q(e, e), e E E. Then some diagonal elements of (Q - f3V) are non-negative 

(for instance, if f3 satisfies (1.34) then for all e for which v(e) > 0, -qe - f3v(e) > 0), 
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which implies that (Q - ,8V) has some non-negative non-zero rows and that inequality 

(1.33) is not possible for any positive vector J. Therefore, for those ,8 which satisfy 

(1.34) or (1.35), or in other words, for 1,81 sufficiently large, 0(,8) > O. 

Suppose that 0(,8) = O. Then there exists a positive vector J such that 

(Q ~ ,8V)J = 0 

or, equivalently, 

V-tQJ =,8 J. 

Dy Lemma 1.4.10, there exist exactly two eigenvalues of v-tQ (not necessarily 

distinct) whose 8.'lsociated eigenvectors are positive: they are Om ax and ,8miR' Thus, 

Om ax and ,8miR are the only zeros of 0(,8). In addition, since Om ax and -,8miR are the 

Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues of the matrices G+ and G-, respectively, Omax ~ 0 and 

,8miR ~ 0, and because, by Lemma 1.7.1, at least one of the matrices G+ and G- is 

conservative, at least one of the values Om ax and ,8miR is equal to zero. 

Therefore, the function 0(,8) is continuous because it is convex, for 1,81 sufficiently 

large it is positive and it has either one or two zeros. All of these together imply that 

0(,8) attains its minimum. 0 

For the further study of properties of the eigenvalue 0(,8), we need two technical 

lemmas whose proofs are given in Appendix D. 

Lemma 1.8.2 IJ J is a convex Junction on IR and attains a local minimum at Xo, 

then this minimum is a global minimum. In addition, iJ J is differentiable at Xo, then 

f'(xo) = 0. 

Proof: See Appendix D. o 

Lemma 1.8.3 The vector uright(,8) is a continuous function of ,8. 
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Proof: See Appendix D. o 

Now we are able to prove the differentiability of o(f3). 

Lemma 1.8.4 Let o(f3) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and let u'e / t(f3) and 

uright(f3) be the unit Perron-F'robenius left and right eigenvectors of the matrix (Q-f3V). 

Then o(f3) is a differentiable function of f3 and 

da u'e/ t (f3) V uright (f3) 
df3 (f3) = - u1e/ t (f3) uriglat (f3) 

In addition, there is a unique f30 E (omox, f3min) such that ~ (f3o) = 0 and a(f3o) is 

the global minimum of the function a(f3) and 

< 0, if f3 < f30 

do (f3) df3 = 0, if f3 = f30 

> 0, if f3 > f30, 

Proof: Dy multiplying from the left by u'e/t(f3) the equality 

(Q - f3V) uright(f3 + h) - h V uright(f3 + h) 

= (a(f3 + h) - a(f3» uright (f3 + h) + a(f3) uright (f3 + h), 

we obtain 

For any f3 E IR, the eigenvectors u'e/ t(f3) and uright(f3) are positive because they are 

the Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors of (Q - f3V), and also by Lemma 1.8.3, uright(f3) is a 

continuous function of {3. Thus limh-+O u'e/ t ({3)uright ({3 + h) = u'e/t({3)uright({3) > 0 and 

by dividing (1.36) by h and letting h -+ 0, we obtain 

. o({3 + h) - a(f3) u'e/ t(f3) V uright(tJ) 
hm = - ---;;-i:-:-7:--:-;-:-~":" 
h-+O h u'eft (f3) urlght (f3) 
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The last equation shows that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 0(/3) is a differentiable 

function of /3 and since by Lemma 1.8.1 it is also convex and attains its minimum, we 

conclude, by Lemma 1.8.2, that there exists unique /30 such that 0(/30) is the global 

minimum of 0{/3) and that ~(/30) = O. Dy Lemma 1.8.1, 0{/3) has two zeros, Omaz $ 0 

and /3min ~ O. Hence, /30 E (omaz,/3min) when Omaz f. /3min and /30 = Omax = /3min 

when am ax = /3min. 

It remains to show that 0{/3) is strictly monotone on the intervals (-oo, /30] and 

[Po, +00), which will imply that ~ is negative on (-00,/30] and positive on [/30,+00). 

Let a and u(.8) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively, of 

the matrix (Q - /3V) and let 00 = 0(/30) be the global minimum of the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvalue of (Q - ,BV). Then, a ~ 00 and, by (1.31), u{/3) is a positive eigenvector of 

the matrix V-1(Q - (1). 

(i) Suppose that ,Bo = O. Then 00 = 0 since 00 is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 

of the matrix (Q - .80 V) = Q, and therefore a ~ 00 = O. Dy Lemma 1.4.8 (iii), 

for a > 0, the only positive eigenvectors of the matrix V- 1(Q - (1) are fmax{o) and 

9min(0) associated with the eigenvalues omaz{o) and /3min{O), respectively. It follows 

that, for fixed a ~ 00, there exist only two values of /3, omax(o) and ,Bmin(O), such that 

a is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix (Q - /3V). Since omax{o) $ 0 and 

.8min{O) ~ 0, we conclude that 0(,B) is strictly monotone on both intervals (-oo, 0] and 

[0,+00). 

(ii) Let now .80 E IR and let 

Qo = Q - f30 ll - 001. 

The matrix Qo is essentially non-negative and, by Lemma 1.1.6, irreducible, and so is 

the matrix (Qo - f3V) for any ,B E IR. Let 00{/3) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 

the matrix (Qo - ,BV). then 

00(/3) = 0(/3 + /30) - 00. (1.37) 
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Since the function 0(13) attains its global minimum 00 at 13 = 130, it follows from (1.37) 

that the function ao(f3) attains its global minimum zero at 13 = O. Therefore, by (i), 

ao(f3) is strictly monotone on the intervals (-00,0] and [0, +(0), which implies that 

0(13) is strictly monotone on the intervals (-00, ,80] and [,80, +(0). o 

The sign of the unique argument ,80 of the global minimum of the function a(f3), 

whose existence has been proved in the previous lemma, is found to depend on the 

behaviour of the process (<ptk~o. Namely, 

Lemma 1.8.5 

In the positive drift case 

In the oscillating case 

In the negative drift case 

130 > 0 and ao < O. 

130 = 0 and 00 = O. 

,80 < 0 and ao < O. 

Proof: In the drift cases, a moz i- ,8min and therefore, by Lemma 1.8.4, 130 E (omaz, f3min). 

In the positive drift case, by (1.27), Omoz = 0 and ,8min > 0, and therefore ,80 > O. In 

the negative drift case, by (1.29), ,8min = 0 and a moz < 0, and therefore 130 < O. Since in 

both cases the function 0(,8) has two distinct zeros, its global minimum 00 is negative. ' 

Finally, in the oscillating case, by (1.28), amaz = ,8min = 0 and then ,80 = O. 

Thus, the function 0(13) has exactly one zero at 13 = 0 and, since by 1.8.1, it attains 

8 global minimum, it follows that 0(13) attains its global minimum at 130 = 0 and that 

ao = 0(,80) = o. o 

Therefore, by Lemmas 1.8.1, 1.8.4 and 1.8.5, the function a(f3) is differentiable and 

convex, it has two zeros, Omoz and ,8min, not necessarily distinct, and it attains its global 

minimum 00 at ,80, where in the drift cases,8o E (amoz ,,8min) and in the oscillating case 

Omoz = ,8min = ,80 = ao = O. In addition, 0(,8) is strictly monotone on the intervals 

(-00, ,80] and [,80, +(0). The graph of the function 0(,8) is shown in Figure 1.2. 

The final step, before we establish the behaviour for sufficiently small lal of the 
, 

eigenvalues of the matrix V-I (Q - a1) with maximal negative and minimal positive 
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a(f3) 

the positive 
drift case 

a(f3) 

the oscillating 
case 

a(f3) 

the negative 
drift case 

Figure 1.2: The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue a(f3) of the matrix (Q - f3V) 
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real parts and their associated eigenvectors, is to review some results from the theory 

of algebraic functions. 

Let f{x, y) be defined by 

f{x,y) = yn + Pn_l{X)yn-l + Pn_2{X)yn-2 + ... + po{x), 

where the Pi{X) are polynomials in x. For any value of x the equation f{x, y) = 0 has n 

roots YI (x), Y2{X), ... , Yn{x), not necessarily distinct. 

The following two theorems are given in \Vilkinson [33]. 

Theorem 1.S.1 Suppose Yi{O) is a simple root of f{O, y) = O. Then there exists a 

positive Oi such that there is a simple root Yi{X) of f{x, y) = 0 defined by 

where the series on the right of the previous equation is absolutely convergent for Ixl < 8;. 
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Theorem 1.8.2 II y(O) is a root 01 multiplicity m 011(0, y) = 0 then there exists a 

positive 8 such that there are exactly m roots oll(x, y) = 0 when Ixl < 0 having the 

lollowing properties: 

The roots lall into r groups 01 ml, m2, ... , mr roots where 

r 

Lmi=m, 
;=1 

and those roots in the ith group 01 are the values 01 

y(O) + PilZ + Pi2Z2 + ... 

evaluated at the m!h roots 01 x. 

Now we are able to prove the main result in this section: 

Theorem 1.8.3 For a ~ 0, Let amaz(a) and Pmin(a) be the eigenvalues 01 the matrix 

V- 1(Q - aI) with maximal negative and minimal positive real parts, respectively, and 

let fmax(a) and gmin(a) be their associated eigenvectors, respectively. 

Then, in the oscillating case, there exists E > 0 such that, lor 0 < a < E, and some 

constants dn, n = 2, 3, ... and c > 0, 

and 

The vectors fmaz(a) and gmin(a) can be chosen to be 

f () I! 1 1 .... (1) max 0 =1-~ 0 r+ov2+ ... =I-~ 02 r+=-max 02 
-JL r -JL r 

9min (a) = 1 + ~ air + a W2 + ... = 1 + 1 a! r + Smin (a!) I 
-I' r Y-IJVr 
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where r is a vector on E such that V-IQr = 1, and 

for some positive vectors v and W on E. 

In the negative drift case, there exists e > 0 such that, for 0 < a < c and some 

constants an and bn, n E mathbbN, 

and the vectors !max{a) and gmin(a) can be chosen to be 

where Vn and Wn, n E mathbbN, are some constant vectors, a maz is the eigenvalue of 

the matrix V-IQ with maximal negative real part and !maz is the eigenvector associated 

with it. 

In the positive drift case, there exists c > 0 such that, for 0 < a < c and some 

constants an and bn, n E mathbbN, 

and the vectors !maz{a) and gmin{a) can be chosen to be 

!max{a) = 1 + aVI + a 2v2 +... and gmin(a) = gmin + aWl + a 2w2 + ... , 

where Vn and Wn, n e mathbbN, are some constant vectors, f3min is the eigenvalue of 

the matrix V-IQ with minimal positive real part and gmin is the eigenvector associated 

with it. 

Proof: Dy Theorem 1.8.2 the eigenvalues of the matrix V-I(Q - aJ) converge to the 

eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQ as a ~ O. Thus, all eigenvalues of V-I(Q - aI) with 

negative real part converge to all eigenvalues of V-IQ with non-positive real part and all 
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eigenvalues of V-I (Q - (1) with positive real part converge to all eigenvalues of V-I Q 

with non-negative real part. Since, for all 0 > 0, omax(o) is the real eigenvalue of the 

matrix V-I (Q - (1) with maximal negative real part, it converges to the eigenvalue of 

V-1Q with maximal non-positive real part, which is Omax. Therefore, omax(o) ~ Omax 

as 0 ~ O. Similarly, Pmin(O) is the real eigenvalue of the matrix V-I(Q - (1) with 

minimal positive real part, and it converges to the eigenvalue of V-IQ with minimal 

non-negative real part, which is Pmin' Therefore, Pmin(O) ~ Pmin as 0 ~ O. 

We recall that Omax and Pmin are simple eigenvalues of the matrices a+ and a-, 

respectively, and that they are also eigenvalues of the matrix V-1Q. 

In the drift cases, by (1.27) and (1.29), Omax i- Pmin. lienee, by the Wiener

Hopf factorization (1.6) of the matrix V-1Q, 0max and Pmin are simple eigenvalues of 

V-IQ. Since omax(o) ~ Omax and Pmin(O) ~ Pmin as a ~ 0, by Theorem 1.8.1, for 

sufficiently small 0 > 0, omax(o) and I1min(O) can be represented by convergent power 

series. Similarly, it can be shown (see Wilkinson [14]) that for 101 < £, each component 

of the eigenvectors / max (0) and gmin (0) can be represented by a convergent power series. 

In addition, in the positive drift case, Omax = 0 and /maz = 1 and in the negative 

drift case f3min = 0 and gmin = 1. Therefore, the part of the theorem for the drift cases 

is proved. 

In the oscillating case, by (1.28), zero is an eigenvalue of the matrix V-1Q with 

algebraic multiplicity two. lIenee, by Theorem 1.8.2 there exists £ > 0 such that for 

o < 101 < £ there exist two eigenvalues of V-I (Q - (1) which converge to zero as 0 ~ O. 

We know that they are omax(o) and Pmin(O) and, again by Theorem 1.8.2, for 101 < £ 

one of the following is valid: 

either 

Omax(O) = ala + a202 + a303 + .. . 

f3min(O} = bio + ~o2 + b30 3 + ... , 
(1.38) 
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for some constants at, bk, kEN, or 

amaz(a) = dla! + d2a + d3al + .. . 
{3min(a) = -dlal + d2a - d3ai + ... , 

for some constants dt, kEN. 

We shall show that (1.38) is not possible. 

For any a > 0, the equation 

can be rewritten as 

(Q - amaz (a)V)/maz (a) = a/maz(a}. 
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(1.39) 

(1.40) 

Thus, for small a > 0, /maz(a) is a positive eigenvector of the matrix (Q - amaz V). 

By Lemma 1.1.6, the matrix (Q - amaz V) is irred ucible and essentially non-negative, and 

by Lemma 1.1.3, the only positive eigenvector of an irreducible essentially non-negative 

matrix is its Perron-Frobenius eigenvector. Hence, /maz(a) is the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvector of the matrix (Q - amaz V) which implies that a is the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvalue of (Q - ama:c V). In the same way we conclude that a is the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvalue of (Q - {3min V). 

Let {3 E lR and consider the matrix (Q - {3V) and its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 

a({3). The eigenvalue a({3) is simple and it converges to a simple eigenvalue of the matrix 

Q as {3 -+ O. Then, by Theorem 1.8.1, there exists c5 > 0 such that for any 1{31 < 6, a({3) 

bas a representation by a convergent power series. Thus, for 1{31 < c5, we may write 

for some constants Ct, kEN U {OJ. Similarly, (see \ViIkinson [14]), for 1{31 < 6 each 

component of the vector u({3) can be represented by a convergent power series in {3. 

Hence, because u(O) = 1, 

(1.41) 
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for Borne vectors Vk, kEN, on E. 

Suppose that the process (lPtk~o oscillates. By Lemmas 1.8.4 and 1.8.5 the eigenvalue 

0(13) attains its global minimum 0 at 13 = O. Hence, 0(0) = ~(O) = 0, which gives that 

Co = ct = 0, and therefore 

(1.42) 

Since 0(13) and u(f3) are represented by convergent power series (1.42) and (1.41), 

respectively, by substituting them into the equation 

(Q - f3V)u(f3) = o(f3)u(f3) 

and by equating terms in 13 and f32 on each side of the previous equation, we obtain 

(1.43) 

(1.44) 

In the oscillating case, by (1.28) there exists vector r such that V-IQr = 1. Hence, 

(1.43) implies that VI = r which together with (1.41) gives that, for IPI < d, 

(1.45) 

Equation (1.44) implies that C2 1= O. To show that, suppose that C2 = O. Then, from 

(1.44), for VI = r, we obtain 

Since B = {I, r, /j,j = 2, ... n, 9k, k = 2, ... m} is a basis in the space of all vectors 

onE, 
n m 

V2 = Pl I + 1>2 r + L qi Ii + L dk 9kt 
j=2 k=2 

for Borne constants PI,P2, qj,i = 2, ... nand dk, k = 2, ... m. Then, because V-IQr = 1, 

n m 

r = V- I
QV2 = P2 1+ L qj V-1Q/j + L dk V- 1Q9k' (1.46) 

j=2 k=2 
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Dy (1.9), for any j = 2, ... n, V-IQ/j is a linear combination only of vectors 

{l,/j,j = 2, ... n}, and for any k = 2, ... m, V-IQg" is a linear combination only 

of vectors {1,9k,k = 2, ... m}. Then, it follows from (1.46) that the vector r is a linear 

combination of the vectors from the basis B which are independent from r itself, but 

that is not possible. Therefore C2 of: O. 

Moreover, by Lemmas 1.8.4 and 1.8.5, a(O) = 0 is the minimum of the function a(f3) 

which implies that a(f3) > 0 for all f3 E lR, and therefore from (1.42) we get that C2 > O. 

Dy multiplying (1.44) by I" from the left, we obtain (because 1"1 = 1), 

-J,lVr 
C2 = -- = -I"Vr. 

J,l1 
(1.41) 

Suppose that (1.38) is true. Then, it follows from (1.38) and (lAO) that, for lal < E, 

a = a(amoz) = C2 a~oAa) + C3 a~oz(a) + ... 

= c2(ala + a2a2 + ... )2 + C3(ala + a2a2 + ... )3 + ... 

which is not possible for every lal < E. Hence, (1.38) is not true and we conclude that 

(1.39) holds. 

Substituting amoz(a) and f3min(a) from (1.39) into (1.42) gives 

2 1 
d1 =-. 

C2 

Thus, (1.41), (1.39) and (1048) imply that, for lal < E, 

amoz(a) = -~ a! + d20 + d3ai + ... 
V-I-'> r 

f3min(a) = ~ a! + d2a - d3al + .... 
V-I-'Y r 

Dy substituting amoz(a) and f3min(a) into (1.45) we obtain, for lal < E, 

fmoz(a) = 1 - J-~t'r a! r + 0 V2 + .. . 
9min (a) = 1 + ~ a 1 r + a W2 + ... . 

V-/Hr 

(1.48) 

o 
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1.9 h-transforms 

We have seen in Section 1.7 that the process (tpe)t~O can drift to +00, oscillate or drift 

to -00. An interesting question is how we can change the behaviour of the process 

(tpt)t~O from one to another. In particular, we are interested in transformations of 

the process (Xt, tpt)t~O which preserve the Markov property of the process (Xt)t~O and 

change the behaviour of the process (cpt)t~o. In addition, we restrict ourselves to such 

transformations among h-transforms of the processes (Xt, tpt)t~O and (Xt, tph tk~o. 

In Chapter 4 we shall use the results of this section and see that changing the 

behaviour of the process (cpt)t~O is related to conditioning the process (XL, !Pt)t~O on the 

event that the process (cpt)t~O stays non-negative. 

We begin with the definition of an h-transform of the process (Xh CPt, t)t~o. Let 

h(e, cP, t) be a positive function on Ex lRx [0, +00) such that the process (h(Xt, !Pt, t))t~O 

is a martingale. For fixed (e, tp) E E x IR, define a probability measure p(~'V') by 

h E(e,tp) (I(A) h(Xt, CPh t») 
p(e,V') (A) = h(e,!p,O) , (1.49) 

The martingale property of the process (h(Xt, CPt))t~O ensures that the consistency con

dition is satisfied, that is 

E(I(A) h(X"cP"s») _ E(I(A) h(Xt,CPht») 

h(e,cp,O) - h(e,cp,O) A € :F" 0 ~ s ~ t. 

The process (Xt, CPt, t)t>o under the measure p(h ) (and more generally any other process _ e~ 

having the same law) is called the h-transform of the process (Xt, CPt, t)t>o with the 

function h. 

Let E~,V') denote the expectation operator ~sociated with the probability measure 

p(~,tp)' 

Dy the Markov property of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O and by the positivity of the 

function h, we have that, for 0 < u < t and any bounded measurable function J on 
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Ex 1R x [0, +00), 

h ( ) _ E(e,'P) (f(Xt, CPt, t) h(Xt, CPt, t) I Fu) 
E(e,'P) f(Xt, CPt, t) I Fu - h(X) 

u, cpu,u 

= 
E(xu,'Pu) (f(Xt- u, CPt-u, t - u) h(Xt- u, CPt-u, t - u)) 

h(Xu, CPu, u) 

= Etxu,'Pu) (i(Xt- u, CPt-u, t - u)) 
which shows that the process (Xt, CPt, t)t~O under p(~''P) is Markov. 

Let Ah denote the infinitesimal generator of the process (Xt , CPt, t)t>o under p(h ) _ e,'P 

and let V1 denote its domain. Then, f E V1 if the limit 

h Ete 'P/(Xt, CPt, t) - f(e, cP, 0) 
A f(e, cp,O) = lim~.:..:..' .:.....-------

t-+O t 

exists for all (e, cp) E E x lR. 

By the definitions of the measure p(~''P) and the infinitesimal generator A of the 

process (Xt, CPt, t)t~O, 

I
. E~''P/(Xt, CPt, t) - f(e, cP, 0) 

- 1m -..:.....;.;...;..--------
t-+O t 

I
. E(e,'P) (J(Xt, CPt, t) h(Xt, CPt, t)) - f(e, cP, O)h(e, cP, 0) 

- 1m-.:.....:..;....;..-------:--:----.,--------
HO t h(e,cp,O) 
A(hf)(e, cP, 0) 

h(e, cP, 0) 

Lemma 1.6.1 gives a representation formula for the generator A on the set offunctions 

defined on E x 1R x [0, +00) which are continuously differentiable on 1R x [0, +00). Thus, 

for a function f(e, cP, t) on E x 1R x [0, +00) continuously differentiable in cP and t, it 

follows from Lemma 1.6.1 and from the previous equation that 

where 

A
hf = A(hf) = Qhf + V~f + !JJU vaf af 

h h + acp + at' 

Qf(e,cp,t) - L,e'EEQ(e,e')f(e',cp,t) 

VU;(e, cP, t) - V(e, e)U;(e,!p, t). 

(1.50) 
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For the rest of this section we restrict our attention to functions h(e, cp, t) defined on 

E x lR x [0, +00) which are continuously differentiable in cp and t. 

For fixed cp E lR and s E [0, +00), let Q~,8 be the Ex E matrix with coefficients 

Qh ( ') _ h(e',cp,s)Q( ') + ~(e,cp,s)V( ') + !Jjf(e,cp,s)I( ') (1.51) 
I{) s e, e - h( ) e, e ( ) e, e h( ) e, e . , e, cp, she, cp, s e, cp, s 

The function h is positive and the matrices I and V are diagonal. Hence, the matrix 

Q~,s is essentially non-negative. Since the process (h(Xt, CPt, t)k:::o is a martingale, 

Ah = (Q + V ~ + /t)h = O. Therefore, 

h 1 a a 
QI{),sl(e) = h( ) (Q + V -a + -8 )h(e, cp, s) = 0 e, cp, s cp t 

which shows that Q~,8 is a conservative Q-matrix. 

Substituting the matrix Q~,8 into generator equation (1.50) we obtain 

h h 8f 8f) A f(e,cp,s) = QI{),sf(e,cp,s) + V acp(e,cp,s) + at (e,cp,s . 

It follows that the jump intensities of the process (Xth~o under P~,I{)) are given_by 

the matrix Q~,s' The matrix Q~,s in general depends on cp and s. Thus, the jump 

probabilities of the process (Xt)t~O under p(~,I{)) depend on the present value of the 

process (cpt)t~O' which depends on the past of the process (Xth~o and therefore the 

process (Xt)t~O under p(~,I{)) is not in general Markov. However, if the matrix Q~,8 does 

not depend on cp and s then the process (Xt)t~O under p(~,I{)) is Markov. 

Suppose now that the function h in (1.49) does not depend on t. In the same way 
.. 

as for the process (Xt , CPt, th~o under p(~,I{)' we conclude that the process (Xt , CPt)t~O 

under p(h ) is Markov with the infinitesimal generator gh given by 
e,l{) 

where 9 is the infinitesimal generator of the process (Xt, CPt)t~o. By Lemma 1.6.2, for 

any function f(e, cp) defined on E x lR which is continuously differentiable in cp, 

9hf= g(~J) = Qhf:V~f +V~~. 
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For fixed cp E 1R define Q~ to be the E x E matrix with coefficients 

h ( ') h( e', cp) , ~ (e, cp) ( ') 
Qcp e, e = h(e, cp) Q(e, e) + h(e, cp) V e, e . (1.52) 

The matrix Q~ is a special case of the matrix Q~,s given in (1.51). Hence, it follows 

that the matrix Q~ is a conservative Q-matrix, that the jump intensities of the process 

(Xt)t~O under p(~,cp) are given by Q~ and that the process (Xt)t~O under p(~,cp) is not in 

general Markov. 

Suppose that for some function h the process (Xt)t~O under p(~,cp) is Markov and 

let p.h be its invariant measure. Then, Theorem 1.7.1 and (1.26) applied to the process 

(Xt, cpth~o under p(~,cp) imply that 

>0 iff (cpt)t~O under p(~,cp) drifts to +00 

p.hV1 =0 iff (cpt)t~O under p(~,cp) oscillates (1.53) 

<0 iff (cpt)t~O under p(~,cp) drifts to -00. 

Our aim is to find all positive functions h( e, cp, t) on E x 1R x [0, +00) continuously 

differentiable in cp and t for which the process (Xt)t~O under p(~,cp) is Markov and for 

each such function h to determine the behav~our of the process (cpth~o under p(~,cp)' 

First we look at h-transforms of the process (Xt, CPt)t~o. We recall the eigenvalues 

Omax and f3min of the matrix V-1Q and their associated eigenvectors fmax and 9min, 

respectively. 

Theorem 1.9.1 There exist only two functions h(e, cp) on E x 1R continuously differ

entiable in cp such that the process (Xt)t~O under p(~,cp) is Markov and they are 

and 

Moreover, 

1) if the process (cpt)t~O drifts to +00 then hmax = 1 and the process (cpt)t~O under p(~~) 

drifts to -00; 
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2) if the process (cpt)t~O drifts to -00 then hmin = 1 and the process (<pt)t~O under p(~~;>,,) 

drifts to +00; 

3) if the process (cpt)t~O oscillates then hmax = hmin = 1. 

Before we prove the previous theorem, we prove an auxiliary lemma: 

Lemma 1.9.1 Let h(e, cp) be a function on E x lR continuously differentiable in cp. If, 
~ dh(e IP} 

for any e, e' E E, ~ and t(e,~) do not depend on cp, then h is of the form 

h(e, cp) = e-;\lPg(e), 

for some>. E lR and some function 9 on E. 

dh (e IP) 
Proof: If dh'(e,~) does not depend on cp, then 

~;(e,cp) 
h(e, <p) = v(e)h(e, cp), 

for some function v on E, and therefore 

h(e,cp) = g(e) ev(e)lP, 

for some function 9 on E. 

Since for any e, e' E E, ~1~::? does not depend on <p, it follows from the last equation 

that v(e} = >. = const., e E E. Hence, 

o 

Now we prove Theorem 1.9.1: 

Proof of Theorem 1.9.1: Suppose that the process '(Xt)t~O under p(~,tp) is Markov. Then 

its Q-matrix Q~ given by (1.52) does not depend on cp which implies that ~1~:$1 and 
dh (e tp) 
~h ' do not depend on cp. In that case, by Lemma 1.9.1 the function h is of the form hle,tp) 
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for some A E R and some function 9 on E. 

Furthermore, the process (h(Xt, cpt)k~o is a positive martingale. Hence, the function 

h is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator 9 of the process (XtJ cptk~o and gh = O. 

Since, by Lemma 1.6.2, 

we have that 

d 
9 = Q+ V dcp' 

which imply that A and 9 must satisfy the equation 

V-IQg = Ag. 

In other words, A is an eigenvalue of V-IQ and g is its associated right eigenvector. 

Finally, the vector 9 has to be positive. By Lemma 1.4.10, the only positive eigen

vectors of the matrix V-IQ are fmax and gmin. Therefore, there exist only two posi

tive functions h( e, cp) on E x R continuously differentiable in cp such that the process 

(h(Xt , cpt)k~o is a martingale and that the process (Xtk~o under p(~,I{) is Markov, and 

they are 

and 

This proves the first part of the theorem. 

For the second part, we shall prove only the case when the process (cptk~o drifts to 

+00. The case when the process (cptk:::o drifts to -00 can be proved in the same way, 

and the case when the process (cptk~o oscillates is trivial because G'max = f3min = 0 and 

hmax = hmin = 1. 

Suppose now that the process (cpt)t~O drifts to +00. Then G'max = 0 and fmax = 1, 

hence making the h-transform of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O with hmax = 1 does not change 

the process. But f3min > 0 and we can make the h-transform by using hmin. By (1.53) 
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the behaviour of the process (cptk~o under p(:~~) is determined by the sign of J1.hmi nVl, 

where "hmin is the invariant measure of the process (Xt)t>o under p(hmi)n. Hence, we ,- _ e.~ 

shall look for the sign of J1.h m ;n VI. 

By (1.52), the Q-matrix Qhmin of the Markov process (Xtk~o under p(~r;::,) is given 

by 

e,e' E E. 

The matrix (Q - .Bmin V) is, by Lemma 1.1.6, irreducible and essentially nonnegative 

and gmin is its right Perron-Frobenius eigenvector. Let g~{! be the left Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvector of the matrix (Q - .Bmin V) and let J1.min be a vector on E defined by 

J1.min(e) = g~{!(e) gmin(e), e E E. 

Th . 't' b lelt d . . P Fr b' . en J1.min IS POSI lVe ecause gmin an gmin are posItIve as erron- 0 emus elgen-

vectors of (Q - .Bmin V), and 

J1.min Qhmin (e) = L J1.min (e') Qhmin (e', e) 
e'eE 

~ lelt(') . ( ') gmin(e) (Q .B V)(') L..J gmin e gman e . (e/) - min e,e 
e'eE gman 

= 

= g~{! (Q - .Bmin V)(e) gmin(e) = O. 

Therefore, the invariant measure J1.h m in of the process (Xt)t>o under p(hmi)n is pro-_ e,~ 

portional to J1.min. In addition, 

J1.hmi nVl = J1.minVl = L g~{!(e)V(e,e)gmin(e) = g~{!Vgmin. 
eeE 

Let a(.B) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix (Q - .BV). Then, by 

Lemma 1.8.4, 
da J1.hm in Vl 
d{3 ({3min) = - left. > 0, 

gmin gmm 

because, by the same lemma, {3min > {30 and ~ > 0 for .B > .Bo. 
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Since g~{~ gmin is positive, we conclude from the last equation that ILhmin VI < ° 
which, by (1.53) implies that the process (<ptk~o under p(~r;:;) drifts to -00. 0 

From Theorem 1.9.1 it follows that making an h-transform of the process (Xt, <ptk~o 

under p(~,cp) such that the process (Xtk~o under p(~,cp) is again Markov can never give 

the oscillating process (cpth;:::o under p(~,cp). However, the next theorem shows that 

making an h-transform of the process (XtJ CPt, t)t;:::o can produce the oscillating process 

(<pt)t;:::o under p(~,cp). 

Theorem 1.9.2 All Junctions h(e, <p, t) on E x 1R x [0, +00) continuously differentiable 

in cP and t Jar which the process (Xt)t;:::o under p(~,cp) is Markov are oj the Jorm 

h(e, cP, t) = e-Otte-PCPg(e), (e, cP, t) E Ex 1R x [0, +00), 

where, Jor fixed /3 E lR, 0 is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and 9 is the right Perron

Frobenius eigenvector oj the matrix (Q - /3V). 

Moreover, there exists unique /30 E 1R such that 

(<pt)t;:::o under p(~,cp) drifts to + 00 ill /3 < /30 

( <Pt h;:::o under p(~,cp) oscillates iff /3 = /30 

(cpt)t;:::o under p(~,cp) drifts to - 00 iff /3 > /301 

and /30 is determined by the equation 0'(/30) = 0, where 0(/3) is the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvalue oj (Q - /3V). 

Again, before we prove the theorem we prove an auxiliary lemma. 

Lemma 1.9.2 Let h(e, <p, t) be a Junction on Ex 1R x [0,00) continuously differentiable 

in cP and t and let v be a non-constant function on E such that v(e) i- 0, e E E. If, for 

d () ~(e,rp,8) ~(e,rp,s) d d d d h h· 
":->,-....<..!...'-+ an v e h(e,cp,s) + h{e,cp,s) 0 not epen on cp an s, t en IS 

oj the form 
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for some a, f3 E lR and some function 9 on E. 

Proof: Suppose that ~ ~:cp:: does not depend on cp and s. Then there exists a function 

9 on E x E such that 

h{e', cp, s)'= (e' e) , 
h(e,cp,s) 9 , , e,e E E, 

or equivalently, 

h(e', cp, s) = g(e', e) h{e, cp, s), e, e' E E. 

For fixed e E E, let functions Ue on lR x [0, +00) and Ve on E be given by Ue (cp, s) = 

h(e, cp, s) and ve(e') = g{e',e). Then 

h(e', cp, s) = ue(cp, s) ve{e'), e' E E. 

8" (e' cp s) 8" (' ) ~(cp 8) ~8U ( ) Ifv{e') 7fVj , " + 8. ~ ,cp,s does not depend on cp and s, then v{e') B<e ' + cp,S 
h(e ,cp,s) h(e ,cp,s) u.(cp,s) u. cp,s 

is a function only of e', which implies that 

Thus, 

~(cp,s) 
( ) 

= canst. and 
U e cp, S 

for some Ci, f3 E lR and some function c on E. 

Therefore, 

fu!.c. (cp, s) 
8s = canst. 
ue(c,o, s) 

h(e', cp, s) = c(e) e-os e-PCP ve(e'), e' E E. 

which implies that there exists function 9 on E such that 

h(e',cp,s) = e-os e-PCP gee'). 

Now we prove Theorem 1.9.2: 

o 
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Proof of Theorem 1.9.2: We want to find all positive functions h(e, cP, t} defined on 

E x 1R x [O,oo} which are continuously differentiable in cP and t and for which the 

process (Xtk::o under p(~,cp) is Markov. 

Suppose that the process (Xt}t~O ,under p(~,cp) is Markov. Then its Q-matrix Q~,8 

given by {1.51} does not depend on cp and s which implies that, for all e,e' E E, ~ e' , ,8 e,'P,8 

and v{e} ~:~:.;) + ~~~::.~) do not depend on cp and s. Hence, by Lemma 1.9.2, all such 

functions h are of the form 

(1.54) 

for some a, f3 E 1R and some function 9 on E. 

Since the process (h(Xt, CPt, t}k::o is a martingale, the function h satisfies the equation 

Ah = O. Hence, by Lemma 1.6.1, 

ah ah 
Ah = Qh+ V- + - = 0, acp at 

which together with (1.54) gives that 

(Q - f3V}g = ag. (1.55) 

Therefore, for fixed f3 E 1R, a is an eigenvalue of the matrix (Q - f3V) and 9 is its 

associated eigenvector. Since the function h is positive, the vector 9 is positive. By 

Lemma 1.1.6, the matrix (Q - f3V) is irreducible and essentially non-negative, and by 

Lemma 1.1.3, the only positive eigenvector of an irreducible essentially non-negative 

matrix is its Perron-Frobenius eigenvector. Thus, a and 9 in (1.54) and (1.55) must be 

the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively, of the matrix (Q - f3V). 

This finishes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 

For the proof of the second part of the theorem, let a(l') and 9(1') be the Perron-

Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively, of the matrix (Q - ,BV). For fixed 

,B E ~ let a function h[3 be given by 

hp(e, cp, t} = e-o.([3)t e-[3'P g(,B)(e}. 
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Then, by the first part of the theorem, the process (Xt)t>o under p(hp ) is Markov, where - e,'{I 

p(hp ) is p(h ) with h = hfJ. In that case, by (1.53), the behaviour of the process (rt't)t>o e,'{I e,'{I -

under p(hp ) is determined by the sign of JLhPVl, where JLhp is the invariant measure of e,'{I 

the process (Xtk~o under p(~'{I)" Hence, in order to find the behaviour of the process 

(rt't)t>o under p(hp )' we shall look for the sign of JLhp VI. First, we need to find JLhP. _ e,'{I 

By (1.51), the Q-matrix Qhp of the Markov process (Xt)t~O under p(~'{I) is given by 

e,e' E E. 

Let g'eft (f3) be the left Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of the matrix (Q - f3V) and let 

JLfJ be a vector on E defined by 

JLfJ(e) = glef t(f3)(e) g(f3)(e), e E E. 

Then JLfJ is positive because glef t(f3) and g(f3) are positive as Perron-Frobenius eigen

vectors of (Q - f3V), and 

JLfJQhp(e) = L JLfJ(e') Qhp(e',e) 
e'eE 

- L glef t(f3)(e') g(f3)(e') g(f3)(e} (Q - f3V)(e', e) 
e'eE g(f3)(e) 

g'ef t(f3)(Q - f3V)(e) g(f3)(e) = O. 

Therefore, the invariant measure JLhp of the process (Xth~o under P~'{I) is equal to 

JLfJ. Moreover, 

JLhPVl = JLfJVl = Lg,eft(f3)(e)V(e,e)g(f3)(e) = glef t(f3)Vg(f3). 
eeE 

By Lemma 1.8.4, 

< 0, if f3 < f30 

= 0, if f3 = f30 

> 0, if f3 > f3o. 
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Since gle1t({3)g({3) is positive for all {3 E lR, we conclude that 

J1.hf3 VI 

> 0, if {3 < (30 

= 0, if {3 = (30 

< 0, if (3 > (30, 

which together with (1.53) proves the second part of the theorem. 
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o 

Before we end the section, we recall the stopping time Ho defined as the first cross

ing time of zero by the process (<pt)t>o and we define an h-transform of the process 

(Xt, cpt, th~o killed at time Ho· 

For the process (Xt, <pdt~o run up to time Ho we say the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O killed 

when the process (cpt)t~O crosses zero or, shortly, the killed process (Xc, <Pt)t~o. In the 

sequel, we shall use these expressions without further notice. 

Let h be a positive function on Ed such that the process {h(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ho}, t ~ 

O}, starting at (e, <p) E Ed, is a martingale. Define a probability measure p(~,cp) by 

-h E(e,cp) (I(A) h(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ho}) 
p(e,cp)(A) = h(e,cp,O) , A E ~t, t ~ 0. 

The martingale property of the process {h(Xt, CPt, t)I {t < Ho}, t ~ O} ensures that the 

consistency condition is satisfied, that is, for ° ~ s ~ t and A E ~81 

E(I(A) h(Xs,CPs,s)I{s < Ho}) _ E(I(A) h(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ho}) 

h(e, <p, 0) - h(e, cP, 0) 

The process (Xt, CPt, t)t~O under the measure p(~,cp) (and more generally any other process 

having the same law) is called the h-transform of the process (Xt, <Ph th~o killed when 

the process (cpt)t~O crosses zero. If the function h does not depend on t, then the process 

(Xt, CPt)t~O under the measure p(~,cp) is called the h-transform with the function h of the 

process (Xt, CPt)t~O killed when the process (<pt)t~O crosses zero. 

Let Ere,cp) denote the expectation operator associated with the probability measure 

p(h ). Then, by the properties of the conditional expectation, for any 0 < 8 < t, A E ~s e,cp 
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and any bounded function !, 

Ete,tp) (I(A)I{s < Ha}!(Xt,CPt,t)) 

Hence, 

E(e,tp) (I(A)I{s < Ha}f(Xt, CPt, t)h(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ha}) 

h(e, cP, 0) 

E(e,tp) (I(A)I{S $ Ha}E(e,tp) (f(Xt, CPt, t)h(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ha} 1.1",)) 
h(e, cP, 0) 

-h ( E(e,tp) (!(Xt, CPt, t)h(Xt, CPh t)I{t < Ha} I .1",)) 
- E(e,tp) I(A) h(X" cP" s) . 

I{s < Ha}Ete,tp) (!(Xt, CPt,t) 1.1",) 
E(e,tp) (!(Xt, CPt, t)h(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ha} 1.1",) 

- h(X" cP" s) 
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By the Markov property of the process (Xt, cptk~a and by the positivity of the 

function h( e, cP, s), it folows from the last equation that, for 0 < 'U < t and any bounded 

measurable function! on E x IR x [0, +00), 

I {s < Ha} Ete,tp) (f{Xt, CPt, t) I .1",) 
E(x.,tp.) (!(Xt-" CPt-a, t - s)h(Xt_" CPt-" t - s)I{t - s < Ha}) 

= I{s < Ha} h(X ) 
" cP" s 

= I{s < Ha} Etx.,tp.) (!(Xt-" CPt-a, t - s)). 

Therefore, the process (Xt, CPt, tk~o under p(~,tp) is Markov. 

1.10 Conditioning the process (Xt , CPt)t~O on the event {Ho = 

+oo} in the positive drift case 

Throughout this section we assume that the process (cpt)t~a drifts to +00. Our aim is to 

condition the process (Xt, cpt)t~a, starting in Et, on the event that the process (cpt)t~a 
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stays non-negative, that is on the event {Ho = +oo}. 

First we find the probability of the event {Ho = +oo}. 

By Lemma 1.5.2, for cP > 0, 

p(',I{J)(Ho = +00) = (1 _ rF( _cp)) 1 = (1+ -rr- el{J_G- 1-) , 
1- - el{JG 1-

and for e E E+, cP = 0, 
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By Lemma 1.4.6 (i), the matrix G- is an irreducible Q-matrix. In addition, in 

the positive drift case, by (1.27), the matrix G- is not conservative. Therefore, G

is an irreducible non-conservative Q-matrix which by Lemma 1.1.5 implies that eyG-

is strictly substochastic for all y > 0 and by Lemma 1.4.6 (ii), that the matrix rr- is 

strictly substochastic. Therefore, 

p(e,I{J)(Ho = +00) > 0, (e,cp) E Et. 

and we can condition the process (Xt,cpdt>o on {Ho = +oo} in the standard way. 

For fixed t ~ 0 and any A E :Ft, we have that 

p(e,l{J) (AIHo = 00) = 

= 

E(e,I{J)(I(A)1{Ho = oo}) 
p(e,I{J)(Ho = 00) 

E(e,I{J)(E(e,I{J)((I(A)1{Ho = oo}l:Ft)) 
p(e,I{J)(Ho = 00) 

E(e,l{J) (1(A)E(e,l{J) (1 {Ho = oo} l:Ft }) 

p(e,I{J)(Ho = 00) 

By the Markov property of the process (Xt , CPt}t;::o, we have that 

Let h(e, cp) be a function on Ex IR defined by 

h( e, cp) = p(e,l{J) (Ho = 00). 

(1.56) 
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Then from (1.56) and (1.57) we obtain 

E(e,cp) (I(A)h(Xt , 'Pt)I{t < Ho}) 
p(e,cp) (AIHo = 00) = h{ e, <p) . 

Moreover, by (1.57) the process {h{Xt, <pt)I {t < Ho}, t 2: O} is a martingale un

der p(e,cp)' Putting the pieces together, we deduce the law of the process {Xt,<Ptk:::o 

conditioned on the event that the process (cptk::o stays non-negative. Before that, we 

recall from Section 1.9 the definition of an h-transform of the process {Xt, cpth~o killed 

when the process (cpt)t~O crosses zero: for a positive function h on Ed such that the 

process {h{Xt,cpt)I{t < Ho},t 2: OJ, starting at (e,cp) E Eit, is a martingale, and for a 

probability measure p(~,cp) be defined by 

the process (Xt, IPt)t~O under the measure p(~,cp) is called the h-transform with the 

function h of the process {Xt, CPt)t~O killed when the process {cpt)t~O crosses zero. 

Theorem 1.10.1 The process (Xt,CPt)t~O conditioned on the event {Ho = +oo} is an 

honest Markov process with the law p(e,cp), (e, cp) E Ed, where p(e,cp) is such that the 

process (X" CPt)t~O under p(e,cp) is the h-transform of the process {Xt, CPt)t~O killed when 

the process (cpt)t~O crosses zero with the function h{e, <p) = p(e,cp)(Ho = +00), (e, cp) E 

Exllt 

More precisely, for any t 2: 0 and A E ~t, 

_ E(e,cp) (I(A)h{X" cpt)I {t < Ho}) 
p(e,cp)(A) = h(e, cp) • 

Proof: In the discussion which precedes the theorem we have seen that h(e, cp) > 0 on 

Eit an.d that the process {h(X" cpt)I {t < Ho}, t 2: O} is a martingale under p(e,cp)' Thus, 

the measure p(e,cp) is a probability measure. 
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In addition, it follows from (1.56) and (1.57) that 

and, by the discussion from the end <;>f Section 1.9, the process (Xt, iptk~o under P(e,\O) 

~M&~. 0 
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The Green's function 

2.1 A first approach to the Green's function 

The Green's function of the process (Xt, cptk~o, denoted by G((e, cp), (j, y)), for any 

( e, cp), (j, y) E E x IR, is defined as the expected number of times that the process 

(Xt, CPt)t~O, starting at (e, cp), hits (j, y), that is 

G((e, cp), (j, y)) = E(e,cp) ( L I(Xa = J, CPs = y)), 
09<00 

noting that the process (Xt, CPt)t~O hits any fixed state at discrete times. 

For simplicity of notation, let G(cp, y) denote the matrix (G((·, rp), (-, Y)))ExE. 

The Green's function G( cp, y) can be decomposed as 

G((e, cp), (j, y)) - L p(e,cp)(XH." = e', Hy < +00) G((e', y), (j, y)) 
e'eE 

- L p(e,cp-y)(XHo = e',Ho < +00) G((e',O), (j,O)), (2.1) 
e'eE 

where the last equality follows from the fact that G(y, y) = G(O,O) for any y E Jlt 

Therefore, for any rp,y E IR, the function G(rp,y) is determined by the hitting pro

babilities of the process (X" CPt)t~O, which are given in Lemma 1.5.1, and by the special 

case of the Green's function, G(O,O). 

78 
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We calculate G(O,O) in the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.1.1 In the drift cases, 

( 

(I - rr-rr+)-l rr-{I - rr+rr-)-l) . 
G(O 0) - r-1 -, - 2 - rr+{I _ rr-rr+)-l (I - rr+rr-)-l 

In the oscillating case, 

G(O,O) = +00. 

Proof: For any e,e' E E, the Green's function G(e,y),(e',y» can be decomposed as 

00 

G((e,y), (e',y» = LP(e,y)((Xtk~o hits e' on the nth return of (IPtk~o to y). 
n=O 

Since 

p(e,y) (Xtk~o hits e' on the 1st return of (IPtk:::o to y) 

= (e,e') = (I - r2)(e,e'), ( 
0 rr-) 

rr+ 0 

by the Markov property of the process (Xt , IPtk~o we obtain 

Suppose that the process (IPt)t2:0 drifts either to +00 of -00. Then by (1.27) 

and (1.29), exactly one of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative which, by Lemma 

1.4.6 (ii) implies that exactly one of the matrices rr+ and rr- is strictly substochas

tic. Hence, the matrices rr-rr+ and rr+rr- are strictly substochastic, which implies 

that (rr-rr+ - 1)1 ~ 0 with strict inequality in at least one entry. By Lemma 1.4.4 

(ii), (rr-rr+ - I) is an irreducible essentially non-negative matrix. If A is the Perron

Frobenius eigenvalue of (rr-rr+ - I), then, by the Perron-F'robenius theorem for irre

ducible essentially non-negative matrices, A < O. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.4.4 

(i), the matrix rr-rr+ is positive and therefore primitive. By the Perron-Frobenius the

orem for primitive matrices, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of rr-rr+ is positive. Since 
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the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of rr-rr+ is equal to 1 + A, we obtain 0 < 1 + A. Hence, 

0< l+A < 1. Moreover, again by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for primitive matrices, 

. (rr-rr+)n 
hm (1 A) = const. I- O. 

n-+oo + n 

Therefore, (rr-rr+)n -+ 0 elementwise as n -+ +00. In the same way we conclude 

that (rr+rr-)n -+ 0 elementwise as n -+ +00. 

Hence, 

n -+ +00. 

Since 
n n 

1 - (I - r 2)n+1 = (I - (I - r 2)) L(I - r2)k = r 2 L(I - r2)k, 
k=O k=O 

and, by Lemma 1.4.5, r21 exists, by letting n -+ +00 in the previous equation we obtain 

00 

L(I - r2)" = r2"l. (2.2) 
n=O 

Therefore, 
00 

G(y, y) = L(I - r2)n = r21, 
n=O 

and by the definition of the matrix r 2 and and Lemma 1.4.5, 

Suppose now that the process (cpth~o oscillates. Then by (1.28), both matrices G+ 

and G- are conservative, which, by Lemma 1.4.6 (ii) implies that the matries rr+ and 

n- are stochastic. Thus, (I - r2)1 = 1 and 

00 00 

G(O,O)l = 2)1 - r2)nl = L 1 = +00. (2.3) 
n=O n=O 

Hence, row sums of the matrix G(y, y) are infinite which means that in each row 

there is at least one entry that is infinite. Suppose that G((e, y), (e', y» = +00 for some 
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e, e' E E. Then, for any e" E E, 
00 

G{{e, 0), (e", 0)) ~ L p(e,O) ({Xt , cpth~o hits (e',O) exactly n times 
n=O 

and then h.its (e", 0) before returning to (e', 0) ) 
00 

= L p(e,<p) ({Xt, CPt)t~O hits {e', 0) exactly n times) 
n=O 

P(el,o)({Xt,CPt)t~O hits {e", 0) before returning to (e',O)) 

= G{ (e, 0), (e', 0)) p(e/,O) ({Xt, CPt)t~O hits (e", 0) before 

returning to (e',O)) 

By Lemma 1.4.4 (i) the matrices rr+ and rr- are positive which implies that 

P(el,y)((Xt,CPt)t~O hits (e",y) before returning to (e',y)) 

~ (e,e') > 0. (
rr-n+ rr-) 

rr+ rr+rr-

Hence, from (2.4) it follows that G((e,y),(e",y)) = +00 for all e" E E. 
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(2.4) 

Therefore, if one entry in a row of the matrix G{y, y) is infinite, then all entries in that 

row are infinite which together with (2.3) gives that in the oscillating case G{y, y) = +00. 

o 

Theorem 2.1.1 and equality (2.1) imply that in the drift cases the process 

(Xt, CPt)t~O is transient and the Green's function G(cp, y) is finite, and that in the os

cillating case the process (Xt,CPt)t~O is recurrent and the Green's function G(cp,y) is 

infinite. 

Hence, we can calculate the Green's function G( cp, y) only in the drift cases. 

Theorem 2.1.2 In the drift cases, the Green's function G((e, 1fI), (f, y)) of the process 

(Xt, CPt)t~O is given by the E x E matrix G(cp, y), where 

G{cp,y) = { r F{y - cp) r2"l, 
r-1 

2 , cp = y. 
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Proof: By Theorem 2.1.1, G(y, y} = r2"l. 

On the other hand, by Lemma 1.5.1, 

p(e,tp-y)(XHo = e', Ho < +oo} = r F(y -IP}(e, e'}, 

Thus, (2.1) and Theorem 2.1.1 imply that, for IP 1= y, 

G(tp,y} = r F(y -IP} G(O,O} = r F(y - 11') r;l, 

o 

Therefore, whenever we deal with the Green's function G(tp,y), we make the as

sumption that the process (IPt)t>o drifts either to +00 of -00. 

In the following section we present another way of calculating G(tp, y) by considering 

its Laplace transform first. 

2.2 The Green's function of the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O and its 

Laplace transform 

In the previous section we have calculated the Green's function G( 11', y) of the process 

(Xt, tpth~o via hitting probabilities of the process (Xt, CPt)t~o. In this section we present 

another way for calculating the Green's function G( 11', y) which involves its Laplace trans

form. At first, the approach via Laplace transform might look cumbersome. However it 

appears to be interesting as it employs nice mathematical ideas and techniques. 

We shall first find the Laplace transform of the Green's function G(<p,y). Then we 

shall construct a function whose Laplace transform is identical to the Laplace trans

form of the Green's function G( <p, y}. Finally, by the uniqueness of the inverse Laplace 

transform, we shall conclude that the Green's function G(<p, y) has to be equal to the 

constructed function. 
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We recall the definition of the Green's function G((e, <p), (e', y)), (e, <p), (e', y) E Ex lR; 

G((e, <p), (e', y)) = E(e,IP} ( L I{X .. = e', <P .. = y}). 
0:58<00 

Let e, e' E E and <p E R be fixed. The two-sided Laplace transform of the Green's 

function G((e, <p), (e',y)) is given by 

1+00 

e-PYG((e, <p), (e', y)) dy = 1+00 

e-Py E(e,IP} ( L I{X" = e', <p" = y}) dy. 
-00 -00 O:5s<oo 

Thus, we have to calculate the integral on the right-hand side of the previous equa

tion. First we shall show that 

100 1 1+00 

e-PIP·I{X" = e'} ds = Iv(e')1 e-PY L I{X .. = e',<p" = y} dy. 
o ' -00 09<00 

(2.5) 

Let Tn, n ~ 0, be the jump times of the process (Xtk~o defined by 

To =0, 

Then, for fixed n ~ ° and Tn ~ s < Tn+lt 

Therefore, 

00 i Tn
+

1 

= L e-P",. I{Xs = e'} ds 
n=O Tn 
00 rTn+1 - L i1 e-PIP·I{XT" = e'} ds 

n=O Tn 

~ _ , [Tn+! -13",. d<p" 
= ~I{XT" - e} iTn e V(XTnr 

For fixed n ~ 0, suppose that X Tn E E+. Then the process (<pt h~o is strictly 

increasing on the interval [Tn, Tn+1) and, by the change-of-variable formula, 

-/JIP. y8 i
Tn+! Q dill 

Tn e V(XTn}-
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Hence, by Fubini's theorem because I{XT" = e/}I{y E (IPT" , IPT"+1n is non-negative, 

for e' E E+, 

100 

e-fjrp· I{Xs = e/} ds 

00 1 . 1+00 

= L (X ) I{XT" = e/} e-PYI{y E (IPTn,IPT"+1n dy 
n=O v Tn -00 

1 1+00 
00 . = -( ') e-PY L I{XT" = e/}I{y E (IPT" , IPTn+1H dy. 

v e -00 n=O 

For X T" = e' and y E (IPTn, IPTn+1 ), since the process (IPt k~o is continuous and strictly 

monotone on [Tn, Tn+d, there exists exactly one s E [Tn, Tn+d such that Xs = e' and 

IPs = y. Thus, 
00 

LI{XT" = e/}I{y E (IPTn,IPTn+1n = L I{Xs = e/,lPs = y}, 
n=O O::;s<oo 

and finally, for e' E E+, 

roo 1 1+00 

10 e-Prp• I{Xs = e
/
} ds = v(e l ) _ e-PY L I{Xs = e/, IP. = y} dy. 

o 00 O::;s<oo 
(2.6) 

Similarly, if XT" E E-, the process (lPt)t~O is strictly decreasing on the interval 

[Tn' Tn+1) and IPT"+l < IPTn' Thus, 

e-"'rp. -rS -l
Tn+1 II din 

Tn V(XT,,) -

In the same way as in the previous case e' E E+, we deduce that, for e' E E-, 

roo e-Prp'I{Xs = e/} ds = v-e~ 1+00 

e-PY L I{Xs = e',IP. =y} dy. 
10 ( ) -00 O::;s<oo 

(2.7) 

Therefore, (2.6) and (2.7) imply that (2.5) is valid. 

Taking the expectation in (2.5), by Fubini's theorem, because e-prp·I{X, = e/} and 

L:o:::;s<oc'! {Xs = e/, IPs = y} are non-negative, we obtain 

(2.8) 
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Now we need to find E(e,rp)(e-.Brpale/(Xs))' For fixed e' E E, let he/(e, IP, t) be a 

function on E x IR x [0,00) defined by 

The function he' (e, IP, t) is continuous and differentiable in IP and t, and also 

{). {) 

(Q + V alP + {)t)hel = O. 

Thus, by Lemma 1.6.1, Ahe, = 0 where A is the infinitesimal generator of the process 

(Xt, CPt, tk~o, which implies that (he' (Xt, CPt, t))t~O is a local martingale. But since he' is 

bounded on every finite interval, the process (he/(Xt' CPt, t)h~o is a martingale. Hence, 

(2.9) 

Therefore, from (2.8) and (2.9) it follows that 

1+00 1+00 e-.By G((e, cp), (e', y)) dy = Iv(e')1 e-.Brp e(Q-.BV)Sle/(e) ds. 
-00 0 

(2.10) 

Our next step is to calculate the integral 

We recall the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues a max and -f3min of the matrices G+ and 

G- and that, in the drift cases, by (1.27) and (1.29), exactly one of the matrices G+ 

and G- is conservative and amax < f3min, and that in the oscillating case, by (1.28), 

both matrices G+ and G- are conservative and amax = f3min = O. 

Lemma 2.2.1 For any e' E E 

{+oo (Q .BV) { (Q - f3V)-ll e" a max < f3 < f3min, 
10 e - Slel ds = 

+00, otherwise. 
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Proof: From (2.10) we have that the integral 

(2.11) 

converges for those values (3 E IR for which the integral on the left-hand side of (2.10) 

converges. Since e-fJYG(!.p,y) ~ 0, the integral on the left-hand side of (2.10) converges 

in some interval and diverges on its complement, and therefore, the integral in (2.11) 

converges in the same interval and diverges on its complement. We shall show that the 

interval of convergence of the integral in (2.11) is (o.max ,(3min). 

Let 0.((3) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix (Q - ,8V), which is, by 

Lemma 1.1.6, irreducible and essentially non-negative. Since in the drift cases, o.max :f:. 

,8min, it follows from Lemma 1.8.1 that 0.(,8) is negative for,8 E (o.max,,8min) and positive 

or equal to zero for (3 ¢ (o.max, (3min). 

Let ,8 E (o.max , ,8min). Then 0.(,8) is negative which implies that all other eigenvalues 

of (Q - ,8V) have negative real part. Hence, the integral in (2.11) converges, and since 

(Q - f3V) is invertible, 

10+00 

e(Q-fJV)slel = (Q - f3V)-ll e/ . 

Let f3 = o.max or f3 = f3min. Then o.(f3) = 0 and all other eigenvalues of (Q-,8V) have 

negative real part. Hence, if the vector leI is not linearly independent of the Perron

Frobenius eigenvector of (Q - f3V), then the integral in (2.11) diverges, and if the vector 

leI is linearly independent of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of (Q - f3V), then the 

integral in (2.11) converges. 

We recall the basis B = {lj, j = 1. ... n, 9k, k = 1, ... m} of all vectors on E. Let 

n m 

leI = L aj(e') /j + L bk(e') 9k 
j=l k=l 

for some .coefficients aj(e'), j = 1. ... n, and bk(e'), k = 1, ... m. Let amax(e') and 

bmin(e') be the coefficients in the previous linear combination which are associated with 
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the vectors f max and 9min, and let f~!; and 9~{! be the left eigenvectors of the matrix 

V-lQ associated with the eigenvalues Omax and {3min, respectively. Since Omax and 

f3min are simple eigenvalues of V-lQ, it follows from Lemma 1.1.1 (i) that the vector 

f~!; is orthogonal to all the vectors ~n the basis B except to the vector fmax, and that 

the vector 9~{! is orthogonal to all the vectors in the basis B except to the vector 9min. 

Hence, 

j left 1 ( '}f1eft f d left 1 b (') left max e' = amax e max max an 9min e' = min e 9mingmin· (2.12) 

It follows from the Wiener-Hopf factorisation (1.6) that the vector f~t! is of the form 

f~!! = ((J~!!)+ - (J~!!}+Ir), 

where the vector (J~!!}+(I - n-n+) is the left Perron-Frobenius vector of the matrix 

G+ associated with its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 0max, and therefore positive. Thus, 

x = (J~!!)+(I - rr-n+) > 0 implies 

because, by Lemma 1.4.5, the matrix (I - n-n+}-l is positive. Since, by Lemma 1.4.4 

(i), the matrix n- is positive, we conclude that for any e E E, f!:it! =F O. Similarly, it 

can be shown that g~{!(e) =F 0 for any e E E. 

By Lemma 1.1.1 (ii) f~!!fmax =F 0 and 9~{!9min =F O. Therefore, it follows from 

(2.12) that for any e' E E, amax(e'} =F 0 and bmin(e'} =F 0, which implies that the vector 

Ie" e' E E, is not linearly independent of the vectors fmax and gmin. 

Hence, the integral in (2.11) diverges for f3 = Omax and {3 = {3min and, by the discus

sion from the beginning of the proof, the integral in (2.11) diverges for f3 ¢ (omax, {3min). 

o 

From Lemma 2.2.1 and (2.10), it follows that, for Omax < f3 < f3min, '. 1:00 

e-fJy G((e,tp), (e',y}) dy = -e-fJ<Plv(e'}I(Q - {3V}-l(e,e'}. (2.13) 
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Recall the matrix J introduced in Section 1.4 as 

Then 

-(Q - ,BV)-I(e, e')lv(e')1 - -(Q - ,BV)-IIVI(e, e') 

= -(Q - ,BV)-IV J(e, e') 

= _(V-1Q - ,Bl)-1 J(e, e'). 

The previous equation together with (2.13) proves the following theorem: 

88 

Theorem 2.2.1 The Laplace transform of the Green's function G(cp, y) of the process 

(Xt, cptk~o is given by 

Oma:c < ,B < ,Bmin, 

otherwise, 

where Omax and -,Bmin are the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues of the matrices G+ and 

G-. 

Our task now is to construct a function whose Laplace transform is identical to the 

Laplace transform of the Green's function G( cp, y) given in Theorem 2.2.1. 

We recall the basis B in the space of all vectors on E which is in the drift cases 

equal to {fj,j = 1, ... ,n,gk, k = 1, ... , m} where the vectors ff, j = 1, ... , n, are 

associated with the eigenvalues OJ, j = 1, ... , n, of the matrix G+ and the vectors g'k, 

k = 1, ... ,m, are associated with the eigenvalues ,Bk, k = 1, ... ,m, of the matrix G-. In 

addition, Re(oj} ~ 0 and f j- = rr+ft, j = 1, ... ,n, and Re(,Bk) ~ 0 and gt = rr-gk", 
k= 1, ... ,m. 

Let X. be a non-negative Ex E matrix such that for any e E E, the vector Xl el 

which is actually the column of the matrix X corresponding to the element e E E, is a 
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linear combination only of the vectors {9I,92, ... ,9m} from the basis B. In that case, 

the matrix X must be of the form 

(
rr-Xl rr-X2) 

X= 
Xl X2 

for some matrices Xl and X2. For fixed e E E, let 

m 

X1e = L: bk(e) 9kl 
k=l 

for some coefficients bk(e), k = 1, ... , m, depending on e E E. Then the integral 

f O 
-1 J -00 e-/3y eYV Q X1e dy = 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

is the Laplace transform of the function y ~ eyV-IQXle and it converges in some 

interval (-00, /3). From Section 1.4 we know that for fixed k, k = 1, ... , m, there exists 

dk E N such that 

Hence, for Iyl > 1, 

which implies that for 13 < 13k the integral 

i~ e-(/3-/3/c)y ey(V-IQ-f3/cI)9k dy 

converges absolutely. Thus, the sum in (2.16) is finite for 13 < f3min. Let now 13 = f3min. 

Then all terms in the sum in (2.16) still converge except the term which corresponds to 

gminl since 

10 -1 1° eY(V Q-f3m,nI)9min dy = 9min dy = -00. 
-00 -00 

Hence, the sum in (2.16) in finite for {3 = (3min if and only if the coefficient bmin(e) 
,.), 

which corresponds to 9min in (2.15) is equal to zero, that is if the vector X1e is linearly 
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independent of 9min. But, since X is non-negative, the vector X1e is also non-negative 

which by Lemma 1.4.11 implies that it is not linearly independent of 9min' Thus, 

bmin(e) =1= 0 and the sum in (2.16) is infinite for {3 = {3min. 

Therefore, if X is a non-negative ,matrix of the form (2.14) then 

10 
e-f3y eyV-1Q X dy { < +00, {3 < {3min, 

-00 = 00, {3 ~ {3min. 
(2.17) 

Similarly, let Y be a non-negative Ex E matrix whose columns are vectors in the 

space spanned only by the vectors {h, 12, ... , In} from the basis B. Then the matrix Y 

is of the form 

(2.18) 

for some matrices Yl and Y2. By arguments analogous to those just used to determine 

the matrix X, it follows that 

[+00 -f3y yV-1Q { < +00, {3 > a max , 
10 e e Y dy 
o = 00, {3 $ amax• 

(2.19) 

Let X and Y be non-negative matrices of the forms (2.14) and (2.18), respectively, 

and let Gx,Y(O, y), y =1= 0, be defined for such matrices by 

{ 

eyV-1Qy, y > ° 
Gx,Y{O, y) = 1 

eYV - QX, y < 0. 
(2.20) 

Since the function y I-t Gx,Y(O,y) has finite left and right limits at zero, we can 

integrate it over the interval (-00,+00). Then, by (2.17) and (2.19), 

[+00 e-f3y Gx,Y(O, y) dy { < +00, a max < {3 < {3min, 

1-00 = 00, otherwise. 

Moreover, for {3 E (amax ,{3min) the matrix (V-1Q - {3I) is invertible. Thus, for 
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_ rO 
ey(V-1Q-/J/) X + r+oo 

ey(V-1Q-PI)y dy 
1-00 10 

_ (V- 1Q - f3I)-I(X - Y). 

Therefore, 

r+ oo 

1-00 e-PY Gx,y(O,y) dy = { 

(V-IQ - f3I)-I(X - Y), Omax < f3 < f3min, 

+00, otherwise. 
(2.21) 

We remind ourselves that our aim is to construct a function whose Laplace transform 

is identical to the Laplace transform of the Green's function G(cp, y) given in Theorem 

2.2.1. By comparing the last equation with Theorem 2.2.1 we see that if X - Y = -J, 

then the Laplace transform of G X,y (0, y) is identical to the Laplace transform of G(O, y). 

By (1.27), (1.28) and (1.29), 0max < f3min is possible only in the drift cases. Hence, 

in the oscillating case we put G X,y (0, y) = +00, and in the drift cases we look for non

negative matrices X and Y of the forms (2.14) and (2.18), respectively, which satisfy 

X-Y=-J. 

From the equation X - Y = -J, (2.14) and (2.18), we get two systems 

and 

By (1.27) and (1.29), in the drift cases exactly one of the matrices G+ and G- is 

conservative, which implies, by Lemma 1.4.6 (ii), that exactly one of the matrices rr+ 

and rr- is stochastic. Then it follows from Lemma 1.4.5 that the matrices (I - rr+rr-) 

and (I - rr-rr+) are invertible and therefore the solutions of the previous two systems 

of matrix equations are given by 

{

Xl = rr+ (I - rr- rr+)-1 

Y1 = (I - rr- rr+)-l 
and 

{ 
X2 = (I - rr+ rr-)-l 

Y2 = rr- (I - rr+ rr-)-l. 

Hence,' the matrices X and Y which are of the forms (2.14) and (2.18), respectively, 
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and which satisfy X - Y = -J are given by 

X = ( 

rr-rr+ (I - rr- rr+)-l rr-(J - rr+ rr-)-l) _ 
r J2 r2"l 

rr+ (I - rr- rr+)-l (J - rr+ rr-)-1 

Y 
__ ( (J - rr- rr+)-1 n- (I - rr+ n-)-1 ) _ 

rJlr2"l. 
rr+(/ - n- n+)-l rr+rr- (I - rr+ rr-)-l 

(2.22) 

We need to check if the matrices X and Y are non-negative. By Lemma 1.4.5 the 

matrices {J - rr-rr+)-l and (J - n+n-)-1 are positive, and since, by Lemma 1.4.4 

(i), the matrices rr+ and rr- are positive, we conclude that the matrices X and Y are 

positive. 

Therefore, the matrices X and Y given in (2.22) are positive, they are of the forms 

(2.14) and (2.18), respectively, and X - Y = -J. Hence, by (2.20), for the matrices X 

and Y given in the drift cases by (2.22), the function Gx,y{O, y) is given by 

{ 

eyV-IQ r J1 r2"l, y > 0 
Gx,Y(O,y) = 

e yV-
1Q r J2 r21

, y < O. 

By V-lQ r = r G and equalities (1.14) and (1.15), Gx,y(O, y) can be rewritten as 

Gx,y{O, y) = r F{y) r2"l, y =F o. 

Finally, from (2.21), Theorem 2.2.1 and the previous equation we conclude that, for 

{ 
r F( ) r-1 

G{O,y) = Y 2' 

+00, 

in the drift cases 
(2.23) 

in the oscillating case. 

It remains to calculate G(O, y) for y = O. By the definition of the Green's function 

G((e, <p), (I, y», the function y t-+ G((e, <p), (I, y» is at y = <p right-continuous for 

(e, f) E E+x E+, left-continuous for (e, f) E E-x E- and continuous for (e, f) E E-x E+ 

and (e, f) E E+ X E-. Hence, 

.J' G(O,O} = { 
limy-+o G{O, y), j E E+ 

1/>0 

liml/-+o G(O, y), j E E-
y<O 

= {Y, 
X, J E E-, 

jEE+ 
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or explicitly, 

(

(I - n- n+)-l rr+(I - rr- n+)-l) 
G(O,O) = = r;l. 

rr-(I - rr+ n-)-l (I - n+ n-)-l 
(2.24) 

Finally, since G(cp, y) = G(O, y - cp), from (2.23) and (2.24) we conclude that, in the 

drift cases, 

{ 
r F(y - cp) r;l, 

G(cp,y) = 
r-1 

2 , cp = y. 

which is equal to the previously obtained formula for the Green's function G(cp,y) in 

Theorem 2.1.2. 

2.3 The Green's function of the process killed on reaching 

zero 

We recall that by the process (Xt,cptk~o killed when the process (cptk:~o crosses zero 

or, shortly, by the killed process (Xt, cpth~o, we mean the process (Xe, CPt)t~O run up to 

time Ho. In this section we shall calculate its Green's function. 

The Green's function Go((e, cp), (J, y)), (e, cp), (J, y) E E x IR, (in matrix notation 

Go(cp, y)) of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O killed when the process (cpt)t~O crosses zero is defined 

as the expected number of times that the process (Xt, CPt)t~O, starting at (e, cp), hits (J, y) 

before (cpt )t~O crosses zero, that is 

Go((e,cp),(J,y)) = E(e,cp) ( L I(X, =/,cp, =y)). 
O:!:,<Ho 

It follows directly from the definition of Go(cp,y) that Go(cp,y) = 0 if cp and y have 

the opposite signs, that Go(cp,O) = ° if cp =/:. 0, and that Go(O,O) = I. Hence, we have 

to calculate Go{cp,y) for cpy ~ 0, y =/:. o. 
'.I' 
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The Green's function Go(cp,y) for Icpl > Iyl, cpy > 0, can be decomposed as 

Go((e, cp), (f, y)) = L p(e,I())(XH" = e') Go((e', y), (f, y)). 
e'EE 

Since, by Lemma 1.5.1, 

it follows that 

Go((e, cp), (f, y)) = rF(y - cp) Go(y, y)(e, I), Icpl > Iyl, cpy > o. 

Therefore, all that we need to calculate is the Green's function Go(cp,y) for Icpl ~ Iyl, 

cpy ~ 0, y =f. O. 

For fixed (f, y) E E x IR and 0 < cp < y, let (Mtk::o be a process defined by 

Mt = E(e,l()) ( L [(X, = j, CPs = y) I :Ft ) 
0~8<Ho 

= I{t < Ho}( L I(Xs = j,cps = y) + E(Xe,l()t) ( L I(Xs = j,cps = y))) 
O~s<t 09<Ho 

+ I{t ~ Ho} L I(Xs = j,cps = y). 
O~s<Ho 

The process (Mtk~o is a uniformly integrable martingale and tl\Hol\Hy is a bounded 

stopping time. Thus, the process 

starting at Go (( e, cp), (f, y)), 0 ~ cp < y or y < cp ~ 0, is a uniformly integrable mar

tingale. Moreover, the function (e, <p) ~ Go (( e, cp), (f, y)) is continuous on E+ and 

right-continuous on E-, and satisfies the boundary conditions Go{{e, 0), (J, y)) = 0, 

e E E-, y > 0 and Go((e, 0), (f, y)) = 0, e E E+, Y < O. This is enough information to 

calculate Go(cp, y) for Icpl ~ IYI, cpy ~ 0, y =f. 0, as the calculations will be based on the 
.J' 

following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.3.1 Let (J, y) E E+ X (0, +(0) be fixed and let the process (Xe, cptk::o start at 

(e, cp) E Ex (0, y). Let (e, cp) ~ h((e, cp), (I, y)) be a bounded function on Ex (0, y) such 

that the process (h((XtI\HoI\HII' CPtI\HoI\HII ), (I, Y)))t~O is a uniformly integrable martingale 

and that 

h((e, O), (I, y)) = 0, 

h((e, y), (I, y)) - Go((e, y), (I, y)). 

Then 

h((e, cp}, (I, y)) = Go((e, cp), (I, y)), (e, cp) E E x (0, y). 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. 0 

Let Ay, By, Cy and Dy be components of the matrix e-yV- 1Q such that, for any 

Y E IR, 
_yV-lQ _ (AY By) e -. (2.27) 

Cy Dy 

Now we calculate the Green's function Go(c,o,y) for Icpl ~ Iyl, cpy ~ 0, y =1= 0. 

Theorem 2.3.1 The Green's function Go((e, cp), (I, y)), Icpl < Iyl, cpy ~ 0, y =1= 0, 

e, fEE, of the process (Xt, CPt}t~O killed when the process (cpth~o crosses zero is given 

by the E x E matrix Go (cp, y) with the components 

(

A<p(Ay - n-Cy)-l A<p(Ay - n-Cy)-ln-) 
, O~cp<y 

C<p(Ay - rr-Cy)-l C<p(Ay - n-Cy)-lrr-
Go(cp, y) = 

Go(y,y) -

}. 
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( _C
I

A_1 -~-r , y>O 
y y 

-

C~+ 
-B D-1)-1 y y 

, y < o. 
I 

In addition, the Green's function Go(tp, y) is positive for all tp, y e 1R except for y = 0 

and tpy < O. 

Proof: We shall prove the theorem for y > o. The case y < 0 can be proved in the same 

way. 

Let y > o. First we shall calculate the Green's function Go(y,y). 

For any e,e' e E, the Green's function Go((e,y),(e',y)) can be decomposed as 

00 

Go((e,y),(e',y)) = LP(e,y)((Xtk~o hitse'onthenthreturnof(tpt)t~O 
n=O 

to y before crossing zero) . 

Let Yy denote a matrix on E- x E+ with entries 

By the Markov property of the process (Xt, tpt)t~O we have that, for e, e' e E+, 

00 

Go((e, y), (e', y» = L(IrYy)n(e, e'), 
n=O 

and that, for e, e' e E-, 

00 

Go((e, y), (e', y» = l:)Yyn-)n(e, e'). 
n=O 

Hence, the Green's function Go(y, y) is given by 
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Now we shall show that the series E~=o(rr-yy)n and E~=o(Y!lrr-)n converge and 

find their limits. 

By Lemma 1.5.3, the matrix Yy is positive. Hence, the matrices rr-Yy and Yyrr- are 

positive which implies that they are primitive and, by Lemma 1.1.2, irreducible. Thus, 

the matrices (rr-Yy - I) and (Yyrr- - I) are essentially non-negative and irreducible. 

Since, by Lemma 1.5.3,0 < Yyl+ < 1-, it follows that (rr-Yy - 1)1+ < 0 and (Yyrr--

1)1- < O. If A denotes the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix (rr-Yy - I), 

then 1 + A is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix rr-Yy' It follows from the 

Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-negative matrices that A < 0 

and from the Perron-Frobenius theorem for primitive matrices that 1 + A > O. Therefore, 

0< 1 + A < 1 and, again by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for primitive matrices, 

. (rr-Yy)n 
hm ( A) = const. i= O. 

n-+oo 1 + n 

Hence, (rr-Yy)n -+ 0 elementwise as n -+ +00. We can show in the same way that 

(Yyrr-)n -+ 0 elementwise as n -+ +00. 

In addition, the matrices (rr-Yy - I) and (Yyrr- - I) are invertible because their 

Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues are negative and, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for 

irreducible non- negative matrices, the inverses (I - rr-Yy)-l and (I - Yyrr-)-l are 

positive. 

we have that 

I - (rr-Yy)n+1 = (I - rr-Yy) EZ=o(rr-Yy)k 

1- (Yyrr-)n+1 = (I - Yyrr-) E~=o(Yyrr-)k, 

E~=o(rr-Yy)k = (I - rr-Yy)-l (I - (rr-Yy)n+l) 

E~=o(Yyrr-)k = (I - Yyn-t1 (I - (Yyn-)n+l). 

By letting n -+ +00 into the previous two equations we finally obtain 
00 00 

l)rr-Yyt = (I - rr-Yy)-l L)Yyrr-)n = (I - Yyrr-)-l, 
n=O n=O 
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and the Green's function Go(y, y) 

Go(y, y) = ( 
I rr-) ((I - rr-Yy)-l 0 ) 

Yy I 0 (I - Yyrr-)-l 
= ( (I - rr-Yy)-l rr-(I - yyrr-)-l) 

Yy(I _'rr-Yy)-l (I - Yyrr-)-l 

= (I _rr-)-1 (2.28) 
_y-l I 

y 

By Lemma 1.4.4 (i), the matrix rr- is positive and by Lemma 1.5.3 the matrix Yy 

is positive. Since the matrices (I - rr-Yy)-1 and (I - Yyrr-)-l are also positive, we 

conclude that Go(y, y), y > 0 is positive. 

Now we shall calculate the Green's function Go(cp,y) for 0 S cp < y. Let (f,y) E 

E+ x (0, +00) be fixed and let the process (Xt, cptk~o start in E x (0, y). We shall find a 

function which satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 2.3.1 and then the result will follow 

from the lemma. 

In order to find a function h such that (h((Xtt\HoAHI/' CPtAHOAHI/) , (f, y)))r~,o is a 

uniformly integrable martingale, we look at the solutions of the equation gh = 0 where 9 

is the infinitesimal generator of the process (Xt, cptk:~o. If h is continuously differentiable 

in cP, then by Lemma 1.6.1 it satisfies the equation 

8 
(Q + V 8cp)h = 0, 

and therefore, by Lemma 1.6.3, it has to be of the form 

(2.29) 

for some vector 9 f,y on E. 

Since Qh = 0, the process (h((Xt, CPt), (j, Y)))t~O is a local martingale, and because 

the function h is bounded on every finite interval, (h((Xt, CPt), (f, Y)))t~O is a martingale. 

In addition, the process (h((XtAHoAHI/' CPtAHoAH,), (f, Y)))f~O is a bounded martingale 
.)' 

and therefore a uniformly integrable martingale. 
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We need the function h also to satisfy the boundary conditions. 

Let hy (cp) be an E x E+ matrix with entries 

hy{cp)(e, f) = h((e, cp), (f,y)). 

Then, from (2.29) and the boundary condition (2.25), 

h.(~) ; (~: ~:)(:.); (~:::). 
for some E+ x E+ matrix My. 

From the boundary condition (2.26) we get that 

AyMy - (1 - rrYy)-l 

CyMy - Yy(I - rr-Yy)-l. 

0$ cp < y, 

Multiplying (2.31) by rr- and substracting this from (2.30) we obtain 

which implies that the matrix My is invertible and that 

Hence, 

O$cp<y 

99 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

and the function h{{e, cp), (f, y)) satisfies the boundary conditions (2.25) and (2.26) in 

Lemma 2.3.1. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3.1, for 0 $ cp < y, 

Go{cp,y) = hy{cp) on Ex E+. 

Let now f E E-. Then 

Go{{e, cp), (f, y)) = L Go{{e, cp), (e' , y)) rr-{e', f) 
e'EE+ 

" = L h{{e,cp},(e',y)) rr-{e',f), 
e'EE+ 
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and finally, 

G _ (A~(AY - rr-Cy)-l A~(Ay - rr-Cy)-lrr-) , 

o(cp,y) - C~(Ay _ rr-Cy)-l C~(Ay - rr-Cy)-ln-
o ~ cp < y. 

Multiplying (2.30) by Yy and substracting this from (2.31) we obtain 

(2.32) 

Since by (2.30) the matrices My and Ay are invertible, by multiplying the previous 

equation by Myl and A;l we obtain 

which together with (2.28) yields the formula for the Green's function Go(y, V). 

To finish the proof we have to show that Go(cp,y) is positive. Let 0 $ cp < y. Then 

Go((e, cp), (e', V)) = L p(e,~)(XHII = e", By < Bo) Go((e', V), (e', V))· 
e"eE+ 

By Lemma 1.5.3, the exit probabilities on the right-hand side of the previous equa

tion are positive, and since the Green's function Go(y, y) is positive, we conclude that 

Go(cp, y) for 0 $ cp < y is also positive. 

Similarly, for 0 < y < cp, 

Go((e,cp),{e',y)) = L p(e,~)(XHII = e"} Go((e',y),{e',y)). 
e"eE-

Since Go(y, y) is positive and by Lemma 1.5.1, all exit probabilities on the right-hand 

side of the previous equation are positive, it follows that Go{cp, V), 0 < y < cp, is positive. 

o 

It is more convenient to have the Green's function Go{cp,y) expressed in terms of the 

familiar matrices Q, V, rand G. Therefore, we shall rewrite the representation formula 

for Go (cp, y ) which is given in the previous theorem. 
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From the Wiener-Hopf factorization (1.6) of the matrix V-1Q it follows that 

-yV-IQr _ r -yG e - e , 

which written componentwise is 

Ay + ByII+ = e-yG+ 

AyII- + By = II-eyG-

Cy + DyII+ = II+ e-yG+ 

C rr- D yG-y + y=e • 

From the previous system of equations it follows that 

The equation 

By - rr- Dy = -(Ay - II-Cy)II

Cy - II+ Ay = -(Dy - n+ By)II+ 

(Ay - n-Cy )(1 - rr-n+) = (1 - rr-rr+}e-yG+ 

(Dy - II+ By)(1 - II+II-) = (1 - rr+rr-)eyG-

AyA_y + ByC_y = 1 

v lQ V lQ AyB_y + ByD_y = 0 e-y - ell - = 1 <=> 
CyA_y + DyC_y = 0 

CyB_y + DyD_y = 1 

and (2.34) imply that, for any y E ~ 

(Ay - rr-Cy)(A_y - II-C_ y) = 1 

(Dy - rr+ By)(D_y - II+ B_y) = 1. 

From the previous equation and Theorem 2.3.1 it follows that, for 0 :5 cp < y, 

Go{cp,y) = (AlP BIP) (A_ y - II-C_y 0) (1 II-) 
CIP Dep 0 0 n+ 1 

_ (Aep Bep) (1 -II-) (A_If 0) (1 II-) 
Cep Dep 0 0 C-If 0 rr+ 1 

_epV-IQJ r yV-IQJ r 
- e 12e 1, 

101 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 
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and that, for y < cp ~ 0, 

Then, (2.33) and (2.35) imply that 

{1 - CyA;lII-)(CyII- + Dy)D_y = 1 

(I - ByD;lII+)(ByII+ + Ay)A_y = 1 

(AyII- + By) = II-{CyII- + Dy) 

(DyII+ + Cy) = II+{ByII+ + Ay}. 

Hence, for y > 0, 

Go{y,y) 

and, for y < 0, 

Go{y,y) 
_ ((ByII+ + Ay}A_y By{D_y - II+ B_y}) 

(DyII+ + Cy}A_y Dy(D_y - II+ B_y) 

= (AY By) (1 0) (A_
y 0) 

Cy Dy II+ 0 C_y 0 

(
AY By) (0 0 ) 

+ Cy Dy 0 D_y -rr+B_y 

= e-yV-1Qr J 1 e
yV- 1Q J 1 + e-yV- 1Q J2 r 2 e yV- 1Q J2 

= e-yV-IQ(rJl eyV-1QJl + J2r2 eyV-IQJ2}. 

102 

Therefor~: we summarize all the results from this section in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.3.2 The Green's function Go((e, cp), (I, y)) of the process (Xt, IPtk~o killed 

when (cptk::~o crosses zero is given by the E x E matrix Go(cp,y), where 

Go(cp, y) = 

e-yV-1Q(r Jl e yV- 1Q Jl + J2r2 e yV- 1Q J2), 

e-<pV-1QJ2r 2 eyV-1QJ2r, 

0, 

I, 

e-<pV-1QJ
1r 2 eyV-1QJlr, 

e-yV-1Q(Jlr2 eyV-1QJl + r J2 eyV-1QJ2), 

cp=y<O 

y<IP~O 

IPY ~ O,IP ~ 0 

cp=y=O 

O$cp<y 

cp=y>O 

2.4 Alternative way of calculating the Green's function of 

the killed process in the drift cases 

In the previous section we have calculated the Green's function Go(cp,y) of the killed 

process (Xt, cptk::~o regardless of the behaviour of the process (cptk~o. However, the 

Green's function Go(cp, y) can also be calculated directly from the Green's function 

G(cp, y) in those cases in which G(cp, y) is finite. In Section 2.1 we have seen that the 

Green's function G( IP, y) is finite only in the drift cases. Therefore, throughout this 

section we shall assume that the process (cptk~o drifts either to +00 or -00 and we shall 

calculate the Green's function Go(cp,y) out of the Green's function G(IP,Y). 

As in the previous section, we conclude from the definition of Go (cp, y) that 

Go(cp,O) = 0, cp ~ 0, and that Go(O,O) = I. Hence we have to calculate Go(cp,y) 

for y ~ o. 

J' 
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By the Markov property of the process (Xt, cptk~o, we have that, for any t ~ 0, 

E(e,tp) ( 2: I(Xs = I, CPs = y) I Ft) = 
O:::;s<oo 

L:o:::;s<t I(Xs = I, CPs = y) + E(Xt,tpt} ( 2: I(Xs = 1,l{)s = y)). 
. O:::;s<oo 

Since in the drift cases, by Theorem 2.1.2, G((e, cp), (f, y)) < +00, the random 

variable L:o::;s<J(Xs = I, CPs = y) is integrable. Then it follows from the previous 

equation that the process (Mt)t>o defined by 

Mt = 2: I(Xs = I, CPs = y) + G((Xt, CPt), (f, y)) 
O::;s<t 

is a uniformly integrable martingale. Then, the process (MtI\Hok~o is a uniformly inte

grable martingale and by taking the limit of E(MtI\Ho) as t -+ +00 we get that 

lim E(MtI\Ho) = G((e, cp), (f, y)) 
t-++oo 

= E(e,tp) ( 2: I(Xs = I, CPs = y)) 
O:::;s<Ho 

+ E(e,tp)G((XHo , CPHo), (f, y)). 

Hence, 

Go((e, cp), (f, y)) = G((e, cp), (f, y)) - E(e,tp)G((XHo , CPHo), (I, y)). (2.37) 

We need to calculate E(e,<p)G((XHo, CPHo), (f, y)). From Lemma 1.5.1 and Theorem 

2.1.2, we have that, for cP, y # 0, 

e'eE 

and for I{) = 0, y # 0, 

= (I - r2) G(O, y)(e, f) 

" = (I-r2) rF(y)r2"l(e, f). 
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Thus, by Theorem 2.1.2 and (2.37), the Green's function Go(cp,y) can be written as 

Go(cp,y) = G(cp,y) -EC',<p)G((XHo,CPHo),("y)) 

r(F(Y - cp) - F(-cp)rF(y))r;l, cp -I y, cpy > 0 

(I - rF(-y)rF(y))r21
, tp = y -10 

- r2rF(y)r;1, tp=O,y-lO 

0, 

I, 

It can be easily shown that 

{ 

e-<pG r2 F(y), 
F(y - tp) - F( -tp)rF(y) = 

F( -cp) r2 eyG, 

tpy ~ 0, tp -I 0 

tp = y = o. 

o < tp < y or y < tp < 0, 

o < y < tp or tp < y < O. 

Therefore, we have proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.4.1 In the drift cases, the Green's function Go((e, tp), (j, y)) of the process 

(Xt, tpth~o killed when (cpth~o crosses zero is given by the Ex E matrix Go(cp, y), where 

r e-<pG r2 F(y) r;l, O~tp<y or y<cp~O 

r F( -cp) r2 eyG r;l, O<y<cp or tp<y<O 

Go(tp,y) = (I - rF(-y)rF(y))r;l, tp=y-lO 

0, tpy ~ 0, tp -I 0 

I, cp = y = O. 

Remark: The representation formula for Go (tp, y) in the drift cases given in Theorem 

2.4.1 agrees with the general formula given in Theorem 2.3.2. To show that, we first 

remind ourselves of the equalities 

rr2 = r2r 
;' JIG = GJ1 

J1rr2 = rr2J1 

J2G = GJ2 

J2rr2 = rr2J2 

J1J2 = J2J1 = 0, 
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which imply that, for any y E IR, 

J1r2 eyV-1Qr J2 = 0 

J2r2 eyV-1Qr Jl = 0 

J1r 2 e
yV- 1Q = Jl r 2 eyV-IQJlr2 

J2 r 2 eyV-
1Q = J2 r 2 eyV-

1Q 
J2 r 2' 

Hence, for y > 0, 

r r2 F(y) r2"1 = rr2JleyGr2"1 = Jlr2reyG r2"l 

and 

= J1r2 eyV-1Qr r2"1 = J1r 2 e
yV-

1Qr2"1 r 

= J1r 2 eyV-IQJlr, 

(l-rF(-y)rF(y))r2"1 = (l-re-yGJ2reyGJ1)r2"1 

- (I - e-yV-1Qr J2 eyV-1Qr J1) r2"l 

= e-YV-IQ(eYV-IQ _ rJ2 eYV-IQrJ1)r2"1 

V-IQ ( V-1Q V-1Q ) 1 = e-y eY - r J2 eY (I - J2r 2) r2" 

106 

= e-yV-
1Q ((I - r J2) eyV- 1Q + r J2 eyV- 1Q J2r2) r2"l 

- e-yV- 1Q (J1r 2 eYV- 1Qr2"1 + r J2 e
yV- 1Q J2) 

- e-YV-IQ(Jlr2 eyV-IQJ2 +rJ2 eYV-IQJ2), 

and, for y < 0, 

r r2 F(y) r2"l = rr2J2eyGr2"1 = J2r2reyG r2"l 

and 

= J2r2 eyV-1Qr r2"l = hr2 eyV- 1Qr2"1 r 
V-lQ 

= J2r2 eY J2r, 

= (I-re-YGJlreYGh)r2"l 

= (I - e-yV-IQrJl eYV-IQrJ2)r2"1 
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= e-yV- 1Q (eYV - 1Q _ r Jl eyV-1Qr J2) r2"l 

= e-yV- 1Q (eYV- 1Q _ r J1 eyV-1Q(I - J1r2) )r2"l 

= e-yV-
1Q 

((I - r Jt) e yV-
1Q + r J1 e yV-

1Q J1r2) r2"l 

= e-yV- 1Q (hr2 eYV-IQr21 + r J1 e yV-
1Q J1) 

= e-
yV

-
1Q (J2r2 e

yV
-

1Q h + r Jl e
yV

-
1Q 

Jl)' 

2.5 Some relations between G(c.p, y) and Go(c.p, y) 

The Green's functions G(cp,y) and Go(cp,y) are closely related. For instance, in Section 

2.4 we have showed how to calculate the Green's function Go(cp,y) from the Green's 

function G(cp,y). In this section our aim is to show two more relations between G(cp,y) 

and Go(cp,y). 

By directly comparing Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.4.1 we deduce that 

G(cp, y) = G(cp, cp) Go(O, y - cp), cp =1= y, cpy > 0, (2.38) 

and from Theorem 2.3.2 we deduce that 

Go(cp,y) = Go(cp,cp) Go(O,y - cp), o < cp < y or y < cp < O. (2.39) 

Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.4.1 hold only in the drift cases. Hence, (2.38) holds in the drift 

cases. However, in the oscillating case G(cp, y) = G(cp, cp) = +00, and therefore (2.38) 

again holds. 

Now we shall give the probabilistic explanations of these two relations. 

Let the process (Xt, CPt)t~O start at (e, cp) E ExlR and let cpy > 0, cp =1= y. The Green's 

function G((e, cp), (/, y)) is, by its definition, expected number of visits to (/, y) by the 

process (Xt, cPt)t~o. The overall number of visits to (/, y) from (e, cp) by (Xe, CPt)t~O 
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can be split into numbers of times that (Xt, tptk~o visits (f, y) between every two suc

cessive hittings of Ex {tp}. Let Nrp((e',tp), (f,y» be the number of visits to (f,y) by 

(Xt,tpth~o starting at (e',tp) and without hitting E x {tp}. Then Nrp((e',tp),(f,y» = 

No((e', 0), (f, y - tp», and therefore? E(e l .rp)(Nrp( (e', tp), (f, y») = Go( (e', 0), (f, y - tp». 

Thus, by the Markov property of the process (Xt, tpth~o, 

G((e , tp), (f, y» = Go((e, 0), (f, y - tp» 

+ 2: P(e.rp)((Xt,tpt)t~O hits once Ex {tp} at (e',tp») 
e'eE 
Go((e', 0), (j, y - tp» 

+ 2: P(e.rp)((Xt,tpt)t~O hits two times E x {tp}, last time at (e',tp») 
e'EE 
Go((e', 0), (j, y - tp» 

+ 

+ L P(e.rp)((Xt,tpth~o hits n times E x {tp}, last time at (e',tp») 
e'EE 
Go ((e', 0), (j, y - tp» 

+ 

= L (f:P(e''P)(Xt,tpt)t~O hits n times E x {tp}, last time at (e"tp»)) 
e'EE n=O 

Go((e', 0), (j, y - tp» 

= 2: G(e, tp), (e', tp» Go((e', 0), (j, y - tp», 
e'EE 

which is, written in matrix notation, 

G(tp,y) = G(tp, tp) Go(O, y - tp), tp 1: y, tpy > O. 

By using the same argument, we show that (2.39) holds. Instead of looking at the 

process (Xt,tpt)t~O and G(tp,y) in the above discussion, we look at the killed process 

(Xt, tpt)t~O and Go(tp, y). Let again the process (Xt, tpt)t~O start at (e, tp) E Ex lR and 

let 0 < tp < y' or y < tp < O. We split the overall number of visits to (f, y) from (e, tp) 
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by the process (Xt, rptk~o without hitting E x {O} into numbers of visits to (I, y) by 

(Xt, rpth~o starting at (e, rp) between two successive hittings of E x {rp} and without 

hitting E x {O}. Let N""o((e', rp), (I, y)) be the number of visits to (I, y) by (Xt, rpth~o 

starting at (e', rp) and without hitti~g Ex {rp} and Ex {O}. Then N""o((e', rp), (I, y)) = 

N",( (e', rp), (I, y - rp)), and therefore, E(e',,,,) (N""o((e' ,rp), (I, y))) = Go((e', 0), (I, y - rp)). 

Thus, by the Markov property of the process (Xt, rpt)t~O, we obtain 

Go( (e, rp), (I, y)) = Go((e, 0), (I, y - rp)) 

+ L p(e,,,,) ((Xt, rpt)t~O hits E x {rp} at (e', rp) without hitting E x {O}) 
e'EE 
Go((e', 0), (I, y - rp)) 

+ L p(e,,,,) ((Xt, rpt)t~O hits two times Ex {rp} without hitting E x {O}, 
e'EE 

last time at (e',rp)) Go((e',O), (I,y - rp)) 

+ 
+ L P(e,,,,)((Xt,rpt)t~O hits n times Ex {rp} without hitting E x {O}, 

e'EE 

last time at (e',rp)) Go((e',O), (I,y - rp)) 

+ 

= L (f: p(e,,,,) ((Xt, rpt)t~O hits n times E x {rp} without hitting E x {O}, 
e'EE n=O 

last time at (e','I'») ) Go((e',O), (f,y - '1')) 

- L Go((e, rp), (e', rp)) Go((e', 0), (I, y - IP)), 
e'EE 

which is, in matrix notation, 

Go(rp,y) = Go(rp,rp) Go(O,y - rp), IP :I y, IPY > O. 
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2.6 The two-sided exit probabilities of (Xt , CPt)t~O 

Let y > 0 and let the process (Xt, tpt)t~O start in (e, tp) E E x (0, y). We know from 

Lemma 1.5.3 that for any e E E and 0 < tp < y, p(e,cp)(Hy < Ho) > 0 and that 

p(e,cp) (Ho < Hy) > O. Thus the process (tpth~o has a positive probability of exiting the 

interval (0, y) on either of the sides. By knowing the Green's function of the process 

(Xt, tpt)t~O we are able to find these exit probabilities explicitly. 

Lemma 2.6.1 For y =1= 0 and any (e,f) E E x E 

p(e,cp)(XH
II 

= f, Hy < Ho) = Go(tp,y)(Go(y, y))-l(e, f), 

p(e,y)(XH
II 

= f,Hy < Ho) = (1 - (GO(y,y))-l) (e,f). 

0< IIPI < Iyl 

Proof: For tp =1= y =1= 0 the Green's function Go(tp, y) can be decomposed as 

Go((e, tp), (f, y)) = E p(e,cp)(XHI/ = e',Hy < Ho) Go((e', y), (f, y)), (2.40) 
e'EE 

and for y =1= 0 the Green's function Go(y,y) can be decomposed as 

Go((e, y), (I, y)) = I(e, f) + L p(e,y) (XHI/ = e', Hy < Ho)Go((e',y), (f, y)), (2.41) 
e'EE 

Since, by Theorem 2.3.1, the matrix Go(y, y) is invertible for any y =1= 0, (2.40) and 

(2.41) prove the lemma. o 

From Lemma 2.6.1 we deduce a componentwise expression for the two-sided exit 

probabilities of the process (Xt, tpth>o which sometimes appear to be more useful in 

applications. 

Lemma 2.6.2 For 0 ~ tp < y and any (e,f) E E x E, 
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and for y < cp ~ 0 and any (e,f) E E x E, 

(
0 BD-I) 

p(e,rp)(XHII = f, Hy < Ho) = 0 II' Y I (e, f), 
DtpD; 

where, for any y E lR the matrices A y, By, Cy and Dy are given by 

_yV-1Q _ (AY By) 
e - • 

Cy Dy 

Proof: By Lemma 2.6.1 and Theorem 2.3.1 we have that, for 0 ~ cp < y, 

Theorem 2.3.1. o 

". 



Chapter 3 

The oscillating case 

In this section we assume that the process (cpth~o oscillates. Our aim is to condition 

the process (Xt, cpth~o on the event that the process (cpth~o stays non-negative. 

Let us first recall an essential property of the matrix V-I Q in the oscillating case. 

The zero eigenvalue of V-IQ is with the algebraic multiplicity two and the geometric 

multiplicity one which implies that there exists vector r independent of the vector 1 

such that 

V-1Qr = 1, 

and that the system {r, fi,j = 1, ... , n, gk, k = 1, ... , m} is a basis in the space of all 

vectors on E. In addition, for any c E IR, the vector r+c1 also satisfies the last equation. 

We shall see that neither the choice nor the normalization of the vector r which satisfies 

the last equation affects the results in this and following sections. Therefore we shall 

refer to it as if it was fixed. 

Now we investigate the probability of the event that the process (cpt)t~O stays non

negative, that is p(e,cp)(Ho = +(0), (e,cp) E Ed. 
In the oscillating case, by (1.28), the matrix a- is conservative which, by Lemma 

112 
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1.4.6 (ii), implies that the matrix rr- is stochastic. Hence, by Lemma 1.5.2, for cP > 0, 

and for e E E+, cP = 0, 

Therefore, the event {Ho = +oo} is of zero probability and we cannot condition the 

process {Xt, CPt}t~o on it in the standard way. Instead, we can condition the process 

(Xt, CPt)t>o on some events of positive probability that approximate the event {Ho = 

+oo}. 

We consider two approximations of the event that the process (cptk::o stays non

negative: one approximation is by the events that the process {cpt)t~O hits large positive 

levels y before it crosses zero, that is by the events {Hy < Ho}, y > 0, and another 

approximation is by the events that the process {cpt)t~O stays non-negative for long 

times, that is by the events {Ho > T}, T > 0. In Section 3.1 we look at the limit as 

y -+ +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on the event {Hy < Ho}, and in Section 

3.2 we look at the limit as T -+ +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on the event 

{Ho > T}. We shall see that these limits coincide which implies that the two mentioned 

approximations of the event {Ho = +oo} yield the same result. 

3.1 Conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O on the event {Hy < 

Ha} 

For fixed y > 0, let p(~''P) be the law of the process (Xt, CPtk:o, starting at (e, cp) E Eft, 

conditioned on {Hy < Ho}.- Let t ;::: ° be fixed and let pre,'P)IFt denote the restriction 
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of p(y ) to :Ft. We are interested in weak convergence of the measures (p(y )IFt)Y>o as e,cp e,cp -

y --t +00. 

Let t ~ 0 be fixed and let A E :Ft. We start by looking at the limit of p(~,cp) (A) as 

y --t +00. For (e, cp) E Ed and y > cp, by Lemma 1.5.3, the event {Hy < Ho}, y > 0, 

is of positive probability and we can condition the process (Xt, cptk::o on {Hy < Ho} in 

the standard way. 

By the Markov property of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O, we have that, for any (e, cp) E Ed 
and any A E :Ft, 

p(~,cp)(A) = p(e,cp)(A I Hy < Ho) 

_ E(e,cp) (I(A)I{Hy < Ho}) 

- p(e,cp)(Hy < Ho) 

= P. (~ Ii) E(e,cp) (I(A)(I{t<Ho 1\ Hy}P(Xt ,CPt) (Hy < Ho) 
(e,cp) y < 0 

+I{Hy :5 t < Ho} + I{Hy < Ho :5 t})). (3.1) 

In the following lemma we show that the limit limy -++oo ;(''f't<::''<<ff» exists and cal-
(e.<p) , 0 

culate it. After that, we will be able to deduce weak limit of the measures (p(~,cp) 1Ft )y~o 

as y --t +00. 

Lemma 3.1.1 Let r be a vector such that V-1Qr = 1. Then 

(i) 

(ii) 

(where" == " means "defined to be"). 

Proof: (i) We recall the matrices A_y, B_y, O_y and D_y, which are given by (2.27) as 
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Then, the function hr can be rewritten as 

hr{-,c.p) = e-tpv-1QJ
l
r2r = (A<p(r+ - rr-r-)). 

Ctp(r+ - rr-r-) 
The outline of the proof is the following: first ,we show that, for fixed vector r which 

satisfies V-IQr = 1, the vector Atp(r+ - rr-r-) is positive. Then, we note that 

and that the matrix CtpA;1 is positive because, by Lemma 2.6.2, its entries are the two

sided exit probabilities of the process (Xt, c.pt)t~O, which are, by Lemma 1.5.3, strictly 

positive. Thus, it follows that the vector Ctp(r+ - rr-r-) is also positive and that the 

function hr is positive for fixed solution r of the equation V-IQx = 1. Since any other 

solution of the same equation is of the form r+c1 for some c E ~ and because J 1r 21 = 0 

and 

we conclude that the function hr does not depend on the choice of the solution of the 

equation V-IQx = 1. 

Therefore, all we have to prove is that the vector A<p(r+ - rr-r-) is positive for any 

c.p E lit We shall show that it is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of a positive matrix 

which will imply that it is positive. 

Let r be fixed vector which satisfies V-IQr = 1. Then 

which written componentwise is 

A_yr+ + B_yr- = r+ + yl + 

C_yr+ + D_yr- = r- + yl-. 

Thus, because 1 + = rr-l-, 
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and because, by (2.34), (B_ y - rr- D_y) = -(A_y - n-C_y)rr-, 

By (2.36), (A_y - rr-C_y) = (Ay - rr-Cy)-l and, by (2.30), the matrix Acp is 

invertible. Hence 

The matrix Acp(Ay - rr-Cy)-l is, by Theorem 2.3.1, positive because it is the re

striction to E+ x E+ of the Green's function Go(<p, y) of the killed process (Xt, <ptk:~o. 

The matrix A~l is also strictly positive since, by Lemma 2.6.2, its entries are the two

sided exit probabilities of the process (Xt, <Pt)t2:0, which are, by Lemma 1.5.3, positive. 

Hence, the matrix A",(Ay - rr-Cy)-l A~l is positive and it has the Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvector which is also positive.· 

If the vector A",(r+ - rr-r-) =1= 0 then the last equation implies that A",(r+ - rr-r-) 

is the eigenvector of the matrix (A",(Ay - rr-Cy)-l A~l) associated with its eigenvalue 

1. 

We shall now prove that A",(r+ - rr-r-) =1= O. Suppose that Acp(r+ - rr-r-) = O. 

Then, because Arp is invertible, (r+ - rr-r-) = O. If r+ = rr-r- then the vector r 

is a linear combination of the vectors 9k, k = 1, ... , m in the basis B, but that is not 

possible because the vector r is also in the basis B and therefore independent from 9k, 

k = 1, ... , m. Hence, the vector A",(r+ - rr-r-) is a non-zero vector and it is the 

eigenvector of the matrix A",(A_y - rr-C_y)A~l which corresponds to its eigenvalue 1. 

In order to show that the eigenvector A",(r+ - rr-r-) of the matrix Aip(Ay -

rr-Cy)-lA~l associated with the eigenvalue 1 is positive, it is enough to show that it 

is its Perron-Frobenius eigenvector, or that 1 is its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue. Hence, 

we shall look for other eig~~values of the matrix A",(Ay - rr-Cy)-l A~l and check if 1 

is its eigenvalue with maximal real part. 
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By the second equation in (2.34) and (2.36) 

We shall show that if C¥ is a non-zero eigenvalue of the matrix G+ with some algebraic 

multiplicity, then eOY is an eigenvalue ofthe matrix A1p(Ay -rr-Cy)-l A;l with the same 

algebraic multiplicity. 

Let c¥ be an non-zero eigenvalue of G+. It follows from (3.2) and Jordan normal form 

theory, that if A1p(I - rr-rr+)f+ =I ° for any vector f+ associated with the eigenvalue 

c¥ of G+, then eOY is an eigenvalue of A1p(Ay - rr-Cy)-l A;l and A1p(I - rr-rr+)f is a 

vector associated with eOY• 

Suppose that f+ is a vector associated with an non-zero eigenvalue of G+ and that 

A1p(I - rr-rr+)f+ = O. Then, (I - rr-rr+)f+ = 0, or, equivalently, f+ = rr-rr+ f+. 

In addition, by (1.7), f- = rr+ f+· Therefore, f+ = rr-f-. Since the vectors gk' 

k = 1, ... , m form a basis in the space of all vectors on E-, the vector f- is a linear 

combination of them. It follows that f+ is a linear combination of rr-g;; = gt, k = 

1, ... ,m, and that f is a linear combination of gk, k = 1, ... ,m. But that is not possible 

since f is associated with an eigenvalue of V-1Q with negative real part and therefore 

independent of gk, k = 1, ... , m. Hence, for a vector f+ associated with an eigenvalue 

of the matrix G+ with a negative real part, the vector A1p(I - rr-n+)f+ is non-zero. 

Let C¥j, j = 2, ... ,n, be the non-zero eigenvalues of G+ and ft, j = 2, ... , n, the 

vectors associated with them. Then, the vectors A1p(I- rr-n+)f/ are non-zero which 

implies that for all C¥j =I- 0, j = 1, ... , n, eOjY is an eigenvalue of the matrix A1p(Ay -

rr-Cy)-l A;l with the same algebraic multiplicity as the algebraic multiplicity of the 

eigenvalue C¥j of the matrix G+. Since all non-zero eigenvalues of G+ are with negative 

real parts, all eigenvalues eOjY , C¥j =I- 0, j = 1, ... , n, of the matrix A1p(Ay - n-Cy)-l A;pl 

have real parts strictly less, ~han 1. 

Therefore, the matrix A1p(Ay - n-Cy)-l A;pl has n - 1 eigenvalues with real parts 
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strictly less than 1 and, by the previous discussion, it has the eigenvalue 1 with the 

associated eigenvector Arp(r+ - rr-r-). Thus, 1 is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 

the matrix Arp(Ay - rr-Cy)-l A;l and the vector Arp(r+ - rr-r-) is its Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvector, and therefore positive. 

(ii) Let X(rp,y) be an E x E matrix with entries 

X(rp, y)(e, e') = p(e,rp) (XHII = e', Hy < Ho), e,e' E E. 

We shall show that, for any (e, rp), (e', rp') E Et, 

I
· p(e/,rp/)(Hy < Ho) I· X(rp',y)l(e') I. Go(rp',y)l(e') 
1m = 1m = 1m 

y-++oo p(e,rp)(Hy < Ho) y-++oo X(<p, y)l(e) y-++oo Go(rp, y)l(e) 
(3.3) 

and that 

Go(rp,y)1 = 2:: aj e-rpV-IQJ1r2 eyV-1Q/j + c' e-rpv-1QJ1r2r, (3.4) 
j,ar/'O 

for some constants aj, j = 1, ... n, and c' =J O. Then, because Re(oj) < 0, j = 1, ... , n, 
and, by (1.10) (i), eyV- 1Q /j -+ 0 as y -+ +00, it will follow from (3.3) and (3.4) that 

. P(el,rp/)(Hy < Ho) e-rplv-lQJ1r2r(e') 
hm ( )= 1 • y-++oo p(e,rp) Hy < Ho e-rpv QJ1f2r(e) 

Thus, we first show that (3.3) is valid. By decomposing the Green's function Go(cp, y) 

for the killed process (Xt, rptk:~o, we get that, for any e, e' E E and any 0 < rp < y, 

Go((e, rp), (e', y» = 2:: p(e,rp)(XHII = elf, Hy < Ho) Go((e", y), (e', y», 
e"eE 

or, in matrix notation, 

Go(cp, y) = X(cp, y) Go(y, y). 

For fixed e, e' E E, 

o $ X(cp,y)(~,e') $ 2:: X(rp,y)(e,e') = p(e,rp)(H1I < Ho), 
e'EE 

(3.5) 
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and 

y.!!~OO p(e,r,p)(Hy < Ho) = p(e,r,p){Ho = +00) = 0, 

Thus, the limit limY-Hoo X (<p, y)( e, e') exists and is equal to zero. 
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The next step is to show that limy-Hoo GO(~!l) 1 = const. 1 # O. Then it will folow 

from (3.5) that 

1· Go{<p, y) 1 l' X{ } Go{y, y) 1 l' X{ }1 1m = 1m <p, y = c 1m <p, y , 
y~+oo y y~+oo y y~+oo 

c#O, 

which will enable us to deduce {3.3}. 

By Theorem 2.3.2, 

Go(y, y)1 = e-yV-
1Q (Jlr2 eyV-

1Q 
Jl + r J2 eyV- 1Q J2) 1 

= e-yV- 1Q ({I - r J2) eyV- 1Q J1 + r J2 eyV- 1Q J2) 1 

= (J1 + e-yV-1Qr J2 e
yV- 1Q (h - Jd) 1. 

Since the system {r,/j,j = 1, ... , n,9k, k = 1, ... , m} forms a basis in the space of 

all vectors on E, there exist constants aj, j = 1, ... , n, bk , k = 1, ... , m, and c such that 

m 

(J2 - J1}1 = L aj/j + L bk9k +c r. 
j,Oj¥-O k=l 

Then, 

Go{y,y)1 - Jll+ L aje-yV-IQrJ2 eyV-1Q/j 

j,odO 

m 

+ L bke-yV-IQr h eyV-1Q9k + c e-yV-1Qr J2eyv-IQr 

k=l 
~ G V-1Q - J1l + L-, ajre-y J2 eY /j 

j,Oj¥-O 
m 

+ L bke-yV-IQr J2 eyV- 1Q9k + c re-yG J2{r + yl). (3.6) 
k=l 
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First we shall show that c 1= O. Suppose that c = O. Then the vector (J2 - Jd1 is a 

linear combination only of vectors /j, j = 1, ... , n, and gk, k = 1, ... , m, which implies 

that 

(J2 - Jill = (~~+) = (rr::+ ) + (rr~~} 
for some vectors x+ on E+ and y- on E-. The previous vector equation is equivalent 

to the system 

which implies that 

(3.7) 

By Lemma 1.4.4 (ii), the matrices (n-n+ - J) and (rr+rr- - J) are essentially non

negative and irreducible. In addition, by (1.28), in the oscillating case the matrices a+ 

and a- are conservative, which, by Lemma 1.4.6 (ii) implies that the matries n+ and 

n- are stochastic. Thus, (n-n+ - I) 1 + = 0 and (n+n- - J) 1- = O. It follows from 

the Perron-Frobenius theorem for essentially non-negative matrices that both matrices 

(rr-n+ - J) and (n+n- - J) have the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue equal to zero and 

that their Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors are 1+ and 1-, respectively. Since the Perron

Frobenius eigenvalue is always simple, there do not exist vectors x+ and y- such that 

(3.7) is valid. Therefore, c 1= O. 

For the third term on the right-hand side of (3.6) we have that 

e-IIV- 1Qr J2 e1lV-1Q9k = e-yV-1Q(J - J 1I'2) eyV- 1Q9k 

V-1Q V-1Q = gk - e-II J1r 2 ell 9k 

= gk - eYfJke-yV-IQJlr2 ey(V-IQ-fJkI)9k. 

By Jordan normal form theory, for fixed I, 1 ~ I ~ m, the vector ey(V-IQ-/J,I)g, is a linear 

combination of vectors associated with the eigenvalue f3, of the matrix V-1Q. Since the 
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vectors associated with the eigenvalue {3, are among the vectors {9k, k = 1, ... m} and 

J 1r 2 9k = 0 for all k = 1, ... ,m, it follows that 

k = 1, ... ,m. (3.8) 

Thus, we conclude that 

v-1Q v-1Q 
e-y r J2 eY 9k = 9k. 

Hence, because re-yG J21 = 1, it follows form (3.6) that 

Go(y, y) 1 = c 1 + Jll + Ek:l bkgk + c re-yG hr 
y y y 

~ re-yG h eyV-
1Q f· + ~ aj ,. 

j,Otr/;o Y 
(3.9) 

By Lemma 1.4.3, the matrix eyG- is the matrix of transition probabilities of the 

process Y- which implies that it is bounded for all y > O. Thus, for any vector 9 on E, 

re-yG J29 = _ , ( 
rr-eyG

- 9- ) 

eyG g-

is bounded. Hence, the third term on the right-hand side of (3.9) tends to zero as 

y -t +00. In addition, by (1.10) (i), for Re(aj) < 0, j = 1, ... , n, eyV-
1Q 1i is bounded. 

Thus, for Re(aj) < 0, j = 1, ... , n, re-yG J2eyV-IQ 1i is bounded and 

re-yG J2eyV-IQ f· 
lim 1 = 0. 

y-++oo Y 

Hence, the last term on the right-hand side of (3.6) also tends to zero when y -+ 00. 

Therefore, (3.9) implies that 

lim Go(y, y) 1 = c 1. 
y-++oo Y 

Finally, by (3.5), 

1
. Go(cp, y) l(e) 
1m 

1/-++00 y 
"1' X( )( ') l' Go(y, y) l(e') = ~ 1m CP,Y e,e 1m 

y-++OO 1/-++00 Y 
e'€E 

= c lim X(cp, y)l(e), 
1/-++00 
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which implies that (3.3) is valid. 

Now we shall show that (3.4) is valid as well. Let 

m 

Jlr1 = L ajfj+ Lbkgk+ C' r 
j,o.ji-o k=l 

for some constants aj, j = 1, ... , n, bk, k = 1, ... , m, and d. 

From Theorem 2.3.2 we obtain 

~ ""v-1Q yV-1Q L..J aj e-"" Jlr2 e /j 
j,o.ji-O 

m 

+ L bk e-cpv-IQ J
1
r

2 
eY{3" ey(V-IQ-p"I) gk 

k=l 

+ c' e-cpV-IQJ1r2(r + y1). 

Go(<p,y)1 = L aj e-cpV-IQJ1r 2 eyV-1Q/j + c' e-CPv-1QJlr2r • 

j,OIji-O 

Suppose that d = O. Then, for some vectors x+ on E+ and y- on E-, 

which implies that 
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By the same argument as in (3.7), we conclude that such vector x+ does not exist. 

Hence, d "# 0 and (3.4) is valid. 

As it was previously said, the statement in the lemma follows from (3.3) and (3.4). 

o 
We proceed with preparing for the proof of weak convergence of the measures 

(p(y )1.1't)y>o, We need two more lemmas. e,cp _ 
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Lemma 3.1.2 (i) Let {In, n E N} and I be non-negative random variables on a proba

bility space (O,:F,P) such that Eln = EI = 1, where expectation is taken with respect 

to the probability measure P. II In -t I a.s. as n -t +00, then In -t I in Ll(O,:F,p) 

as n -t +00. 

(ii) Let {Pn, n E N} and P be probability measures on a measurable space (0,.1") such 

that, lor any A E :F, Pn(A) -t P(A) as n -t +00. Then the measures {Pn, n E N} 

converge weakly to P on :F. 

Prool: (i) Since {In, n E N} and I are non-negative and Eln = EI = 1, the functions 

{In(w), n E N} and I(w), w E 0, are densities with respect to the measure P. In 

addition, In -t I a.s. as n -t +00 and so In -t I in probability as n -t +00. Therefore, 

by Theorem 2.2. from Jacka, Roberts [20], In -t I in Ll(O,:F,p) as n -t +00. 

(ii) Let for any A E :F, Pn(A) -t P(A) as n -t +00. Then, by the definition of strong 

convergence in Jacka, Roberts, [20], Pn converges strongly to P which, by Theorem 2.1. 

in [20], implies that {Pn,n E N} converge weakly to P. o 

Lemma 3.1.3 Let hr(e, IP) be a lunction on E x R defined by 

Then the process {hr(Xt' IPt)I{t < H o}, t ;::: O} is a martingale under p(e,'P)' 

Prool: The function hr is continuously differentiable in IP which by Lemma 1.6.2 implies 

that hr is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator g of the process (Xt , IPtk~o. In 

addition, ghr = O. Thus, the process (hr(Xt , tpt)h~o is a local martingale under p(e,'P) 

and therefore the stopped process (hr(Xtl\Ho' tptl\Ho»t~O is also a local martingale under 

p(e,'P)' By the definition of the function hr' if the process (Xt, tpt)t~O starts in Et then 

hr(XHo, IPHo) = O. Hence, 
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and we conclude that the process {hr(Xt,tpt)I{t < Ho},t ~ O} is a local martingale 

under p(e,rp)' Since it is also bounded on every finite interval, it follows that the process 

{hr(Xt' tpt}I {t < Ho}, t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,rp)' o 

Finally, we prove the main result in the section. 

Theorem 3.1.1 For fixed (e, tp) E Et, let a measure P{e,rp) be such that the process 

(Xt, tptk::o under the measure P[e,rp) is the h- transform with the function hr of the 

killed process (Xt, tpt}t;::o. The function hr is given by 

h ( ') _yV-IQJ r (') r e ,Y = e 1 2r e , (e',Y}EEx~ 

and the killed process (Xt, tpth~o is the process (Xt , tpth~o killed when the process (tpth~o 

crosses zero. 

More precisely, for any t ~ 0 and A E :Ft, 

r E(e,rp) (I(A}hr(Xt , tpt}I{t < Ho}) 
p(e,rp)(A} = h ( ) • 

r e, tp 

For fixed t ~ 0, let P[e,rp) 1Ft be the restriction of P{e,rp) to :Ft. Then, the measures 

(p(~,rp)IFt}y~o converge weakly to the probability measure P{e,rp)IFt as y ~ 00. 

Proof: First we prove that P[e,rp) is a probability measure. By Lemma 3.1.1 (i) hr(e, tp} 

is positive. Hence, P[e,rp) is well-defined and it is a measure. Since, by Lemma 3.1.3, the 

process {hr(Xt, tpt}I{t < Ho}, t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,rp) , P[e,rp) is a probability 

measure. 

Now we prove weak convergence of the measures (p(Y )IFt}Y>o by the use of Lemma e,rp _ 

3.1.2. 

For fixed (e,IP) E Et, t E [0,+00) and y ~ 0, let hy(e,IP,t) be a random variable 

defined on the probability space (O,:F, p(e,rp)} by 

hy(e, tp, t) = R (~ R ) (I{t<Ho A Hy}P(Xt,rpe)(Hy < Ho) 
(e,rp) Y < 0 

+I{Hy ~ t < Ho} + I{Hy < Ho ~ t}). 
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The random variables hy, y ~ 0, are non-negative and, since Hy -+ +00 as y -+ +00, 

by Lemma 3.1.1 (ii), for fixed t ~ 0, 

lim hy(e,cp,t) = lim I{t<HaAHy}P(Xt,!pt)(Hy<Ha) 
y-Hoo y-++oo p(e,!p)(Hy < Ha) 

_ I{t<Ha} hr(Xt,cpt) a.s .. 
hr(e, cp) 

In addition, by (3.1), 

E(e,!p) (hy(e, cp, t)) = p(e,!p) (n I Hy < Ha) = 1, t ~ 0, 

and because, by Lemma 3.1.3, the process {hr(Xt , cpt)I{t < Ha}, t ~ O} is a martingale 

under p(e,!p)' 

t ~ O. 

Therefore, by applying Lemma 3.1.2 (i) to the random variables {hy(e, cp, t), 

y ~ O}, we get that hy(e,cp,t) converge to h'hrX:::t I{t < Hal in Ll(O,.1',p(e,!p») as 

y -+ +00. 

Then it follows from (3.1) that, for fixed t ~ 0 and A E :Ft, 

lim p(~ In)(A) = lim E(e!p) (I(A)hy(e, cp, t)) 
Y-++OO'T Y-++OO' 

= E(e,!p) (I(A) h~:~,';)) I{t < Ha}) = P[e,!p)(A). 

Thus, by Lemma 3.1.2 (ii), the measures (PCe,!p)IFt)y~O converge weakly to the measure 

P[e,!p) 1Ft as y -+ 00. 0 

3.2 Conditioning the process (Xt , CPt)t~O on the event {Ho > 

T} 

Let p(~,!p>, T > 0, be the law of the process (Xt , CPt)t~O, starting at (e, cp) E E6", condi

tioned on {Ho > T}, and let p(~,!p)IFt' t ~ 0, be its restriction to :Ft. We are interested 
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in weak convergence of the measures (p(~,cp)l.rt)T~O as T ~ +00. We start by looking 

at the limit limT-++oo p(~,cp) (A) for A EFt. 

By Lemma 1.5.4, the events {Ho > T}, T > 0, are of positive probability for any 

T > O. Thus, for 0 < t < T and A EFt, 

p(e,cp){A I Ho > T) 

E(e,cp) (I{A)I {Ho > T}) 
p(e,cp) (Ho > T) 

E(e,cp) (I{A)P(Xt,cpt){Ho > T - t)I {Ho > t}) 

p(e,cp)(Ho > T) 
{3.10} 

1:" fi dOd ( ) E+ h I· p(Xt '!'t>(Ho>T-t) • t ·th rOr xe t ~ an e, cp Eo, suppose t at ImT-++oo p(:,,!,) (Ho >T) eXIS s WI 

probability one and that the process {limT-++oo p(~::!;~~~~~)t) I{t < Ho}, t ~ O} is a 

martingale. Then, by the use of Lemma 3.1.2 we can establish weak convergence of the 

measures (P~,cp) 1Ft }T~O as T ~ +00. 

Therefore, we shall first show that the limit limT-++oo P(~,,,,,)({:::~)t) exists. In order 
(e,,!,) 0 

to do that, we shall look for the asymptotic behaviour of p(e,cp){Ho > T}. 

By the Tauberian theorem (given in Feller [14] part 2, XIII.5), under certain condi

tions the asymptotic behaviour of a monotone function is uniquely determined by the 

behaviour of its Laplace transform near zero. Before we state the exact form of the 

theorem that we are going to use, we introduce some more notation. 

For real functions u{x} and lI:{x} we say 

u{X} '" lI:{x} as x ~ a iff lim u{x} = 1 
x-+a lI:{x) 

For a real positive function L(x} we say that it is slowly varying at +00 iff for all A > 0 

L{x} '" L{AX) as x ~ +00. 

The following theorem is stated and proved in a slightly stronger form in Feller [14] 

part 2, XIII.5, as Theorem 4: 
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Theorem 3.2.1 Let u(x) be a monotone function and 

w(a) = 10
00 

e-ox u(x) dx 

its Laplace transform. Let 0 < p < 00. Then 

1 1 
w{a),..., - L(-) 

aP a 
iff u(x) ,..., rtp) x

p
-

1 
L(x), 
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as a -+ 0 and x -+ +00, respectively, where L{x) is a slowly varying function as x -+ +00 

and r(p) is the Gamma function. 

In our case, 

(00 e-o:t p(e,cp)(Ho > t) dt = 1 - E(e,cp) (e-
oHo

) , 

h a 
a> O. 

Since the function t t-t p(e,cp)(Ho > t) is monotone, Theorem 3.2.1 and the previous 

equation imply that, for some 0 < p < 00 and some slowly varying function L, 

1 - E(e,cp) (e-
oHO

) ,..., n.-P L{~) 'ff D ( ) 1 p 1 L{ ) 
a .... a 1 .r(e,cp) Ho > t ,..., r(p) t - t , (3.11) 

as a -+ 0 and t -+ 00, respectively. 

By Lemmas 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, for any a > 0 and any (e, rp) E E(j, 

We need to find the behaviour of the left-hand side of the previous equation for small 

a> O. First, we shall find the behaviour of l-rgJ21. Since 

( 
rr~ 1- ) ( 1 + - rr~ 1- ) 

1-ro J21=1- = , 
1- 0 

we actually have to find the behaviour of 1+-~;;1- • 

We recall that J.' is the invariant measure of the process (Xtk~o. 
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Lemma 3.2.1 

a~O. 

Proof: Let {3min(a) be the eigenvalue of V- 1(Q - (1) with minimal positive real part 

and let gmin(a) be its associated eigenvector. Then, from (1.5) it follows that 

Theorem 1.8.3 gives the representation of gmin(a) for sufficiently small a> O. Keep

ing the notation of Theorem 1.8.3 and by substituting gmin(a) into the last equation, 

we obtain 

rr- (1- 1 1 - + ~- (1») 1+ 1 1 + ~+ ( 1) 
Q + . r-:-:rr.; a 2 r =-min a 2 = + r-::v:: a 2 r + =-min a 2 

v-~vr v-~vr 

rr-1- 1 1 rr- - + rr- ~- (1) 1+ 1 1 + ~+ ( 1) 
Q + r-::v:: a 2 Q r Q =-min a 2 = + r-::v:: a 2 r + =-min a 2 • 
v-~vr. v-~vr 

Therefore, 

= 1+ + 1 ~ (+ rr- -) + .... + ( 1) + rr- .... - ( 1) r-::v:: a r - Q r =-min a 2 Q =-min a 2 
v-~vr 

- 1+ + ~ a~ (r+ - rr-r-) -~ a~ (rr;; - rr-)r-
-~ r -~ r 

+ -;;0+ ( t) + n- 0;:;0- ( t) .... min a Q .... min a , 

which gives that 

1+ - n-1-
Q 

We recall from Theorem 1.8.3 that there exists e > 0 such that the series 

~ (1) + ~ 2 =-min a 2 = a W2 a 2 W3 + a W4 + ... , 

converges for lal < c. Then, the series 

1.... (1) 1 - =-min a 2 = W2 + a 2 W3 + a W4 + ... 
a 

(3.13) 
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also converges for I al < E. Hence, for sufficiently small a > 0, the third term ~ 3~in (a I) 

on the right-hand side of (3.13) is bounded. 

By Lemma (1.4.9) II; - II- -+ 0 as a -+ O. Hence, for small a> 0, IT; is bounded, 

and because ~ :::;in(a!) is also bounded, the fourth term on the right-hand side of 

(3.13) is also bounded. Therefore, for sufficiently small a> 0, the last two terms on the 

right-hand side of (3.13) are bounded, and since II; - IT- -+ 0 as a -+ 0, we conclude 

from (3.13) that 

a -+ O. 
a 

o 

We are now able to find the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities of Ho. 

Lemma 3.2.2 For any (e,lP) E Et, 

1 1 1 V-lQ 
p(e,rp)(Ho > t) ,..., - FiiVT r(t) t-2 e-rp Jlr2r(e), t -+ +00, 

where r(!) is the Gamma function. 

Proof: The lemma will be proved by the use of (3.11). 
l-E (e-oHO ) 

From (3.12) and Lemma 3.2.1 we can find the behaviour of (e,,,,~ as a -+ O. 

The function a 1-+ e-rpv-l(Q-oI) is analytic for all a which implies that the limit 

lim .!(e-rpV-l(Q-oI) _ e-rpV-IQ) 
0-+0+ a 

exists. In addition, by Lemma 1.4.9, r 0 -+ r, as a -+ O. Hence, the second term 
_cpy-l(Q_oI) _cpy-1Q 

e 0 -e r ohl on the right-hand side of (3.12) is bounded for small a> O. 

Let IP > O. Then, by Lemma 3.2.1, 

e-rpv-IQ ( l+-~ql-) '" ~ a-! e-rpv-IQ (r+ - II-r-) , a -+ O. (3.14) 
. 0 -J.l.Vr 0 
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Since 
1 +-n;;l-

1 - ~.J21 ; ( ~ ) 

equation (3.14) can be rewritten as 

_I;?V-1Q 1 - r ahl 1 _1 -I;?V-1QJ r 
e '" . r-;-:u;: a 2 e 1 2r, a -+ O. 

a y-j.tyr 

Hence, from (3.12) we get that, for any (e, cp) E E x (0, +00), 

1- E(e,l;?) (e-
aHo

) 1 _1 _I;?V-1QJ r () 
'" . ~ a 2 e 1 2r e , 

a y-j.tv r 
a -+ O. (3.15) 

In addition, for any (e, cp) E E+ x {O}, 

1- E(e,o) (e-
aHo

) = 1+ - n;-l- (e) '" 
a -+ O. 

a a 

Hence, by (3.15) and (3.16), for any (e,cp) E Et, 
1- E(e,cp) (e-aHo ) 

'" a -+ O. 
a 

For fixed (e, cp) E E x lR, let L{x), x E lR, be the constant function defined by 

L(x) = ~ e-I;?V-1QJ1r2r(e). 
-j.t r 

Then, L(x) is a slowly varying function at x = +00 and 

1 - E(e,cp) (e-aHo
) _1 L( 1) 

'" a 2 -, a -+ O. 
a a 

The assertion in the lemma now follows from (3.11). 

(3.16) 

o 

Our aim in this section is to find the weak limit of the measures (p(~,I;?) 1Ft )T~O as 

T -+ 00. 

Theorem 3.2.2 For fixed (e, cp) E Et, let the measure P[e,cp) be as defined in Theorem 

3.1.1, that is, for fixed t ~ 0 and A E :Fe, 

r _ E(e,l;?) (I(A)hr{Xt,cpt)I{t < Ho}) 
p(e,cp)(A) - hr{e, cp) , 
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where hr(e, cp} = e-tpv- 1QJ1r2r(e}. 

Let P[e,tp) 1Ft be the restriction of P[e,tp) to :Ft. Then for any t ~ 0, the measures 

(p(~,tp) IFt}T~o converge weakly to P[e,tp) 1Ft as T ~ 00. 

Proof: The theorem will be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.1.1, by the use of 

Lemma 3.1.2. 

For fixed (e, cp) E Et and t, T E [0, +oo} let hr(e, cP, t} be a random variable defined 

on the probability space (O,:F, p(e,tp)} by 

p(Xt,tpt}(Ho > T - t} 
hT(e,cp,t} = p(e,tp)(Ho > T) I{t<Ho}. 

The random variables hT(e, cp, t}, T;::: 0, are non-negative and by Lemma 3.2.2, for 

fixed t ~ 0, 

1· h ( ) hr(Xt , CPt} { } 
1m T e, cp, t = h ( ) I t < Ho , 

T-++oo r e, cp 
a.s .. 

In addition, by (3.10), 

and because, by Lemma 3.1.3, {hr(Xt, cpt}I{t < Ho}, t ;::: O} is a martingale under p(e,tp)' 

(
hr(Xt , CPt) { }) 

E(e,tp) hr(e,cp} I t<Ho = 1, t;::: O. 

Hence, the random variables {hT(e, cp, t}, T ~ O} satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 

3.1.2 (i). Therefore, by Lemma 3.1.2 (i), hT(e, cp, t) converge to hhrX:'~ t I{t < Ha} in 

Ll (0,.1", p(e,tp)} as T ~ +00. 

From (3.1O) we obtain, for fixed t ;::: 0 and A E Fe, 

lim p(~ I~)(A) = lim E(e '1') (I(A)hT(e, I{J, t)) 
T-++oo ,.,. T-++oo' 

= E(e,tp) (I(A) h~~~,':)} I{t < Ho}) = P[e,tp) (A), 

which, by Lemma 3.1.2 (ii), implies that the measures (p(~,cp)IFt)Y~o converge weakly to 

the measure P[e,tp) 1Ft as T ~ 00. 0 
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By comparing Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.2.2 we see that the measures (p(Y »)y>o and 
e,l{) -

(p(T »)T>O converge weakly to the same limit. Therefore, conditioning the process 
e,l{) -

(Xt, <ptk~o on the events {Hy < Ho}, y > 0, and conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt}t;~o 

on the events {Ho > T}, T> 0, yield the same result. 



Chapter 4 

The negative drift case 

We have already discussed conditioning the process (Xt, IPt)t~O on the event that the 

process (IPt)t~O stays non-negative in the case of positive drift of the process (IPt)t~O 

(Section 1.10) and in the case of oscillating (IPt)t~O (Section 3). The remaining case is 

when the process (IPt)t~O has a negative drift. Hence, throughout this section we assume 

that the process (IPt)t~O has a negative drift and, as in the previous two cases, we are 

interested in conditioning the process (Xt, rptk~o on the event {Ho = +oo}. 

By (1.29), the matrix G- is conservative which, by Lemma 1.4.6 (ii), implies that 

the matrix rr- is stochastic. Hence, by Lemma 1.5.2, for any rp > 0, 

and for e E E+, IP = 0, 

Hence, as in the oscillating case, the probability of the event that the process (IPt )t>o 

stays non-negative is zero and we cannot perform conditioning of the process (Xt, rpt)t~O 

on this event in the standard way. But we can use the same idea as in the oscillating 

case, that is to condition the process (Xt, IPt)t~O on some events of positive probabilities 

133 
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that approximate the event {Ho = +oo}. In Section 4.1 we consider the approximation 

of the event {Ho = +oo} by the events {Hy < Ho}, y > 0, and look at the limit as 

y -t +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, ~tk:~o on the event {Hy < Ho}. In Section 4.3 

we consider another approximation of the event {Ho = +oo}, that is the approximation 

by the events {Ho > T}, T > ° and look at the limit as T -t +00 of conditioning the 

process (Xt, ~t)t>o on the event {Ho > T}. 

Conditioning the process (Xt,~tk~o on the event {Hy < Ho} can be seen as con

ditioning the process (Xt, ~t)t~O first on the event that the process (~t)t~O hits large 

levels y > 0, and then on the event that the process (~t)t~O stays non-negative. Thus, 

instead of taking the limit as y -t +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, ~t)t~O on the 

event {Hy < Ho}, we can first take the limit as y -t +00 of conditioning the process 

(Xt, ~t)t~O on the event {Hy < +oo}, and then we can further condition the limiting 

process on the event {H 0 = +00 }. We shall see in Section 4.2 that the limit as y -t +00 

of conditioning the process (Xt, ~t)t~O on the event {Hy < +oo} gives rise to a positive 

drift case of a process of the form (Xt, ~th~o, and that further conditioning that process 

on the event {Ho = +oo} yields the same result as the limit as y -t +00 of conditioning 

the process (Xt, ~t)t~O on the event {Hy < Ho}. Therefore, in order to condition the 

process (~t)t~O which drifts to -00 to stay non-negative, we can condition it first to 

drift to +00 and then to stay non-negative. 

However, in order to stay non-negative, the process (~t)t~O does not have to go far 

from zero, that is to +00. It can stay around its starting point, or, in other words, it 

can oscillate around it. Hence, similarly to the previous case, we can first condition 

the process (<pth~o to oscillate and then we can condition the resulting process on the 

event {Ho = +oo}. We shall perform this kind of conditioning in Section 4.4 and see 

that, under a certain constraint, it yields the same result as the limit as T -t +00 of 

conditioning the process (Xt, ~t)t~O on the event {Ho > T}. 
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4.1 Conditioning the process (Xt, cpt)t~a on the event {Hy < 

Ha} 

For fixed y > 0, let p(~,I{J) be the law of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O, starting at (e, cp) E Eit, 

conditioned on {Hy < Ho}. Let t 2:: 0 be fixed and let p(~,I{J)I.1="t denote the restriction 

of Pfe,l{J) to Ft. We are interested in weak convergence of the measures {PCe,I{J)IFt)Y~O as 

y -+ +00 and we shall take the same approach as in the oscillating case. 

For fixed (e, cp) E Eit, by Lemma 1.5.3 the probability p(e,I{J){Hy < Ho) is positive. 

Hence, in the same way as in the oscillating case, we get that, for t 2:: 0 and A EFt, 

p(~,cp){A) = P(e,cp){;y < Ho) E(e,cp) (I{A)(I{t<Ho A Hy}P(Xe,cpe){Hy < Ho) 

+I{Hy ::; t < Ho} + [{Hy < Ho ::; t}»). (4.1) 

Our next step is to show that the limit limY-Hoo ~e"'f't'::'11:::» exists and to calculate 
(e.op) 'II 0 

it. First we prove an auxiliary lemma. 

Lemma 4.1.1 For any vector 9 on E 

lim F{y)g = O. 
y-++OO 

In addition, for any non-negative vector 9 on E 

lim e-OmozY F{y)g = c Jdmax 
Y-++OO 

for some positive constant c E llt 

Proof: Let 
n 

and g+ = Lajff, 
j=1 

for some coefficients aj, j = 1, ... , n, where vectors If, j = 1, ... , n, form the basis N+ 

and are associated with the eigenvalues OJ, j = 1, ... , n. 
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Then, for y > 0, 

( 

yG+ 
F(y)g = e 0 (4.2) 

Since, by (1.lO)(ii), for Re( G:j) < 0, j = 1, ... ,n, eYc+ It -t 0 as y -t +00, it follows 

from the last equation that 

lim F(y)g = O. 
Y-++OO 

Moreover, by Lemmas 1.4.3 and 1.4.6 (i), the matrix G+ is an irreducible Q-matrix 

with the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue G:max and Perron-Frobenius eigenvector I~ax' 

Thus, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible essentially non-negative matrices, 

lim e-Omo",Y eyG+ (e, e') = c(e') f+ (e), 
Y-++OO max 

for some positive real constant c(e'). It follows that for any non-negative vector 9 on 

E+ 

lim e-amo",Y eyG+ g(e) = c f+ (e), 
Y-++OO max 

for some positive constant c E llt 

Therefore, from (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain 

lim e-Om...,Y F(y)g = 
Y-++OO 

. (e-om...,y eyG+ g+ ) 
hm 

Y-++OO 0 

( /~ax) = c 0 = c Jdmax. 

N fi d h 1· . l' PCe' lfJ't(HlI<Ho) ow we n t e Imlt Imy-++oo p, 'H <H ) • 
(e,cp) 1/ 0 

Lemma 4.1.2 

(4.3) 

o 
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Proof: (i) We recall the matrices Ay, By, Cy and Dy, which are, by (2.27), the compo

nents of the matrix e-yV-
1Q

: 

The function h /mGZ can be rewritten as 

h/mGz(·,cP) = e-CPv QJ1r2!rnax = . -I (Acp(I - rr-rr+)frtax) 

Ccp(I - rr-rr+)frtax 

First we shall show that the vector Acp(I - rr-rr+)frtax is positive by showing that 

it is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a positive matrix. Then, because 

and by Lemmas 2.6.2 and 1.5.3, the matrix CcpA;pl is positive ( by Lemma 2.6.2, its 

entries are the two-sided exit probabilities of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O, which are, by 

Lemma 1.5.3, strictly positive), we conclude that the function h/mGz is positive. 

Therefore, we have to prove that the vector Acp(I - rr-rr+)frtax is positive. 

By (1.29), in the negative drift case the matrix G+ is not conservative which, by 

Lemma 1.4.6 (ii) implies that the matrix rr+ is strictly substochastic. Thus, by Lemma 

1.4.5, the matrix (I - rr-rr+) is invertible. Therefore, from (2.34) we deduce that 

and because by (2.36) (A_y - II-C_y) = (Ay - rr-Cy )-1, that 

By (2.30) the matrix AII' is invertible. Hence, 

The matrix Acp(Ay - II-Cy)-1 is positive because, by Theorem 2.3.1, it is the re

striction to E+ x E+ of the Green's function Go(cp, y) of the killed process (Xe, CPt)t~O 
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which is positive. The matrix A;l is also positive since, by Lemma 2.6.2, its entries are 

the two-sided exit probabilities of the process (Xt, rptk~o, which are, by Lemma 1.5.3, 

positive. Hence, the matrix Arp(A_y -rr-C_y)A;l is positive and, by (4.4), is similar to 

eyG+. This means that Arp(A_y - rr-C_ y)A;l and eyG+ have the same Perron-Frobenius 

eigenvalue and because the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of eyG+ is f~ax' from (4.4) we 

conclude that the vector 

is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of Arp(A_y - rr-C_y)A;l and therefore positive. 

(ii) Let X(rp, y) be an E x E matrix with entries 

X(rp, y)(e, e') = p(e,rp) (XHII = e', Hy < Ho), e,e' E E. 

By decomposing the Green's function Go(rp,y) for the killed process (Xt.rpth~o, we 

get that, for 0 < !.p < y, 

Go(rp,y) = X(rp,y) Go(y,y), 

and therefore, 

For fixed e, e' E E, 

o ~ X(rp, y)(e, e') ~ 2: X(rp,y)(e,e') = p(e,rp)(Hy < Ho), 
e'€E 

and 

yE~oo p(e,rp)(Hy < Ho) = p(e,rp)(Ho = +00) = 0, 

Thus, the limit limy-++oo X (!.p, y)( e, e') exists and is equal to zero. 

On the other hand, by Theorem 2.4.1 and Lemma 4.1.1, 

lim Go(y,y)r21 = (I - rF(-y)rF(y))1 = 1. 
y-++oo 

(4.5) 
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Thus, 

lim Go(cp, y)f21 = lim X(cp, y) Go(y, y)f21 = lim X(cp, y)1, 
y~+oo y~+oo y~+oo 

and, by Theorem 2.4.1, Go(cp, y) = fe-~Gf2F(y)f21, 0 < cp < y. 

Finally, we obtain 

lim p(e',~,)(Hy < Ho) = 
y~+oo p(e,~) (Hy < Ho) 

1
. X(cp', y)l(e') 
1m 

y~+oo X(cp,y)l(e) 

= lim Go(cp',y)f21(e') 
y~+oo Go(cp, y}r21(e) 

= lim fe-CP' Gr2F (y)1(e') 
y~+oo fe-~Gr2F(y)1(e) 

r e-~'v-IQrr2F(y)1(e') 
= Y~foo e-cpv-IQrr2F(y)l(e) . 

139 

Since the vector 1 is non-negative and because rr2Jdmax = J1r2fmax, by Lemma 

4.1.1 we finally obtain 

r e-cp'v-IQrr2F(y)l e-cp'V-IQJ1r2!max 
y~foo e-cpv-IQrr2F(y)1 = e-cpv-IQJ1r2!max' 

o 

The function h/ma" has the property that the process {h/maz(Xt,cpt)I{t < Ho}, 

t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,cp)' We prove this in the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1.3 The process {h/ma,,(Xt,cpt)I{t < Ho},t ~ O} is a martingale under 

p(e,cp)' 

Proof: The function h/moz (e, cp) is continuously differentiable in cp. Hence, by Lemma 

1.6.2, it is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator g of the process (Xt, cpth~o and 

gh/ma" = O. Thus, the process (h/ma,,(Xt'CPt»t~O is a local martingale under p(e,cp) and 

therefore the stopped process (h/moz(XtI\Ho,CPtt\Ho))t'~O is also a local martingale under 

p(e,cp)' By the definition of the function h/maz , if the process (Xe,CPt)t~O starts in Et 
then h/ma,,(XHo,CPHo) = O. Hence, 
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and because the process (h/maz{XtI\Ho,CPtI\Ho))t~O is a local martingale under p(e,'P)' we 

conclude that the process {h/mu{Xt,CPt)I{t < Ho},t ~ O} is a local martingale under 

p(e,'P)' Since it is also bounded on every finite interval, the process {hfmu{Xt,CPt)I{t < 

Ho}, t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,'P)' 0 

We are now prepared to prove weak convergence of the measures {P(e''P)IFt)Y~O. 

Theorem 4.1.1 For fixed (e, cp) E Et, let a measure pfe7;)' be such that the process 

(Xt, cpth~o under pfe7;)' is the h-transform with the function hlmu of the killed process 

{Xt, CPt)t>o. The function hlmaz is given by 

( e' , y) E E x lR, 

and the killed process {Xt, CPt)t~O is the process {Xt, cpth~o killed when the process (cpth~o 

crosses zero. 

More precisely, for any t ;::: 0 and A EFt, 

Imu _ E(e,'P) (I{A)h Ima .. {Xt, cpt)I {t < Ho} ) 
p(e,'P) (A) - h ( ) . 

Imu e, cP 

Let plmaz 1Ft be the restriction of pfe7;)' to Ft. Then, for any t ~ 0, the measures 

{p(~''P)IFt)Y~O converge weakly to the probability measure pfe7;)'IFt as y -+ 00. 

Proof: The theorem will be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.1.1, by the use of 

Lemma 3.1.2. 

By Lemma 4.1.2 (i), the function hlmaz is positive and by Lemma 4.1.3, the process 

{hlmaz{Xt, cpt)I{t < Ho}, t ;::: O} is a martingale under p(e,'P)' Hence, the probability 

measure pfe7;)' is well-defined. 

Furthermore, for fixed (e, cp) E Et and t, y ;::: 0, let hy(e, cp, t) be a random variable 

defined on the probability space (O, F, p(e,'P) by 

hy{e, cP, t) = R (; R ) (I{t<Ho A Hy}P(Xt,'Pt){Hy < Ho) 
(e,'P) y < 0 

+I{Hy ~ t < Ho} + I{Hy < Ho ~ t}). 
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The random variables hy(e, cp, t), Y ~ 0 are non-negative and, since Hy -+ +00 as 

y -+ +00, by Lemma 4.1.2 (ii), 

lim hy(e,cp,t) = lim I{t<HoAHy}P(Xe,lpt)(Hy < H») 
y~+oo y~+oo p(e,Ip)(Hy < Ho 

_ I{t<Ho} hfma:r:(Xt,cpt), a.s .. 
h Ima:r: (e, cp) 

In addition, by (4.1), 

E(e,lp) (hy(e, cp, t)) = p(e,lp) (0 I Hy < Ho) = 1, t ~ 0, 

and because, by Lemma 4.1.3, the process {hlmoz(Xt, cpt)I{t < Ho}, t ~ O} is a martin

gale under p(e,Ip)' 

E (hlma:r:(Xt,CPt)I{t<R}) =1 t>O 
(e,lp) h!moz(e, cp) 0 , -' 

Therefore, Lemma 3.1.2 (i) applied to the random variables {hy{e,cp,t),y 2: O} im

plies that hy(e,cp,t) converge to hf:;!:~f:,:» I{t<Ho} in Ll{O,.r,p(e,Ip») as y -+ +00. 

Hence, (4.1) implies that, for fixed t ~ 0 and A E .rt, 

lim p(~ (~)(A) = lim E(e 11') (I(A)hy(e, cp, t)) 
Y~+OO'T y~+OO' 

= E (I(A) h!ma:r:(Xt , CPt) I{t < R}) = plma:r:{A). 
(e,lp) h Ima:r: (e, cp) 0 (e,lp) 

Therefore, by Lemma 3.1.2 (ii), the measures {p(y )IFt)Y>o converge weakly to the e,1p _ 

measure P!e7;):r: 1Ft as y -+ 00. 0 

4.2 Conditioning the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on the event {Hy < 

+oo} 

In Section 4.1 we have been looking at the limit as y -+ +00 of the process (Xt , CPt)t~O 

conditioned on the event that the process (cpt)t~O hits level y before crossing zero. In 
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other words, the condition was that (<pth~o hits large levels y and that at the same 

time it stays non-negative. Instead, we can condition the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O first on 

the event that (<pth>o hits large levels y regardless of crossing zero (that is taking the 

limit as y -t 00 of conditioning the process (Xt, <pe)t~O on the event {Hy < +oo}), and 

then we can condition the resulting process on the event that the process (<pt)t~O stays 

non-negative. 

These two conditionings of the process (Xt, <pth~o performed in the stated order are 

expected to give the same result as the limit as y -t +00 of conditioning (Xt, CPt)t~O on 

{Hy < Ho}, which was discussed in Section 4.1. In this section we shall show that this 

expectation is fullfilled. 

Let (e, <p) E Ed and y > <po Then, 

p(e,cp)(Hy < +00) - p(e,cp-y)(Ho < +00) 

= L p(e,cp-y)(XHo = e',Ho < +00), 
e'EE+ 

By Lemma 1.5.1, all probabilities on the right hand side of the previous equation are 

positive. Hence, the event {Hy < +oo} is of positive probability and we can condition 

the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O on {Hy < +oo} in the standard way. 

For fixed t 2: 0 and any A E :Ft, we have that 

p(e,cp) (A I Hy < +00) (4.6) 

= 
E(e,cp) (I(A)I {Hy < +oo} ) 

p(e,rp)(Hy < +00) 

E(e,cp) (I(A)P(Xt,cpt)(Hy < +oo)I{t < Hy} + I(A)I{Hy < t}) 
= p(e,cp)(Hy < +00) (4.7) 

ur h 11 fi fi d h 1· . 1· p(e' ""l(Hp<+oo) vve s a rst n t e Imlt Imy~+oo p(e:",){HII<+oo) • 

Lemma 4.2.1 For any (e,<p), (e',<p') E Ed, 
lim p(e',cp,)(Hy < +00) = e-OmazCP' fmax(e') 

y~+oo p(e,rp)(Hy < +00) e-Omazrp fmax(e) • 
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Proof: By Lemma 1.5.2 we have that, for 0 ~ cP < y, 

The vector 1 is non-negative. Hence, by Lemma 4.1.1 and because r Jdmax = fmax, 

. e-amucp're-amoz(Y-CP')F(y - cp)1(e') 
= bm 

y-Hoo e-Omozcpre-Omoz(Y-CP)F(y - cp)1(e) 

e-amozcp'r Jdmax(e') 
= 

e-Omozcpr Jdmax(e) 

= 
e-amozCP' fmax(e') 
e-Omozcp fmax(e) . 

o 

Let hmax (e, cp) be a function on E x R defined by 

Lemma 4.2.2 The process (hmax(Xt, CPt)k::o is a martingale under p(e,cp)' 

Proof: The function hmax (e, cp) is continuously differentiable in cp. Thus, by Lemma 

1.6.2, hmax is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator 9 of the process (Xt, cptk::o 

and ghmax = O. It follows that the process (hmax(Xt, CPt))t~O is a local martingale under 

p(e,cp) and, because it is bounded on every finite interval, the process (hmax(Xt, CPt))t~O 

is a martingale under p(e,cp)' o 

Finally, by Lemmas 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 3.1.2, we prove 

Theorem 4.2.1 For fixed (e,1p) E Et, let p(~r;>", be a measure such that the process 

(Xt, 1ptk~o under p(~~,;>", is the h-transform of the process (Xt, 1pt)t~O with the function 

hmax(e', y) = e-OmozY fmax(e'}. More precisely, Jor t ~ 0 and A E :Ft, 
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Then, p(~~,;)", is a probability measure and, for fixed t ~ 0, 

lim P(etp)(A I Hy < +00) = p(~"::)"'(A), A E :Ft. 
y~+oo ' 'T 

Proof: First we prove that p(hm a
)", is a probability measure. By the definition, the e,tp 

function hmax is positive. Hence p(hma
)", is a measure. In addition, by Lemma 4.2.2, the e,cp 

process (hmax(Xt, rpt)k:o is a martingale under p(e,tp). Hence, p(~~,;)", is a probability 

measure. 

For the second part of the theorem, we shall use Lemma 3.1.2. 

For fixed (e, rp) E Et and t, y ~ 0, let hy(e, rp, t) be a random variable defined on 

the probability space (O,:F, p(e,cp») by 

( ) 
_ p(Xt,cpt)(Hy < +oo)I{t < Hy} + I(A)I{Hy < t} 

hy e, rp, t - D (H) . 
r(e,tp) y < +00 

The random variables hy{e,cp, t), y ~ 0, are non-negative and, by Lemma 4.2.1, 

1· h ( t) _ hmax(Xt, rpt) 
1m y e, rp, - ()' a.s .. 

1J~+OO hmax e, rp 

In addition, by (4.7), 

E(e,cp) (hy(e, cp, t)) = p(e,cp) (0 I Hy < +00) = 1, t ~ 0, 

and because, by Lemma 4.2.2, the process (hmax(Xt, rpt)k:=o is a martingale under p(e,cp) , 

E (
hmax(Xt' rpt)) - 1 

(e,cp) hmax(e, rp) -, t ~ 0. 

By applying Lemma 3.1.2 (i) to the random variables {hy(e,cp,t),y ~ OJ, we get 

~~~ in Ll{O,:F,p(e,tp») as y -+ +00. Thus, (4.7) gives 

that, for fixed t ~ ° and A E :Fe, 
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o 

Following the disscussion from the beginning of the section, our second task is to 

condition the process (Xt,<ptk:~o under p(~~(y) on the event {Ho = +oo}. We shall first 

study the process (Xt, <Pt)t>o under p(hma)",. 
- e,1{) 

By Theorem 1.9.1, the process (Xt)t>o under p(hm")'" is Markov with the Q-matrix _ e,1{) 

Qhm"'" given by 

Qhm"'" ( ') fmax(e')(Q V)(') e, e = f () - a max e, e , 
max e 

e,e' E E, 

and, by the same theorem, the process (It'th>o under p(hma)", drifts to +00. Moreover, 
- e,1{) 

Lemma 4.2.3 The matrix QhmllZ is an irreducible conservative Q-matrix. 

Proof: By the definition, the matrix QhmllZ is essentially non-negative, and because 

it is a Q-matrix. 

Qhma", 1 (e) = (Q - amax V) f max (e) = 0, 
fmax(e) 

To show that Qhm"'" is irreducible, by Lemma 1.1.4 it is enough to show that the 

matrix etQhma", is positive for all t > O. For any e, e' E E, 

etQhma", (e, e') = fmax(e') et(Q-Oma", V)(e, e'). 
fmax{e) 

By Lemma 1.1.6, the matrix (Q - amaxV) is irreducible. Thus, by Lemma 1.1.4 the 

matrix et(Q-Oma", V) is positive. Since the vector fmax is also positive, it follows that the 

matrix etQhmllZ is positive and therefore, again by Lemma 1.1.4, the matrix Qhma", is 

irreducible. o 

We can also find the Wiener-Hopffactorization of the matrix V-1Qhmaz. 

Lemma 4.2.4 The unique Wi en er-Hopf factorization of the matrix V-I QhmllZ is given 

by 
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where, for any (e, e' ) E E x E, 

fmax(e' ) (G 1)( ') - f () - amax e, e , max e 

_ fmax(e' ) r( ') 
f () e,e. 

max e 

In addition, if 

(

Ghmn.+ 
Ghmaz = 

o _Gh~ •• ,- ) 
and 

then Ghmaz .+ is a conservative Q-matrix and rrhmaz .+ is stochastic, and Ghmn.- is not 

a conservative Q-matrix and rrhmaz .- is strictly substochastic. 

Proof: By the definition of the matrix Ghmaz, 

= f;:;ax(e' ) (G+ 1)( ') 
f

+ () - Omax e, e , 
max e 

(e,e') E E+ X E+, 

= f;ax(e' ) (G- 1)(') 
j _ () + Omax e, e , 
max e 

(e,e') E E- X E-, 

which implies that the matrices Ghmaz .+ and Ghmaz.- are essentially non-negative. In 

addition, for any e E E+, 

Ghma"'+l(e) = (G+ - a:axI)f;:;ax(e) = o. 
fmax( e) 

Hence, Ghma.,.+ is a conservative Q-matrix. 

To show that Ghmaz.- is also a Q-matrix, we have to show that 

Ghmaz'-l- = (G- + 0 1)/- < 0 max max _ . 

By Lemma 4.1.2 (i), the function h/ma., is positive and 

h (.) _ max 
( 

(e-~G+ - rr-e~G-n+)/+ ) 

Ima., ,cp - (I1+e-~G+ - e~G-n+)J;:;ax . 

Hence, for any e E E- and any cp > 0, 

(II+e-~G+ - e~G-II+)f;:;ax - e-QmClZ~ f;ax - e~G- f;ax 

- e-Qmaz~(I - e~(G-+QmazI))f;ax > o. 
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Since 
. (I - e"o(G-+Oma"I)) f;;"ax _ _ 

hm = -(G + omaxI)fmax, 
,,0-+0 <P 

and 

we conclude that 

Thus, Ghmu,- is a Q-matrix. 

Moreover, if (G- + omaxI)f;;"ax = 0 then h/maz(e,<p) = 0 for e E E- which is a 

contradiction to Lemma 4.1.2. Therefore, the matrix ahmaz ,- is not conservative. 

The matrices Ghma" and r hmu satisfy the equality 

which, by Lemma 1.4.1, gives the unique Wiener-Hopf factorization of the matrix 

V-1Qhmaz. 

Finally, Lemma 1.4.6 (ii) implies that nhmaz ,+ is a stochastic and rrhma",- a strictly 

substochastic matrix. o 

The next theorem justifies our expectation that conditioning the process (Xt, <ptk:o 

under p(hma)" on the event {Ho = +oo} yields the same result as the limit of conditioning e,,,o 

the process (Xt , <ptk~o on the events {Hy < Ho}, y > O. 

Theorem 4.2.2 Let p&7::> be as defined in Theorem 4.1.1. Then, for any (e,<p) E Et 
and any t;::: 0, 

phmu(A IHo = 00) = plmu(A) 
(e,,,o) (e,,,o) , 

Proof: By Lemma 4.2.3, the Q-matrix Qhm .... of the process (Xt, If'tk~o under p(~,;>" 

is irreducible and conservative, and by Theorem 1.9.1 the process (If't)t2:0 under p(~,;)" 

drifts to +00. Since the positive drift case of conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O on 
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the event {Ho = +oo} has been discussed in Section 1.10, we can apply the results of 

Section 1.10 to the process (Xt, IPt)t>o under the measure p(hm .. ) ... _ e~ 

Hence, analogously to Theorem 1.10.1, for any t ~ 0 and any A EFt, 

E(~U::") (I(A) P("x"/~ )(Ho=+oo) I{t < Ho}) 
phmax(A III - 00) - ,.,. 1,.,.1 (48) 

(e,rp) 0 - - phm .... (Ho = +00) .. 
(e,rp ) 

We need to find the probability p(hm")"{Ho = +00). e,rp 

By Lemmas 1.5.2 and 4.2.4, for IP > 0, 

p(~7';)"{Ho = +00) - (I - rhm .... e-rpG"m .... J2) l(e) 

_ 1 - 2: fmax{e' ) r( ') fmax{e") 
e',e"EE fmax{e) e,e fmax{e/) 

e-rp(G-Om .... I) {e', e") J21(e") fmax(e") 

Since J21(e) fmax{e) = J2!max(e), we have that 

phm .... {Ho = +00) 
(e,rp ) 

eOm .. .,rp G 
- 1 - f () re-rp J2!max(e) 

max e 

= 1 - h ~ ) re-rpG J2!max(e) 
max e, IP 

- h ~ ) (e-om .. .,rp fmax - rF(-IP)fmax ) (e), 
max e, IP . 

and (because r Jdmax = fmax and (Ji - J2)fmax = r2Jdmax), that 

phm .... (Ho = +00) 1 
( _rpV-1Qj r -rpG;. f )() -

hmax(e, IP) 
e max- e 2 max e (e,rp ) 

1 
(e-rpV-1Qr Jdmax - re-rpG J2!max) (e) = hmax(e, c.p) 

1 
(re-CPG Jdmax - re-cpG J2fmax) (e) = hmax(e, IP) 

- h ~ ) re-rpGr 2Jdmax(e) max e, IP 

= hlmcu: (e, IP) 
hmax{e, IP) , 

(4.9) 
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where h/maz is as defined in Lemma 4.1.2, that is h/maz(e,tp) = re- IPGr 2Jdmax(e). 

Similarly, for e E E+, 

pte70r(Ho = +00) = (1+ - rrhmaz1-)(e) 

_ 1 _ rr- f;aAe) 
f;hax(e) 

= 
f~ax - rr- f;ax)(e) 

f;hax(e) 
(I - rr-rr+)f~ax(e) _ h/maz(e,O) 

= + - . fmax(e) hmax(e, O) 

Therefore, from Theorem 4.2.1 and (4.8) we get that, for any t ~ ° and A E :Ft , 

P(~~;)(A I Ho = 00) 

= E{e,lP) (I(A) Pt'X::;t)(Ho=+oo) hmax(Xt,tpt) I{t < Ho}) 

p(~~y (Ho = +00) hmax(e, tp) 

= 
E{e,lP) (I(A) h /rnaz (Xt, CPt) I {t < Ho} ) 

h/maz(e,cp) 

149 

o 

Remark 1: In Theorem 1.9.1, the behaviour of the process (cptk~o under p(~~IP) was 

detemined by the sign of JLhmaxV1, where JLhmax is the invariant measure of the process 

(Xtk:~o under p(~~IP)' However, the behaviour of the process (cptk::o under p(~~IP) directly 

follows from the Wiener-Hopf factorization of the matrix V-IQhmaz. By Lemma 4.2.4, 

Ghmaz ,+ is a conservative Q-matrix and Ghmaz,- is not a conservative Q-matrix. Thus, 

by (1.26) and Theorem 1.7.1, the process (cpt)t>o under p(hmax) drifts to +00. 
- e,lP 

Remark 2: Here we give an alternative proof of Lemma 4.1.3 which states that the 

proc~ss {h/max(Xt,tpt)I{t < Ho},t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,IP)' 
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By the definition of p(~~rp) given in Theorem 4.2.1, from the formula for conditional 

expectation, for any 0 < s < t and any random variable Z measurable with respect to 

Ft, 
Ehma.x(z I Fa) = E(e,rp) (Zhmax(Xt , CPt) IF,) 

(e,rp) hmax(X" If',} 

By substituting for Z the expression E(hma.x) (I {Ho = +oo} 1Ft) we obtain e,rp 

Et'e7;)(E(e7;)(I{HO = +oo} 1Ft) I Fa) 

E(e,rp) (Et:,;) (I{Ho = +oo} IFt)hmax(Xt,lf't) IF,) 
hmax(X" If',) 

which may be rearranged into 

E(e,rp) (pte~;;(Ho = +00 1Ft) hmax(Xt , If't) I .1",) 
= p(~~rp)(Ho = +00 IF,) hmax(X" If',). (4.10) 

Hence, the process {P(~~;;(Ho = +00 IFt)hmax(Xt, CPt), t ~ O} is a martingale under 

p(e,rp). By the Markov property of the process (Xt, cpth~o under p(~~rp)' for any t ~ 0, 

Finally, from (4.9) we get that that, for any t ~ 0, 

p(~~rp)(Ho = +00 1Ft) hmax(Xt , If't) = I{t < Ho} p(~~rp)(Ho = +(0) hmax(Xt, If't) 

= I{t < Ho} h/ma.x(Xt, CPt), 

and therefore, using (4.10), we conclude that the process 

is a martingale under p(e,rp). 
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4.3 Conditioning the process (Xt, tpt)t~O on the event {Ho > 

T} 

Let p(~,cp)' T > 0, be the law of the process (Xt , CPtk::~o, starting at (e, cp) E Eri, condi

tioned on {Ho > T}, and let p(~,cp)l.rtl t 2: 0, be its restriction to Ft. We are interested 

in weak convergence ofthe measures (p(~,cp)l.rth~o as T -t +00. We shall again use the 

approach via the Laplace transform of Ho, as we did in the oscillating case in Section 

3.2. 

By Lemma 1.5.4, for any (e, cp) E Eri and any T > 0, the probability of the event 

{Ho > T} under p(e,cp) is positive. Thus, for 0 < t < T and A EFt, 

= 

p(e,cp)(AIHo > T) 

E(e,cp) (I(A)I {Ho > T} ) 

p(e,cp)(Ho > T) 

E(e,cp) (I(A)P(Xt,cpt}(Ho > T - t)I{Ho > t}) 

p(e,cp)(Ho > T) 
(4.11) 

Similarly to the oscillating case in Section 3.2, if, for fixed t 2: 0 and (e, cp) E Eri, 

the limit limT_++oo P(.~r!~~Z~~~)t) exists and satisfies certain conditions, then, by the 

use of Lemma 3.1.2 we can prove weak convergence of the measures (p(~,cp)l.rt)T~O as 

T -t +00. 

In order to find the limit limT-Hoo p(~(.~;)\~~~)t) we shall look for the asymptotic 

behaviour of the function t H p(e,cp)(Ho > t). By the theory of Laplace transforms (see 

Doetsch [12], Section 35), the asymptotic behaviour of a function is determined by the 

behaviour of its Laplace transform near singular points. Therefore, we shall first look 

for the Laplace transform of the function t H p(e,cp)(Ho > t). 

Let a> 0 and (e, cp) E Eri. Then, 

roo 1 - E (e-CtHO) Jo e-Ctt p(e,cp)(Ho > t) dt = (e,~ . 
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For fixed (e,cp) E Et, let L(e,tp)(a) be the Laplace transform of p(e,cp)(Ho > t), that 

is 
1- E(e,tp) (e-oHo ) 

L(e,tp)(a) = a ' a>O. 

Then, L(e,cp)(a) is analytic at least in the complex halfplane Re(a) > 0 and its 

singular points lie in the halfplane Re(a) ~ O. 

We have seen in Section 3.2 that in the oscillating case the Laplace transform of 

p(e,cp) (Ho > t) has a singular point at zero and that its behaviour near zero determines 

the behaviour of p(e,cp)(Ho > t) as t -t +00. However, we shall see that in the ne

gative drift case zero is not a singular point of the Laplace transform L(e,cp)(a) and 

that the behaviour of L(e,cp) (a) at zero does not determine the asymptotic behaviour of 

p(e,cp)(Ho > t). Hence, we shall look for the singular points of L(e,cp) (a) in the halfplane 

Re(a) < O. We organize our approach into three steps: 

1) we show that there exists finite ao < 0 such that L(e,rp)(a) is analytic for Re(a) > 

ao and that ao is a singular point of L(e,cp) (a)j 

2) we show that L(e,tp)(a + ao) for a > 0 is the Laplace transform of the function 

t H e-ootp(e,cp)(Ho > t)j 

3) from steps 1) and 2) it follows that zero is a singular point of the Laplace transform 

L(e,tp)(a + ao). Thus, by the use of the Tauberian theorem 3.2.1 we find the limit 

1· P(el 'f1)(Ho>T-t) . h . . 
ImT-++oo p~e.",)(Ho>T) ,assummg t at It eXIsts. 

To carry out this plan, we begin with the function L(e,cp)(a) written in terms of 

familiar matrices Q, V, and r 0, a> O. By Lemmas 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, for cp> 0, 

and for e E E+ , 
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Thus, for (e,!p) E Eit, 

(4.12) 

In order to extend the definition of L(e,'P) (a) for negative a E 1R we introduce some 

more notation. Let f30 be the point at which the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue a(f3) of 

the matrix (Q - f3V) attains its minimum which, by Lemma 1.8.4 exists and is unique. 

By Lemma 1.8.5, in the negative drift case f30 < O. Let ao = a(f3o) and 90 be the Perron

Frobenius eigenvalue and right eigenvector, respectively, of the matrix (Q - f30 V). Then 

90 > 0 and, by Lemma 1.8.5, ao < o. 
Let QO be the E x E matrix with entries 

QO(e,e') = 9o ((e'}) (Q - aol - f3oV)(e,e'), 
90 e 

e,e' E E. 

Lemma 4.3.1 The matrix QO is a conservative irreducible Q-matrix. 

In addition, if IJ.0 is a vector on E such that IJ.0Qo = 0 then IJ.°V1 = O. 

(4.13) 

Proof: Since the matrices 1 and V are diagonal and the vector 90 is positive, the matrix 

QO is, by its definition, an essentially non-negative matrix. In addition, 

Q01(e) = (Q - aoI - f3oV)90(e) = 0, 
90(e} 

which implies that the matrix QO is a conservative Q-matrix. 

In order to show that QO is irreducible it is, by Lemma 1.1.4, enough to show that 

eU:)o is positive for all t > O. By the definition of QO, for any e, e' E E, 

Since the vector 90 is positive, all we need to show is that et(Q-ooI-,BoV) is positive 

for all t > o. But, by Lemma 1.1.6, the matrix (Q - aol - f3oV) is irreducible which 

by Lemma 1.1.4 implies that et(Q-ool-fJoV ) is positive for all t > O. Therefore, etQo is 

positive for all t > 0, and, by Lemma 1.1.4, the matrix QO is irreducible. 
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For the second part of the lemma we first need to find a vector J.l.0 such that J.l.0Qo = o. 
Let g~e/t be the left Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of the matrix (Q - (30 V), that is 

g~e/t (Q _ (30 V) = ao g~e/t, g~e/t > o. 

Let J.l.0 be a vector on E with entries 

Then, 

e/eE 

= L g~e/t(e')go(e') go((e!) (Q - ao! - (30 V)(e'e) 
e/eE go e 

= g~e/t(Q _ ao! - (3oV)(e) go(e) = O. 

We have to show that 

0Vl Ie/tv J.I. = go go = O. (4.14) 

Let a({3), gle/t({3) and gright({3) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and its associated 

left and right eigenvectors respectively, of the matrix (Q - (3V). By Lemma 1.8.4 

da gle/t({3o) V gright({3o) 
d{3 ((30) = - g'e/t({3o) gright({3o) 

By Lemma 1.8.5, ~p ({30) = O. Therefore, 

g'e/t ({30) V gright ((3o) = 0, 

and since gle/t({3o) = g~e/t and in the notation previous to lemma gright({3o) = go, the 

last equation and (4.14) prove the lemma. o 

To simplify the notation, let Go be the diagonal matrix diag(go(e)). Since the vector 

go is positive, the matrix Go is invertible. Hence, 
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By the previous lemma, QO is an irreducible conservative Q-matrix. Therefore, the 

matrix V-IQo admits the Wiener-Hopffactorization. Moreover, all matrix lemmas from 

previous chapters can be applied to the matrix V-IQo and in the rest of this section 

we shall refer to them and use them as if they were proved for the matrix V-IQo 

instead of the matrix V-IQ. We keep all the notation from Section 1.4 for the matrices 

associated with the matrix V-IQ and vectors asociated with the eigenvalues of the 

matrix V-IQ, and introduce analogous notation for the same objects associated with 

the matrix V-IQo. 

By Lemmas 1.4.1 and 1.4.3, for any a ~ 0, there exist matrices r~ and G~ such that 

and ( G~+ 0) GO -
a - 0 -G~'-

and G~'+ and G~'- are Q-matrices, and 

(for a = 0 we drop the subscript, thus rg = rO and GS = GO). 

In the following lemma we find the relation between G~ and G a and between r~ and 

Lemma 4.3.2 

a~O, 

a~O. 

Proof: By Lemma 1.4.1 the matrix r~ is invertible for a > O. Hence, the Wiener-Hopf 

factorization of the matrix V-I{QO - aI) can be written as 

{4.15} 
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On the other hand, by the definition of the matrix QO and by the Wiener-Hopf 

factorization of the matrix V-I(Q - (1), a> 0, we obtain, for every a > 0, 

V-I(QO - (a - ao)l) = GO
I (V-I(Q - all - f301) Go 

= GO
I (ro (Go - f30I) r~l) Go 

= (Golr oGo) (Gol(Go - f3ol)Go) (Golr~lGo). (4.16) 

Let Gri be the restriction of Go to E+ x E+, that is Gri = diag (gri (e)), and let Go 

be the restriction of Go to E- x E-, that is Go = diag (go (e)). Then, 

-1 (Gri)-I(G;t - (301)Gri 0 ) 
Go (Go - f3ol)Go = . 

o _(GO')-l(G; + f3ol)GO' 

Suppose that 

and 

are Q-matrices. Then, by Lemma 1.4.1, (4.16) is the the Wiener-Hopf factorization of 

the matrix V-l(Qo - (0 - (0)1) for 0 > 0, and by the uniqueness of the Wiener-Hopf 

factorization it has to be equal to (4.15) for 0 > 00. By comparing (4.15) and (4.16) we 

obtain 

0~0, 

0~0. 

Therefore, all we have to prove is that (Gri)-l(G;t - f3ol)Gt and {GO')-l(G~ + (301) Go 

are Q-matrices. 

The matrices {ot)-l(Gt - f3ol)Ot and (00)-1(00 - f3ol)Go are essentially non

negative. In order to show that they are Q-matrices, we have to show that 

{Gri)-I{Gt - (301)Gt1+ = (Gt)-I(Gt - f3ol)gt ~ 0 

(GO)-l(G~ + f3ol) GO' 1- = (GO)-l{G~ + f3ol)go ~ O. 
(4.17) 
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Let the function h be defined by h(e, cP, t) = e-oot e-fJoCP go(e). Then h is continuously 

different able in cP and t, and, by Lemma 1.6.1, it is in the domain of the infinitesimal 

generator .A of the process (Xt, CPt, th2:o and Ah = O. Thus, the process (h(Xt, cPt, t)t2:0 

is a local martingale and because it is bounded on every finite interval, a martingale. It 

follows that the stopped process (h(XtAHI/' CPtAHI/' t A Hy»t2:o is also a martingale and 

that 

E(e,cp) (e-OO(tAHI/) e-f30CPt/l.HI/ go (XtAHI/) ) = e-fJoCP go(e). 

The process (h(XtAHII' CPtAHI/' t 1\ Hy»t2:o is a positive martingale and therefore it 

converges a.s. as t -+ +00 to h(XHII' CPHI/' Hy). Thus, by Fatou's lemma, 

E(e,cp) (e-OoHII e-fJOCPHI/ 90(XHI/») 

_ E( ) ( lim e-Oo(tAHI/) e-f30CPt/l.HI/ gO(XtAH ») e,cp t ..... +oo 1/ 

< lim E( ) (e-OO(tAHI/) e-f30CPt/l.HII gO(XtAH ») 
t-++oo e,cp II 

- e- f3oCP go(e). 

On the other hand, because go is positive we have that, for a > ao, 

Hence, by (4.18) and (4.19), for any cP, y E lR, 

By Lemma 1.4.2, for cP = 0 and y > 0, 

( 

eyctg+ ) 
E(e,o) (e-OHI/ 90(XH

II
») = +0. 

II+eYCag+ 
o 0 

Since, by (4.20), 

we obtain 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 
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or, equivalently, 

From the last inequality and the limit 

y(GJ -/30) + _ + 
lim e go go = (G+ -fio)g+, 
y~O y 0 0 

158 

we conclude that (Gt - fio)gri :5 0 and therefore, because (Gt)-l is positive, the first 

inequality in (4.17) is valid. 

Similarly, by Lemma 1.4.2, for cp > 0, 

and also, by (4.20), 

By comparing the last two equations we obtain 

which together with the limit 

y(G;;+/30) - _ -
I· e go go - (G- + f.l) -1m - 0 fJO go' 
y~O y 

implies that (G;; + f3o)go :5 O. Hence, because (GO)-l is positive, the second inequality 

in (4.17) is also valid. o 

By substituting QO from (4.13) and r~-oo from the previous lemma into the equation 

(4.12) we obtain 

1 - -/30'1' G -'PV - 1(Qo_(o-00)I) r O G-1 J. 1 
L () _ e 0 e 0-00 0 2 ( ) 

(e,'P) a - a e . (4.21) 

Since the matrix r~-oo is defined for a ~ ao, the previous formula extends the 

definition of the function L(e,'P)(a) to a ~ 0'0. We now prove: 
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Lemma 4.3.3 For any (e,cp) E Ed', the function L(e,rp)(a) is analytic for Re(a) > ao. 

Proof: By Lemma 1.4.2, the matrices lIt and II~ are analytic for Re(a) > 0 because 

they are, by the definition, Laplace transforms. Hence, it follows from the definition of 

the matrix r 0 given in Lemma 1.4.1 that r 0 is analytic for Re(a) > Oand therefore, the 

matrix r~-oo is analytic for Re(a) > ao. Since e-rpv-l(Qo-oI) is analytic for all a, we 

conclude that the numerator of L(e,rp) (a) in (4.21) is analytic for Re(a) > ao. 

Hence, L(e,rp)(a) is analytic for Re(a) > ao except perhaps in some neighbourhood 

of zero. But since 

the numerator of L(e,rp) (a) is equal to zero for a = 0, and since the numerator of L(e,rp) (a) 

is also analytic in any neighbourhood of zero, it follows that L(e,rp)(a) is analytic in some 

neighbourhood of zero. Therefore, L(e,rp)(a) is analytic for Re(a) > ao. o 

Now we have to investigate the behaviour of L(e,rp) (a) near ao. From (4.21) we see 

that, because e-rpv-l(QO_(o-oo)I) is a power series in (a - ao), we actually have to find 

the behaviour of r~_00Go1 J21 for small values of a - ao > O. 

By the definition of the matrices r~ and J2, 

( 

IIo,- (G-1 J 1)- ) o -1 0-00 0 2 
r o-OoGo J21 = . 

(Go1 J2 1)-

Hence, the problem of finding the behaviour ofr~_00Go1 J21 for small a-ao > 0 reduces 

to the problem of finding the behaviour of II~-=-oo (GOI J21)- for small a - ao > O. 

We recall the notation" ",": for real functions u(x) and K(X) we say 

u(x) '" x;(x) as x -+ a iff lim u(x) = 1 
x .... a K(X) 

Lemma 4.3.4 Let all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQO be simple. If g- is a 

non-negative vector on E- then 

IIo - - IIo - -d 9 - 'g a -+ 0, 
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where rO is a vector such that V-IQoro = 1 and c is a non-zero constant. 

Proof: Let 
m 

9- = Lak 9~'- (4.22) 
k=l 

for some constants ak, k = 1, ... m, where 92'-, k = 1, ... m, are the vectors on E-

associated with the eigenvalues of the matrix GO,-. By Lemma 1.4.11, there are no 

non-negative vectors on E- which are linearly independent of the vector 9~~. Since 

the vector 9 is non-negative, it follows that the constant amin which corresponds to 9~~ 

in linear combination (4.22) is not zero. Thus, 

( 4.23) 

Lemma 3.2.1 states that in the oscillating case 

1+ rr-l- 1 ! (+ rr--) - a - ~ a 2 r - r, 
v-J.Lvr 

a --+ 0, 

where J.L is the the invariant measure of the process (Xtk~o and the vector r satisfies 

V-IQr = 1. By (1.28) and Lemma 4.3.1, the matrices aO,+ and aO,- are both conser

vative, zero is an eigenvalue of the matrix V-IQO with algebraic multiplicity two and 

geometric multiplicity one, and there exists a vector rO independent of the vector 1 such 

that V-IQOrO = 1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2.1, 

a --+ 0, (4.24) 

where J.L0Qo = O. 

We also need the behaviour of rr~'-9~'-, k = 1, ... m, 9~'- =1= 9~~. Since all non

zero eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQO are simple, all vectors 92, k = 1, ... m, are the 

eigenvectors of the matrix V-IQO. Let {3 be a non-zero eigenvalue of V-IQO and u its 

associated eigenvector. By Theorem 1.8.1, there exists a simple eigenvalue {3(a} of the 

matrix V-I(Qo - al} that tends to {3 as a --+ 0 and that for smallial can be represented 
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by a convergent power series in a. It can also be shown (see Wilkinson [14]) that the 

eigenvector u(a) of the matrix V-I(Qo - aI) associated with the eigenvalue f3(a) tends 

to the eigenvector u of V-IQo as a -t 0 and that for smalllal, u(a) can be represented 

by a convergent power series in a. 

Let 
00 

u( a) = u + L Vn an, 

for some vectors Vn on E, n E N. From equality (1.5) we have that rr~'-u-(a) = u+(a). 

Hence, 
00 00 

rr~-(u- + LV; an) = u+ + LV~ an, 
n=l n=l 

which implies that, 
00 

rr~'-u- = u+ + L an (v~ - rr~'-v;). 
n=l 

The last equation applies t~ all eigenvectors g2, k = 1, ... m, g~'- =I g~fu' of the 

matrix V-IQO. For fixed k, k = 1, ... m, let Vk,n, n EN, be vectors on E such that 

Then, because by (1.8) gt = rr-g;, k = 1, .. . m, 

00 

rr~'-g; - rrO'-gt = L an (vt,n - rr~'-vk,n) 
n=l 

00 

_ ~ an ((v+ - rro,-v- ) + (rro,- - rrO,-)vk-). (4.25) 
~ k,n k,n Q ,n 
n=l 

From (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25), and because Lemma 1.4.9 implies that rr~'- -t rro,

as a -t 0, we obtain 

rr~'-g- - rrO'-g- = amin (rr~'-I- - rro'-I-) + L ak (rr~'- - rrO'-)g; 

g~'-=Fg:!;in 

a -t O. 
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o 

The previous lemma gives the behaviour of I1~-g- for small a > 0 and any non

negative vector g- but under the condition that all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix 

V-1Qo are simple. This condition arises from the behaviour for small a > 0 of the 

eigenvalues of the matrix V-1(Qo - al) and their associated vectors. If the condition 

does not hold then the eigenvalues of V-I (Qo - al) and their associated vectors are 

not necessarily power series in a and therefore, the argument used in the proof of the 

previous lemma is not valid any more. In the general case of the eigenvalues of the 

matrix V-1Qo we are unable to find the behaviour of I1~'-g- for small a > 0 and 

non-negative vector g-. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the case of simple non-zero 

eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQO and, by the use of the previous lemma, proceed to find 

the behaviour of L(e,cp) (a) near ao. 

Lemma 4.3.5 Let all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQo be simple. Then, for 

fixed (e, rp) E Et, 

for some non-zero constant c and 

(where "== " means "defined to be"). 

Proof: Let L(e,cp)(a) be as given in (4.21). Then, 

1 -fJoCPG -cpv-1QOrOG-IJ 1 
L () I· () - e ° e ° 2 (e rp) ao = 1m L(e rp) a = , 

, Q~QO' ao 

and 
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= 
1 - e-fJOV>Go e-v>V-l(QO_(O-OO»rOGOl J21 

a 
1 - e-fJoV>Go e-v>V-IQOrOGOl J21 

ao 

= 
(a - ao)(l - e-fJoV>Go e-v>V-IQOrOGol J21) 

a ao 
ao (e-fJwGo (e-v>V-l (QO_(o-OO» - e-v>V-IQO)rOGol J21) 

a ao 
e-fJoV>Go e-v>v-IQo(rO - rO)G-I J21 0-00 0 

a 
e-fJoV>Go (e-v>V-l(QO_(o-oo» _ e-v>V-IQO)(r~_oo - rO)GoI J21 

a 

The function a t-+ e-v>v-I(QO_(o-oo)) is analytic for all a. Hence, the function 

e-v>v-I(QO_(o-oo» - e-v>v-IQo can be written as a power series in (a - ao) with zero 

first term. 

On the other hand, the vector 90 is positive which implies that the vector (GOI J21)

is positive. Thus, by Lemma 4.3.4, 

for some non-zero constant c. By Lemma 3.1.1 (i), the vector e-<pV-IQO J1rgro is positive 

for any cp ~ 0 .. Thus, 

o 

The previous lemma implies that L(e.<p) (a) has a many-valued singularity at ao which 

completes step 1). 
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Our task in step 2) is to show that L(e,<p) (a + ao), a > 0, is the Laplace transform of 

e-ootp(e,<p)(Ho > t). First we show that L(e,<p) (a + ao), a> 0, is a Laplace transform. 

For that we use a theorem from Feller [14] part 2, XIII.4 which establishes a necessary 

and sufficient condition for a function to be a Laplace transform of some measure. Before 

we state the theorem that we are going to use we quote the definition of a completely 

monotone function given in Feller [14] part 2, XIIIA as Definition 1. 

Definition 4.3.1 A function f on [0, +00) is completely monotone if it posseses deriva

tives f(n) of all orders and 

Now we quote the theorem which is stated and proved in Feller [14] part 2, XIIIA 

as Theorem 1a. 

Theorem 4.3.1 A function f on [0, +00) is completely monotone iff it is of the form 

,\ > 0, 

where F is a (not necessarily finite) measure on [0, +00) 

Thus, in order to show that L(e,<p) (a + ao), a > 0, is a Laplace transform of some 

measure, by Theorem 4.3.1 it is enough to show that L(e,<p) (a + ao) is completely mono

tone. 

Lemma 4.3.6 For any (e, cp) E Et, the function L(e,<p) (a + ao), a > a, is completely 

monotone. 

Proof: By Definition 4.3.1 we have to show that L(e,<p)(a+ao) is analytic for a> 0 and 

that the derivatives of L(e,<p) (a + ao) for a> ° alternate in sign. 

We know from Lemma 4.3.3 that the function L(e,<p) (a) is analytic for a> ao. Hence, 

L(e,<p)(a+ao) is analytic for a> 0. In addition, by the definition, the function L(e,<p) (a) 
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for a > 0 is the Laplace transform of p(e,cp)(Ho > t). Hence, by Theorem 4.3.1 the 

derivatives of L(e,cp) (a) for a 2:: 0 alternate in sign which implies that the derivatives of 

L(e,cp) (a + ao) for a 2:: -ao alternate in sign. Therefore, all we have to prove is that the 

derivatives of L(e,cp) (a + ao) for 0 < a < -ao alternate in sign. 

By Lemma 4.3.3, the function L(e,cp) (a) is analytic for a > ao. Thus, it admits the 

Taylor expansion at zero 

00 L(n) (0) 
L (a) = ""' an (e,cp) (e,cp) L- n! 

n=O 

which converges for all a > ao. 

For any kEN and a > ao, the kth derivative of L(e,cp) (a) is given by 

00 L (n) (0) 00 L (n+k) (0) 
L(k) (a) = ""' n(n - 1) ... (n _ k + 1) an- k (e,cp) = ""' an (e,cp) . 

(e,cp) L- n! L- n! 
n=k n=O 

Since L(e,cp)(a) for a > 0 is a Laplace transform, the derivatives L~:~cp)(O), n E N, 

alternate in sign. Hence, L~:~cp) (0) = (_I)n IL~:~cp) (0) I, n E N, and 

00 IL(n+k) (0)1 
L«k) )(a) = ""' (_I)n+kan (e,cp) kEN, a> ao. 

e,cp L- n! ' 
n=O 

Let ao < a < 0 and kEN. Then 

00 IL(n+k)(O)l { > 0 
L«k) )(a) = (_I)k ""' (-at (e,cp) , 

e,cp L- n! 
n=O < 0, 

k even 

k odd. 

Therefore, the derivatives of L(e,cp) (a) for ao < a < 0 alternate in sign which implies 

that the derivatives of L(e,cp)(a+ao) for 0 < a < -ao alternate in sign. Thus, the proof 

of the lemma is complete. o 

By Theorem 4.3.1 and the previous lemma, L(e,rp)(a + ao), a > 0, is a Laplace 

transform of some measure v on [0, +00) and can be written as 

a> O. 
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On the other hand, by the definition of L(e,<p) (a) for a > 0 from the beginning of 

the section we have that 

a> -ao. 

Therefore, by the uniqueness of the inverse of the Laplace transform we conclude 

that v(dt) = e-ootp(e,<p)(Ho > t) dt and that L(e,<p)(a + ao) for a > 0 is the Laplace 

transform of e-ootp(e,<p)(Ho > t). This finishes step 2). 

I h 1 fi d h 1· . I· pc.' 'f'l(Ho>T-t) 
n t e ast step we n t e lmlt ImT~+oo PC",'Pl(Ho>T) Let us start with the 

Laplace transform 

L(e,<p) (0 +00) = 10
00 

e-ot e-ootp(e,<p)(Ho > t) dt, 0> O. (4.26) 

By Lemma 4.3.5, if all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQO are simple, then 

for some non-zero constant c, or equivalently, 

By the property of Laplace transforms and (4.26), 

L(e,<p)(:+ao) = 1000 e-ot(lot 
e-oosp(e,<p)(Ho > s) dS) dt, 

and also ~ = Iooo e-ot dt for a > O. Thus, from (4.27) we deduce 

a 

0-+0, 

a-+O. 

0>0, 

- 10
00 

e-ot (lo t 
e-oosp(e,<p)(Ho > s) ds - L(e,IjO) (00») dt 

c (a)-! e- f3o <PGo e-IjOV-1Qo J1rgro(e), 0 -+ O. 

Since e-OQS p(e,<p)(Ho > s) is positive, the function 

t foooot fat e-OOB p(e,<p)(Ho > s) ds - L(e,<p)(ao) 

(4.27) 
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is monotone. Thus, we can apply Theorem 3.2.1 to the Laplace transform 

L(e,IP) (a + ao) L(e,IP) (ao) 
a a 

a>O, 

to obtain 

lot e-oos 
p(e,IP)(Ho > s) ds - L(e,IP) (ao) 

'" _C_ t-! e-.BOIPGo e-IPV-lQO J Ir 0
2rO(e) t -+ +00. 

r(!) , 

Then, for fixed (e, cp), (e' , cp') E Et, 

lim 
T-t+oo 

fr-
t e-OOB p(el,IP,)(Ho > s) ds - L(el.cpl) (ao) 

fo
T 

e-oosp(e,cp)(Ho > s) ds - L(e.IP) (ao) 
e-.BoIP' Go e-IP'V-1QO JirgrO(e') 
e-.BoIPGo e-cpV-IQO JirgrO(e) 

Moreover, by L'H6pital's rule, 

lim 
T-++oo 

fo
T

-
t e-OOB p(el.cpl)(Ho > s) ds - L(el.cpl)(ao) 

JOT e-oosp(e.IP)(Ho > s) ds - L(e.cp) (ao) 

o t • p(el IP,)(Ho > T - t) = e 0 hm --'-....:..~.....,......~---.---
T-++oo p(e.cp)(Ho > T) , 

if the latter limit exists. 

Let hro be a function on E x IR x [0, +00) defined by 

Then, it follows from (4.28) and (4.29) that 

'f I' Pee' <p,)(Ho>T-t) • h .. 1 hro(e'.cp'.t) 
1 ImT-++oo D(·e.'A)(Ho>T) eXIsts t en It IS equa to h ( 0)' •• .. r O e.cp. 
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(4.28) 

( 4.29) 

(4.30) 

We remind ourselves that the last statement is valid under the assumption that 

all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQO are simple. Therefore, under the same 

assumption we prove weak convergence of the measures (p(~.IP) 1Ft )T;::O. 
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Theorem 4.3.2 For fixed {e,!p} E Et, let a measure P[e~cp) be such that the process 

(Xt, !ptk~o under the measure P[e~cp) is the h-transform with the function hro of the 

killed process (Xt, !ptk~o. The function hro is given by 

and the killed process (Xt, !ptk::o is the process (Xt, !Pt, th~o killed when the process 

(!pt}t~O crosses zero. 

More precisely, for any t ~ 0 and A E :Ft, 

For fixed t ~ 0, let P[e~cp) l.1"t be the restriction of P[e~cp) to:Ft . If all non-zero eigen

values of the matrix V-I QO are simple and if, for t ~ 0 and (e,!p), (e' ,!p') E Ed, the 

limit limT-Hoo p(~(,:.:)\~::~t) exists, then the measures (P~,cp)IFt)T~o converge weakly 

to the probability measure P[e~cp) 1Ft as T -+ 00. 

Proof: First we prove that P[e~cp) is a probability measure. By (1.28), there exists a 

vector r O independent of the vector 1 such that V-1QOrO = 1, and by Lemma 4.1.2 {i}, 

e-cpv-IQO Jlrgro > O. In addition, Go is positive. Therefore, the function hro(e,!p) is 

positive which implies that p(r
o 

) is well-defined and that it is a measure. To show that e,cp 

P[e~cp) is a probability measure we need to show that the process {hro(Xt,!pt,t)I{t < 

Ho}, t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,cp)' 

By (4.13) the function hro{e,!p, t} can be rewritten as 

Thus, the function hro{e,!p, t} is continuously differentiable in cp and t which, by 

Lemma 1.6.1, implies that hro{e,!p, t} is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator A 

of the process (Xt, !Pt, th~o and that Ahro = O. Thus, the process (hro(Xt, !Pt, t))t~O is 
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a local martingale under p(e,cp) and therefore the stopped process (hro(XtI\Ho' CPtl\Ho' t /\ 

Ho))t'~o is also a local martingale under p(e,cp). By the definition of the function hro, if 

the process (Xt, CPt)t~O starts in Et then hro(XHo' CPHo' Ho) = o. Hence, 

and we conclude that the process {hro(Xt,cpt,t)I{t < Ho},t ~ O} is a local martingale 

under p(e,cp). Since it is also bounded on every finite interval, we get that the process 

{hro(Xt,cpt,t)I{t < Ho},t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,cp). Therefore, P[e~cp) is a 

probability measure. 

It remains to prove weak convergence ofthe measures (p(~,cp)l.rt)Y~o. It will be proved 

by the use of Lemma 3.1.2 in the same way as in the second part of Theorem 3.2.2. 

For fixed (e, cp) E Et and t, T ~ 0, let hT(e, cP, t) be a random variable defined on 

the probability space (0, F, p(e,;P») by 

p(Xt,CPt) (Ho > T - t) 
hT{e,cp,t) = p(e,cp)(Ho > T) I{t<Ho}. 

The random variables hT(e, cP, t), t ~ 0, are non-negative and, by (4.30), 

1· h ( ) hro{Xt, CPt, t) { II } 
1m T e,cp,t = h ( 0) I t<no , 

T-++oo rO e, cp, 
a.s .. 

In addition, by (4.11), 

E(e,cp) (hT(e, cP, t)) = 1, t ~ 0, 

and because the process {hro {Xt, cPt} I {t < Ho}, t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,cp), 

E (hro(Xt,'Pt,t)I{t<H }) = 1 0 
(e,cp) hro(e,cp,O) 0 ,t~. 

By Lemma 3.1.2 (i) applied to the random variables {hT(e, cP, t), T ~ OJ, we get that 

the random variables hT(e,cp,t) converge to h(~tt,:,~'» I{t<Ho} in Ll(O,F,P(e,cp») as 

T~ +00. 
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Hence, from (4.11) we obtain, for fixed t ~ 0 and A E :Ft , 

lim P~ <pleA) = lim E(e <p) (I(A)hT(e, <p, t)) 
T-t+oo' T-t+oo' 

E (I(A) hTo(Xt , <Pt,t) { }) TO ( ) 
= (e,<p) h ( 0) I t < Ho = p(e,<p) A , TO e, cp, 

which, by Lemma 3.1.2 (ii), implies that the measures (p,(T )IFt)Y>O converge weakly to e,<p _ 

o 

4.4 Conditioning the process (cpt)t~O to oscillate 

In Section 4.2 we have seen that one way of conditioning the process (cptk~o to stay 

non-negative is first to condition it to drift to +00, and then condition the resulting 

process to stay non-negative. 

Similarly, we can condition the process (cptk~o with a negative drift to oscillate, and 

then condition the resulting oscillating process to stay non-negative. In this section we 

shall investigate this way of conditioning the process (Xt , cptk~o. We are interested in 

the final result of these two conditionings performed in the specified order. 

First we want to condition the process (Xt , cptk~o in such a way that the process 

(cptk:~o changes its behaviour to oscillating. By Theorem 4.2.1, in order to change the 

behaviour of the process (cptk~o from a negative to a positive drift, taking the limit 

as y -* +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t>o on the event {By < +oo} results 

in making an h-transform of the process (Xt , cptk~o. Therefore, in order to obtain the 

process (cptk~o which oscillates from the process (cptk~o which has a negative drift, we 

shall again look for an h-transform of the process (Xt , cptk~o. 

We want to find a function h such that the process (Xtk:~o under p(~,<p) is Markov 

and that the process (cpth~o under p(~,<p) oscillates. By Theorem 1.9.1, there does not 

exist such function h defined on E x lIt But, if we let the function h be defined on 
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Ex IR x [0, +00), then, by Theorem 1.9.2, there exists exactly one function h such that 

the process (Xth;::o under p(~,cp) is Markov and that the process (rptk~o under p(~,cp) is 

oscillating. That function h is given by 

and f30 is the argmin of 0('), where o(f3) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the 

matrix (Q - f3V) and 00 and go are the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector, 

respectively, of the matrix (Q - f30 V). 

For fixed (e, rp) E Et, let a measure p(~~cp) be defined by 

ho _ E(e,cp) (I(A)ho(Xt, rpt, t») 
p(e,cp)(A) - ho(e,rp,O) ,A EFt, t ~ 0. (4.31) 

Then, by the results in Section 1.9, the process (Xth;::o under p(~~cp) is Markov with 

the Q-matrix QO given by (4.13) and, by Theorem 1.9.2, the process (rpt)t2:0 under p(~~cp) 

oscillates. 

Therefore, we have obtained the process (IPt)t2:0 that oscillates, that is the process 

(rpt)t2:0 under p(~~cp)' Our aim now is to condition the process (Xt, rpth2:o under p(~~cp) 

on the event that the process (rpt)t2:0 stays non-negative. Conditioning the process 

(Xt, rpt)t2:0 in the oscillating case on the event that (rpt)t2:0 stays non-negative has been 

discussed in Chapter 3. Since, by Lemma 4.3.1, the Q-matrix QO of the process (Xt)t2:0 

under p(~~cp) is conservative and irreducible, and, the process (rpth2:o under p(~~cp) os

cillates, we can apply results of Chapter 3 to the process (Xt, IPt)t2:0 under p(~~cp) to 

prove 

+ h hO Theorem 4.4.1 For fixed (e, IP) E Eo I let a measure p(e~~{ be such that the pro-

cess (Xt, rpt)t2:0 under p(~~~~ is the h-transform with the function h~ of the process 

(xe, rpt)t2:0 under p(~~cp) killed when the process (rpt)t2:0 crosses zero. The function h~ 

given by 

(e' , y) E E x lR, 
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where rO is a vector which satisfies V-1QOrO = 1. 

More precisely, for t ~ 0 and A E Ft1 

Then, p(:~~~ is a probability measure. 

In addition, for t ~ 0 and A E Ft1 

and 

p(:~~~ (A) = P[e~<p) (A), 

where P[e~<p) is as defined in Theorem 4·3.2. 
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Proof: It has been shown in Chapter 3 that for (e, cp) E Et the event {H ° = +oo} under 

p(e,<p) is of zero probability and that instead of conditioning the process {Xt, CPt)t~O on 

it we can consider limits of conditioning the process {Xt, CPt)t~O on two different approx

imations of the event {Ho = +oo}. By Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.2.2, the two suggested 

approximations of the event {Ho = +oo} yield the same result. Therefore, by applying 

these results to the process (Xt , CPt)t>o under p(ho )' we get that p(ho,h)~ is a probability _ e,<p e,<p 

measure and that 

In addition, by definition (4.31) of the measure p(ho ) we obtain, for t ~ 0 and e,<p 

A EFt, \, 

= 
Ete~<p) (I(A)h~(Xt, cpt)I{t < Ho}) 

h~(e, cp) 

E(e,<p) (I(A) ho(Xt, CPt, t) h~(Xt, CPt) I {t < Ho} ) 

ho{e, cP, 0) h~(e, cp) 
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since 

E(e,<p) (I(A) hro(Xt,rpt,t) I{t < HO}) 
-

hro(e,rp,O) 

ho(e, rp, t) h~(e, rp) = e-Qot e-fJo<P 90(e) e-<pV-IQO JlrgrO(e) 

_ e-Qot e-fJO<P Go e-<pV-IQO JlrgrO(e) 

where hro(e, rp, t) is as defined in Theorem 4.3.2. 
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o 

By Theorem 4.3.2, under the condition that all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix 

V-lQo are simple, the process (Xt, rpt)t>o under p(ro ) is the limiting process as T -+ +00 - e,<p 

in conditioning the process (Xt, rpt)t~O on the event {Ho > T}. Thus, the last theorem 

states that transforming the process (Xt, IPth~o to obtain the oscillating process (IPt)t~O, 

and then conditioning the resulting oscillating process on any of the two approximations 

of the event {Ho = +oo}, give the same result as taking the limit as T -+ +00 of 

conditioning the process (Xt, rpt)t~O on the event {Ho > T}. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

In Section 1.10 and Chapters 3 and 4, depending on the behaviour of the process (cpt k~o, 

we have discussed conditioning the process (Xt, cpth~o on the event that the process 

(cpt)t~O stays non-negative, that is on the event {Ho = +oo}. Here is a summary of the 

results. 

In the case of positive drift of the process (cpt)t~O (Section 1.10), the event {Ho = 
+oo} is of positive probability and conditioning the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on it is well

defined. The resulting conditioned process is the h-transform of the process (Xt, CPt)t~O 

killed when the process (cpt)t~O crosses zero with the function 

In the oscillating and in the negative drift case (Chapters 3 and 4), the event {Ho = 

+oo} is of zero probability and we cannot condition the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on it in 

the standard way. Instead, we consider limits of conditioning the process (Xt, !pth~o 

on two approximations of the event {Ho = +oo}. One approximation is by the events 

that the process (cpt)t~O hits large levels y before it crosses zero, that is by the events 

{Hy < Ho}, y > 0, and another approximation is by the events that the process (cpt)t~O 
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stays non-negative for long times, that is by the events {Ho > T}, T > O. If the limits 

and (5.1) 

exist, and if the processes 

and 

{ lim p(Xt,CPt)(Ho > T - t) I{t < Ho}, t > o} 
y-++oo p(e,cp)(Ho > T) -

are martingales under p(e,cp), then, for fixed t ~ 0 and A E Tt, 

. (. p(Xt,CPt)(Hy < Ho)) 
hm p(e cp)(AIHy < Ho) = E(e cp) I(A)I{t < Ho} hm D (H H ) 

y-++oo ' , 11-++00 r(e,cp) y < 0 

and 

. (. p(Xt,cpt)(Ho>T-t)) 
hm p(e cp)(AIHo > T} = E(e cp) I(A}I{t < Ho} hm P. (H T) . 

T-++oo ' , T-++oo (e,cp) 0 > 

In the oscillating case, both limits in (5.1) exists and 

. p(e',cp,)(Hy < Ho) . p(e',cp')(Ho > T - t) hr(e'<p') 
hm = hm =, 

y-++oo p(e,cp)(Hy < Ho} T-++oo p(e,cp)(Ho > T} hr(e, <p} 

where hr(e, <p) = e-CPv-1QJlr2r(e} and the process {hr(Xt, <pt)I{t < Ho}, t ~ O} is 

a martingale under p(e,cp)' Hence, the limiting process in conditioning the process 

(Xt, <Pt)t;::o on any of the two approximations of the event {Ho = +oo} is the h-transform 

of the killed process (Xt, <Pt}t;::o with the function hr. 

In the negative drift case, the first limit in (5.1) exists and 

R, (H < Ii ) h ( , ') lim (e ,cp') y 0 = Ima: e <P , 
y-++oo p(e,cp) (Hy < Ho) h Ima., (e, <p) 

where the function hfmaz is given by h/maz (e, tp) = e-CPv-1QJ1f2fmax(e) and the process 

{h Ima., (Xt, <pt}I {t < Ho}, t ~ O} is a martingale under p(e,cp)' Thus, the limiting process 
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in conditioning the process (Xt, cptk~o on the events {Hy < Ho}, y > 0, is the h

transform of the killed process (Xt , CPt k::o with the function h /maz' 

The functions h, hr and h Imaz determine, in the positive drift case, the oscillating case 

and the negative drift case, respectively, the h-transforms of the killed process (Xt, CPt)t~O 

corresponding to the limit as y ~ +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on the 

event {Hy < Ho}. By comparing the functions h, hr and h/maz ' we see that they are all 

of the same form. Moreover, since in the positive drift case /max = 1, the functions h 

and h /mlJZ are the same function. 

For the second limit in (5.1) in the negative drift case, we are unable to show its 

existence, but if it exists and if all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix V-IQO are simple, 

then 
. p(e/,cpl)(Ho > T - t) h~(e'cp', t) 

hm ( ) = O( )' T-Hoo p(e,cp) Ho > T hr e, cP, ° 
where the function h~ is given by h~(e, cP, t) = e-oot e-/3oCP Go e-cpv-IQO JlrgrO(e), and 

the process {h~(Xt, CPt, t)I{t < Ho}, t ~ o} is a martingale under p(e,cp)' Thus, the 

limiting process in conditioning the process (Xt, cptk::o on the events {Ho > T}, T > 0, 

is the h-transform of the killed process (Xt, CPt, th~o with the function h~. 

The functions hr and h~ correspond, in the oscillating and in the negative drift case, 

respectively, to the limits as T ~ +00 of of conditioning the process (Xt, cpth~o on the 

event {Ho > T}. Since in the oscillating case ao = 130 = 0, QO = Q, rg = r2 and 

r O = r, by substituting these values into h~ we obtain hr. Hence, hr and h~ are the 

same function. 

In the negative drift case, making the h-transform ofthe process (Xt, CPt)t~O with the 

function hmax(e, cp) = e-omazl{) fmax{e) yields the probability measure p(~7;>'" such that 

the process (Xth~o under p(~~;>", is Markov and that the process (cpt)t~O under p(~~;>"J 

has a positive drift. The process (Xt, CPt)t>o under p(hmtJ)z can also be seen as the limiting _ e,cp 

process as y ~ +00 in conditioning the process (Xt, CPt)t~O on the event {Hy < +oo}. 
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Further conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t>o under p(hma)", on the event {Ho = +oo} - e,~ 

yields the same result as the limit as y -+ +00 of conditioning the process (Xt, <ptk~o 

on the event {Hy < Ho}. In other words, the diagram in Figure 5.1. commutes. 

(Xt, <ptk::o under p(e,<p) 

(the negative drift case) 

{Hy < Ho}, Y-++oo 
-----------. (Xt, <Pt)t~O under pfe7;f 

(Xt, <Pt)t~O under p(~~;>", 
(the positive drift case) 

Figure 5.1: The negative drift case of conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O on the events 

{Hy < Ho}, y ~ O. 

On the other hand, again in the negative drift case, making the h-transform of the 

process (Xt, <Pt, th~o with the function ho(e, <p) = e-Qo<Pe-PO~go(e) yields the probability 

measure p(ho ) such that the process (Xt)t>o under p(ho ) is Markov and that the process 
e,~ _ e,~ 

(<pt)t~O under p(~~~) oscillates. Under the condition that all non-zero eigenvalues of the 

matrix V-IQO are simple, further conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O under p(~~~) on the 

event {Ho = +oo} (which, because the process (<pt)t>o under p(ho ) oscillates, is the limit _ e,~ 

of conditioning the process (Xt, <Pt)t>o under p(ho ) on any of the two approximations of - e,<p 

the event {Ho = +oo}), gives the same result as the limit as T -+ +00 of conditioning 

the process (Xt, <Pt)t~O under p(e,~) on the event {Ho > T}. Hence, the diagram in 

Figure 5.2 commutes. 
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(Xt, <pdt;::o under p(e,l") 

(the negative drift case) 

{Ho > T}, T~+oo 
----------... , (Xt, <pth~o under P[e~I") 

{T < Ho}, T~+oo 
{Hy < Ho}, y~+oo 

(Xt, <pth~o under p(~~I") 
(the oscillating case) 
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Figure 5.2: The negative drift case of conditioning the process (Xt , <ptk~o on the events 

{Ho > T}, T ~ o. 

The two described commuting diagrams had been proved by Bertoin, Doney [4] for 

the general random walk satisfying certain conditions. The aim of this work was to show 

that they are also valid for the Markov process (Xt• <Pt)t;::o. The above results confirm 

that the aim has largely been achieved. 



Appendix A 

The Perron-Frobenius theorems 

Theorem A.O.2 (The Perron-Frobenius Theorem for Primitive Matrices) 

Suppose T is an n x n primitive matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue r such that: 

(a) r is real and positive; 

(b) with r can be associated positive left and right eigenvectors; 

(c) r > IAI for any eigenvalue A, A t= r ofT; 

(d) the eigenvectors associated with r are unique to constant multiples; 

(e) r is a simple root of the characteristic equation of T. 

(J) 
Tk 

lim k = const. t= o. 
k-++oo r 

Proof: For the proof of (a) to (e) see Theorem 1.1. in Seneta [31]. For the proof of (f) 

see Theorem 1.2. in Seneta [31]. o 

Theorem A.O.3 (The Perron-Frobenius Theorem for Irreducible Essentially 

Non-negative Matrices) Suppose B is an n x n irreducible essentially non-negative 

matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue T such that: 

(a) T is real; 
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(b) with r are associated positive left and right eigenvectors which are unique to constant 

multiples; 

(c) r > Re(>.) for any eigenvalue >., >. ::/= r of B; 

(d) r is a simple root of the characteristic equation of B; 

(e) r ::; 0 if and only if there exists y ~ 0, y ::/= 0, such that By::; 0, in which case y > 0; 

and r < 0 if and only if there is inequality in at least one position in By ::; 0; 

(f) r < 0 if and only if _B-1> O. 

(g) 
etB 

lim -t- = wv, 
t-++oo e T 

where wand v are the positive right and left eigenvectors of B associated with r, normed 

so that vw = 1. 

Proof: For the proof of (a) to (f) see Theorem 2.6. in Seneta [31]. For the proof of (g) 

see Theorem 2.7. in Seneta [31]. o 



Appendix B 

The proofs of auxiliary lemmas 

Proof of Lemma 1.8.2: Let f(xo) be a local minimum of f. Then, for some h > 0, 

f(xo) ~ f(x), XE(xo-h,xo+h). 

Suppose that y > Xo + h > Xo. Then Xo + !h = txo + (1 - t)y for some t E (0,1), 

and 
1 

f(xo + "2h) = f(txo + (1 - t)y) ~ tf(xo) + (1 - t)f(y). (B.1) 

Since Xo + ~h E (xo - h, Xo + h), we have that 

1 
f(xo) ~ f(xo + "2h), 

which together with (B.1) gives that f(xo) ~ fey). 

In the same way, we can show that f(xo) ~ fey) for y < Xo - h < Xo • Hence, f(xo) 

is a global minimum of f. 

Furthermore, since f(xo) ~ f(x) for every x, we have that, for x > xo, 

f(x) - f(xo) > 0 
X-Xo -, 

and for x < xo, 

f(x) - f(xo) < ° 
x -Xo -, 
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which implies that 

lim f(x} - f(xo} < 0 < lim f(x) - f(xo) • 
X-+Xo_ X - Xo - - x-+xo+ X - Xo 

If the function f is differentiable at Xo, then the limits in the previous inequality are 

equal to f'(xo} and therefore f'(xo) = O. o 

Proof of Lemma 1.8.3: We want to prove that limh-+O uright({3 + h) = uright({3) for 

any {3 E lit Suppose that for some {3 E IR it is not true. Then there exists € > 0 and a 

subsequence (uright({3 + hn»nEN of (uright({3 + h))h~O such that hn -70 when n -7 +00 

and that for any N E N, n ~ N implies that lIuright({3 + hn) - uright([3) II ~ €. 

Since the vectors uright([3), [3 E IR, are unit, they all lie on the closed unit ball 

in IRIEI and because the closed unit ball is compact in IRIEI, any sequence of vectors 

uright([3), [3 E IR, has a convergent subsequence. Let (uright(,8+hn/c))n/cEN be a convergent 

subsequence of (uright(,8 + hn))nEN. 

By Lemma 1.8.1, 0({3) is a continuous function. Thus, by taking the limit when 

nk -7 +00 of both sides in the equality 

(Q - (,8 + hn/c)V - 0(,8 + hn,,)I) (uright(,8 + hn,,) - uright(,8») 

= (Q - (3V - 0([3 + hn,,)1) uright([3) - hn/c Vuright([3) , 

we get that 

(Q - (3V - 0({3)1) ( lim uright([3 + hn ) - uright([3») = O. 
n",-++oo '" 

The last equation implies that 

(B.2) 

for some A E IR, because the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue a([3) of (Q - ,8V) has algebraic 

multiplicity one and the associated eigenvector is uright({3). From (B.2) we have that 

(B.3) 
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and because uright({3) and the sequence (uright({3 + hnk))nkEN are positive, we conclude 

that oX + 1 2: 0. 

Furthermore, (B.3) implies that 

Since Iluright({3)1I = 1 for any {3 E ~ we get that loX + 11 = 1, and because oX + 1 ~ 0, 

that oX + 1 = 1. 

Hence, 

but that contradicts our assumption that for some f > ° and any N E N, n ~ N implies 

that lIuright({3 + hn ) - uright({3) II 2: f. Therefore, uright({3) is a continuous function of {3. 

o 

Proof of Lemma 2.3.1: Let gee, It') be a function on E x IR defined by 

gee, It') = h«e, It'), (f, y)) - Go«e, It'), (f, y)). 

Then 

lim g(XtAHoAHII,lt'tAHoAHII)= lim (g(Xt,lt't)I{t<HoAHy} 
t-++oo t-++oo 

+ g(XHo' It'Ho) I{Ho < t A Hy} + 9(XHII , !PHil) I{Hy < t A Ho}). (B.4) 

From the boundary conditions for the function h and because 

we have that 

Go((e,O),(f,y)) =0, eEE-, y>O, 

Go«e, 0), (f, y)) = 0, e E E+, y < 0, 
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Thus, the last two terms on the right-hand side of (B.4) are equal to zero. 

Now we shall show that I{t < Ho 1\ Hy} -+ 0 as t -+ +00 a.s. by showing first that 

p(e,<p)(Ho I\Hy = +00) = 0, (e,<,o) E Ex (O,y). We recall the processes y+ = (Xr:)Y~o 
and Y- = (Xr':l/ )y~O and their Q-matrices G+ and G- respectively. Suppose that 

Ho = Hy = +00 a.s.. Then both processes y+ and Y- have finite lifetimes which 

implies that neither of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative. But, by Lemma 1.7.1 at 

least one of the matrices G+ and G- is conservative. Thus, p(e,<p)(Ho A Hy = +00) = 0 

which implies that the sequence (I{t < Ho A Hy } )t~O converges to 0 in L1 as t -+ +00 

and therefore also in probability. Since the sequence (I{t < Ho A Hy } k~o is decreasing 

in t and bounded, it converges a.s., and it must converge a.s. to the same limit as in 

probability, which is O. Thus, I{t < Ho A Hy} -+ 0 as t -+ +00 a.s .. 

In addition, 

Go((e, <,0), (f, y)) = L p(e,<p) (XHI/ = e/, Hy < Ho) Go((e', y), (f, y)), 
e'eE 

which implies that the function (e, <,0) H Go((e, <,0), (f, y)) is bounded. Since the function 

h is also bounded on E x (0, y), we conclude that the function g(e, <,0) is bounded on 

E x (0, y), which gives that 

Thus, the limit in (B.4) is equal to zero. 

Moreover, the process (g(Xt/\HoAHI/' <,ot"HoAHI/))t~O is a uniformly integrable martin

gale when the process (Xt, <,ot)t~O starts in E x (0, y). Therefore, by (BA), 

and thus, 

g( e, IP) - tE!foo E (9(XtI\HOI\H~' IPtI\HOI\HII )) 

- E( lim g(XtAHoAHI/' <,otAHOAHI/)) = O. 
t-++oo 

h( (e, <,0), (f, y)) = Go((e, <,0), (f, y)), (e, <,0) E E x (0, y). 
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o 
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